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Preface

This workbook has developed from the course material prepared for the London Workshops
on Teaching Evidence Based Health Care. These very popular workshops have been running
since February 1996 and are based on a model originally developed at McMaster University
in the early 1990s. Their scope and format are described further in the reprint “Workshops
for teaching evidence based practice” (page 8).

No workbook can be all things to all individuals or all groups and a book that claims to offer
all the “answers” in such a rapidly changing field as evidence based health care would quickly
become out of date. Our aim in preparing this workbook was to provide a resource for indi-
vidual reflection and group discussion, based mainly on a wide selection of classic and/or con-
troversial papers previously published in the British Medical Journal and elsewhere.

We hope that the open-ended nature of the study units, the lists of further reading, and the
range of suggestions for how to use the material in interactive group work, will allow students
and tutors to explore new ways of teaching and learning. 

Note that we have deliberately not tried to incorporate into this workbook a textbook of evi-
dence based health care. We believe that an understanding of conceptually complex topics
must be built through reflection, discussion and synthesis rather than consumed in ready-made
bites. There will be many times when you wish to pursue the theoretical aspects of clinical
epidemiology in more detail. For this, we recommend one of the many articles, chapters, and
textbooks listed at the end of each unit. Our own work includes Trisha’s How to read a paper:
the basics of evidence based medicine and our joint publication A hands-on guide to evidence based
health care: practice and implementation.

We would welcome your suggestions on how to improve this book. Please write to us c/o
the publishers or email us on ebp@ucl.ac.uk.

Trisha Greenhalgh
Anna Donald
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Using this book in learning and
teaching

BEFORE YOU START – DEFINE YOUR AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

It ought to be self-evident that any formal educational experience – meeting, seminar, course,
conference, lecture, learning set, journal club or whatever – should have clearly defined aims,
i.e. broad goals for what the organisers hope to achieve. In addition, each individual session
should have explicit learning objectives (i.e. specific things that the learners should know or be
able to do by the end of that session). 

If you are organising an educational meeting and you are unable to commit yourself in writ-
ing to precisely what participants should expect to get out of it, you should not be surprised
if they express confusion and dissatisfaction! If you are studying alone, you will almost cer-
tainly find that defining your overall aim and setting particular objectives for each study ses-
sion will make your learning more effective and enjoyable. 

As the authors of this workbook, it is not our place to define in any detail your own aims or
objectives (or those of the group you intend to teach). We encourage you to think carefully
about the aims of your course as a whole and about the specific learning objectives for each
session.

AIMS

Here are some examples of aims for which this workbook might provide one resource.

Sample aims for a one-week short course on teaching evidence based health care
(EBHC)

● To provide an environment where participants from a range of backgrounds can explore
different educational models for teaching evidence based practice and discuss the design,
development, and maintenance of appropriate curricula.

● To allow participants to develop their own skills in question framing, critical appraisal,
database searching, and teaching as part of a lifelong professional development process.

● To encourage long-term networking and resource sharing between individuals and insti-
tutions whose common aim is the effective teaching of evidence based practice.

Sample aims for a learning set that meets for a half-day session on a regular basis
to develop a programme of clinical governance in a health service organisation

● To provide regular protected time and a safe environment in which participants can
explore the principles of evidence based health care and apply these to their own working
practice.

● To allow participants to develop relevant skills in question framing, critical appraisal, and
database searching and apply these skills to real clinical problems.
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● To build an efficient, multidisciplinary, task-oriented team that is able to identify and
draw upon the knowledge and skills of individual members in developing and implement-
ing evidence based clinical policy within the organisation.

Sample aims for an individual who wishes to improve their own skills in evidence
based health care

● To become familiar with the theoretical principles of evidence based health care and the
main controversies surrounding its application in practice, in order to make an informed
decision on how I should use research evidence in my unit or organisation.

● To pass an undergraduate or postgraduate examination or gain a particular vocational
qualification.

● To improve my own practice in a particular clinical area or to develop an evidence based
clinical guideline or policy for myself and my team.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

You will find suggestions for learning objectives listed at the beginning of each unit. An
example of a learning objective is

“By the end of this study unit on critical appraisal of research evidence [which involves
reading and evaluating a paper describing an original research trial], we hope you will be
able to state the purpose of the trial, describe the methods used by the investigators and
comment on their validity, identify the main sources of bias and confounding, and esti-
mate the magnitude and precision of the results.”

Because learning objectives refer to what the learner should be able to do, they should be
expressed as a set of verbs (such as “state”, “describe”, “comment”, “identify”, and so on).
If you plan to measure the extent to which the objectives have been achieved (for example, by
means of a formal test, examination or summative assessment), the learning objectives should
be defined in terms of measurable tasks that have a reasonably clear threshold for demon-
strating competence (i.e. the learner can be readily classified as either able or unable to per-
form the task). The objective “understand Bayes’ theorem” is much less helpful, for example,
than “demonstrate how Bayes’ theorem can inform the judicious use of diagnostic tests in the
clinical encounter”.

SET ARTICLES

1. Bligh J. Problem-based, small group learning. BMJ 1995; 311: 342–3.
2. Greenhalgh T. Workshops for teaching evidence based practice. Evidence Based Med

1997; 2: 7–8.

LEARNING IN A GROUP

The reprint on pages 6–7 offers a number of reasons why we are enthusiastic about group
work for learning and teaching evidence based health care. Educationists talk about “super-
ficial learning” (characterised by the ability to recognise, recall, and reproduce facts) and
“deep learning” (characterised by the ability to perform more complex tasks such as analysis,
synthesis, reflection, comparison, and application of knowledge gained in one context to an
entirely new context).

2
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Group work is a particularly effective method for supporting deep learning because it
encourages (indeed, requires) the activities of listening, questioning, explaining, comparing,
consolidating, summarising, and evaluating.

The detailed theoretical principles of small group work are beyond the scope of this book
but we suggest that both tutors and group members should be familiar with the basics before
starting out on an intensive learning experience.

To make it more fun, less exhausting, and more effective, we suggest five tips.
1. Get to know each other.

● What are our names, professional backgrounds, and interests?
● What relevant skills, experience or perspectives do individual members have?
● What were our individual objectives in coming on the course and/or joining the group?

2. Set some ground rules.
● When will each session start and finish? How important is it that we all turn up to

every session and that we start and finish on time? How will we cope with members
who turn up late or irregularly?

● How will we run each session? Will members take it in turns to present or lead
sessions? How about presenting in pairs?

● How will we deal with interruptions and distractions (for example, “bleeps”, mobile
phones, people “just popping out”)?

● How will we use our designated tutor or facilitator (if we have one)? If we don’t have
one, should one of us take on that role?

● What methods (formal presentations, informal discussions, role play) and technolo-
gies (flip chart, video, computer) will we use for our learning?

● Do we have a specific task to complete (for example, a project to do) that has been set
by someone outside the group and, if so, what are our terms of reference towards that
individual?

3. Be aware of two aspects of the learning.
● Content – what is being covered. What is the clinical topic, what dimension of the

problem is the focus of discussion, what depth is it being covered in, etc?
● Process – how it is being covered. Who is speaking, who is listening (and who isn’t), are

any points of view being unreasonably dismissed, is the speaker simply stating their
opinion or offering reasoned argument, etc? 

You may wish to delineate a means of commenting on process that is distinct from rou-
tine input on content. The McMaster group developed the expressions “Time out” and
“Time in” for this. For example, the tutor might say, “Time out. Henry and Fred, the
points you are making are very good, but you seem to be having your own dialogue rather
than including the rest of the group. Time in.”

4. Have a broad structure in mind for every session.
● Set the agenda for the session (leaving time for practical things such as shifting furniture,

moving to break-out rooms, and refreshments, as well as the other tasks listed below).
● Agree on the topic to be covered, the methods to be used, the roles of the group mem-

bers and tutor, and the learning objectives (see page 2).
● Run the session, modifying the objectives as you go along if necessary (for example, if

it emerges that they were unrealistic). Use the Time out / Time in markers if you find
them useful.

Remember

● Small group work should be fun.
● Small group work is usually exhausting.
● Small group work can be effective.

3
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● Evaluate this session.
● Plan the next session.

5. Establish and follow rules for giving feedback to a group member.
● Timing

– Allocate protected time during or after the session for feedback.
– Try to give feedback as soon after the event as possible.

● Packaging. When giving negative feedback:
– Use the “criticism sandwich”: begin and end your feedback on a positive note (for

example, “It was a good idea to try a role play here. Unfortunately I felt my brief
was ambiguous, and I think quite a few others felt the same. As a result I felt the
session didn’t hang together. But still, we all got to know each other better and
we’ve learnt some lessons for next time”).

– Use “I” and give your experience of the behaviour (for example, “When you said
..., I felt that you were ...”).

● Content
– Stick to one or two points.
– Confine your comments to things that can be changed. There is no point saying

“You’ve got an awful sense of humour”, but you could say, “I felt it was inappro-
priate to make a joke at that point in your presentation”.

– Describe specific behaviours and give examples (“You stood up and spoke
loudly”) rather than assigning motives (“You were trying to intimidate her”).

– Suggest alternative behaviours (“Perhaps you could have asked everyone at that
point if they were still with you”).

● Self-awareness
– Remember that feedback says a lot about you as well as about the person to whom

it is directed.
– Ask yourself, “Why am I giving this feedback?”. If you want to show how much

you know or contribute generally to the topic under discussion, the feedback
session is not the place to do it.

LEARNING ON YOUR OWN

Although this book was originally developed as a resource for small group work, there is no
reason why you should not use it for individual study. Some people can study very effectively
on their own; others find they need more interaction with fellow students. Research papers
and review articles can be very dry and uninspiring. Arguments and discussions about what
particular texts mean, as well as stories about real-life practice (“When we tried that ...”), are
all ways of engaging with the text and consolidating the learning.

If you are following a self-directed course of study and do not have the benefit of regular
contact with a tutor or fellow students, the following tips may help you achieve deeper under-
standing of the material presented here.

We strongly advise you to use this workbook alongside a general textbook of clinical
epidemiology or evidence based practice such as the selection listed below.

Set aside regular protected time for your studies. If you are working for an examination,
draw up a timetable that allows you to cover all the main topics. If you fail to cover one topic
to your satisfaction, decide whether to abandon it or give it more time by compromising
another topic. As described on page 2, make sure you define specific objectives for your learn-
ing.

When you read an article, make notes on its main message and list the points you do not
understand. You may, at this point, need to look things up in reference textbooks or approach
an expert in the subject. (Keep a running list of questions so you do not have to disturb your
expert too many times!).
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When you have finished reading an article, think about how you might apply its message in
practice. How would you explain its message to a group of students who are new to the topic?
How would you persuade a colleague to change their practice in the light of the results? What
might be the argument of a colleague who was resistant to change and how would you
respond? If you were of the opinion that “evidence based medicine is a load of rubbish”, what
would your reaction to this article be? 

By going through mental exercises like this, you are creating, in effect, an imaginary group
of people with different perspectives, opinions, and knowledge levels about the subject and by
constructing an imaginary response to them, you will achieve a deeper understanding of the
topic.

FURTHER READING

Books on EBHC

Donald A, Greenhalgh T. A hands-on guide to evidence based health care: practice and imple-
mentation. Oxford: Blackwell, 1999. 

(A textbook designed for the busy clinician or manager, with major sections on the practicalities of
achieving EBHC in the real world.)

Greenhalgh T. How to read a paper: the basics of evidence based medicine. London: BMJ Books,
1997. 

(An introductory text designed for those with no previous background in EBHC, intended for both
medical and non-medical readers.)

Sackett DL, Haynes RB, Guyatt GH, Tugwell P. Clinical epidemiology: a basic science for
clinical medicine. London: Little, Brown, 1991.

(A comprehensive reference text covering detailed aspects of EBHC and including an extensive
section on professional development, designed primarily for doctors.)

Sackett DL, Richardson WS, Rosenberg WMC, Haynes RB. Evidence-based medicine: how to
practise and teach EBM. London: Churchill Livingstone, 1997. 

(A pocket-sized summary text of the principles of EBM, containing tips for teaching.)

Books and articles on teaching and group work

Crosby J. Learning in small groups. Association for Medical Education in Europe Education
Guide No. 8. Medical Teacher 1999; 19: 189–202.

Elwyn G, Greenhalgh T, Macfarlane F, Koppel S. Groups: a hands-on guide to small group
work in education, management, and research. Oxford: Radcliffe, 1999 (in press).

Eraut M. Developing professional knowledge and competence. London: Falmer Press, 1993.
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Problem based learning is an educational method that uses
problems as the starting point for student learning.1 In
medical education these problems are usually clinical and
integrate basic science with clinical thinking. Such methods
have been used since the 1960s, when the medical school
at McMaster, Ontario, first introduced an entirely new
approach to medical education.2

Identifying material for a course of problem based learning
requires teachers to analyse their discipline for the critical
elements that are essential to medical practice. Once such core
elements have been identified, clinical problems can be
composed and supporting learning activities (such as lectures,
practicals, workshops, and clinical attachments) arranged.
Students learn by seeking solutions to the problems. To do
this they work in small groups to break the problem into its
constituent parts, identifying relations and connections along
the way. Individual learning and attendance at timetabled
activities follow, with students searching for answers to
questions they have raised themselves during the analysis.
Validation of learning takes place in the small group under the
eye of the tutor.

Problem based learning has spread to continental Europe,
the Middle and Far East, and Australia3 but has not taken root
in the United Kingdom. Newly established medical schools
are most likely to use problem based learning, although
complete conversion within a traditional curriculum and
within existing resources is possible.4 A “dual track” approach
has been successfully used in several schools (for example, the
University of New Mexico).5 Evidence of its effectiveness in
producing medical graduates comparable to those produced,
by traditional programmes has been sporadically produced,
and concerns have yet to be assuaged that it fails to influence
the development of general problem solving skills. A recurring
concern about problem based learning is that it costs more in
terms of staff time; however, its effect is not to increase
teaching time but rather to change how this time is spent — for
example, teachers using problem based learning spend up to
40% more time working with students.6 Assessment is
another concern. The experience at McMaster, where feedback
on progress is prominent, shows that knowledge remains
an essential foundation for learning and that it must be
tested without styles of student learning being unwittingly
distorted.7

With publication of the results of Harvard Medical School’s
evaluation of its new pathway programme8 and two recent
major review papers, we are still no clearer about the effects of
the method on problem solving skills. Harvard used multiple
measures, including questionnaires, interviews, and videotapes
of consultations, to compare students on the two year
preclinical component of the new pathway with their peers
randomly allocated to the traditional programme. They found
that the students allocated to the new pathway reflected more
on their learning, memorised less than their peers, and
preferred active learning. Interpersonal skills, psychosocial
knowledge, and attitudes towards patients (for example,
patient centredness and empathy) were better in the new
pathway group, and the students felt more stimulated,
challenged, and satisfied. There were no differences, in
terms of biomedical knowledge, between the two groups of
students in performance in the National Board of Medical
Examiners’ part I examination. New pathway students
reported less cramming of knowledge before exams; better
retention in the months afterwards; and, because the result

of the exams was a pass or fail rather than a grade, feeling
less threatened.9,10

Promoting enjoyable learning
Although the authors recognised that students adapt to the

learning environment in which they find themselves, the new
pathway students reported significantly greater autonomy,
more innovation and involvement, and similar work pressures
to those reported by matched controls after two years. The
new pathway students were also more sure of themselves in
handling uncertainty. Students on the traditional curriculum
were more likely to use the key words “non-relevant, passive,
and boring” to describe their preclinical experience. New
pathway students, however, reported that some interpersonal
aspects of tutorial work caused frustration and anxiety, as did
concerns over what and how much to study.

Other findings echo these from Harvard. Two recent
review papers, one examining over 100 papers about problem
based learning and the other reporting on its psychological
basis, have offered medical teachers a broad reference base
from which to draw conclusions. For Albanese and Mitchell,
concerns about the costs of implementation and about the
cognitive processes that some students may develop balance
evidence of adequate learning of basic science and the
development of self learning skills.11 They recommend
caution when considering curriculum-wide conversion to
problem based learning, suggesting teacher directed learning
of basic science alongside the exploration of clinical cases with
problem based learning.

Norman and Schmidt, from McMaster (Canada) and
Maastricht (Netherlands), report that students using problem
based learning have a greater intrinsic interest in learning,
their self directed learning skills are enhanced (and are
retained), and basic science concepts are better integrated into
the solving of clinical problems.12,13 They also report that,
although the problem based learning format may initially
reduce the amount that students learn, subsequent retention
of knowledge is increased. The review emphasises the
importance of students puzzling through problems to learn
concepts and suggests that individual learning and groups
without tutors may both have a role in the future.

Both reviews emphatically support the psychosocial effect
that problem based learning has on students and teaching
staff. The attitudes of teachers and the atmosphere of
cooperation in a problem based learning curriculum mean
that graduates report that they find the “learning environment
more stimulating and more humane” than do graduates of
conventional schools. With undergraduate medical education
currently carrying a health warning because of the stress and
anxiety exhibited by students and young graduates, any
educational process that promotes enjoyment of learning with-
out loss of basic knowledge and skills must be a good thing.14–16

The General Medical Council has strongly recommended
reform of the curriculum in Britain.17 It wants substantially
less teaching of factual information. Instead, it wants an
integrated “core” curriculum based on body systems, with
active learning driven by curiosity and a greater use of the
critical evaluation of evidence. Special study modules will
augment core and offer students in depth opportunities to
study scientific method and research.

British medical schools are thus under pressure, not only to
reform their curriculum but also to change the process of
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learning. The response so far has been encouraging. Study
guides and learning contracts are being introduced in Dundee;
clinical skills units are planned or in place at St Bartholomew’s
Hospital and in Dundee, Leeds, and Liverpool; computer
assisted learning is a feature of Aberdeen’s plans; and
multidisciplinary groups characterise planning for reform of
the syllabus in many schools. Sheffield is piloting a structured
supervision project, and special study modules have been
developed in Birmingham, Edinburgh, Leicester, and
Manchester. Manchester has already introduced problem
oriented group work into its first year course; Glasgow and
Liverpool are committed to problem based learning as a major
learning strategy from 1996; and other schools are actively con-
sidering its introduction. As far as Britain is concerned, problem
based learning seems at last to be coming in from the cold.

JOHN BLIGH

Professor
University Medical Education Unit,
Royal Liverpool University Hospital,
Liverpool L69 3BX

1 Barrows HS, Tamblyn RN. Problem-based learning: an approach to medical education. New York:
Springer, 1980.

2 Neufield VR, Woodward CA, MacLeod SM. The McMaster MD programme: a case study in
renewal in medical education. Acad Med 1989;64 : 423–32.

3 Walton HJ, Matthews MB, eds. Essentials of problem-based learning. Med Educ 1989;23 : 542–58.
4 Des Marchais JE, Bureau MA, Dumais B, Pigeon G. From traditional to problem-based learning:

a case report of a complete curriculum reform. Med Educ 1992;26 : 190–9.
5 Kaufman A, ed. Implementing problem-based medical education: lessons from successful innovations.

New York: Springer, 1985.
6 Mennin SP, Martinez-Burrola N. The cost of problem-based vs traditional medical education. Med

Educ 1986;20 : 187–94.
7 Blake JM, Norman GR, Smith EKM. Report card from McMaster: student evaluation at a

problem-based medical school. Lancet 1995;345 : 899–902.
8 Moore GT, Block SD, Style CB, Mitchell R. The influence of the new pathway curriculum on

Harvard medical students. Acad Med 1994;69 : 983–9.
9 Tosteson DC, Adelstein SJ, Carver ST, eds. New pathways to medical education: learning to learn at

Harvard Medical School. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1994.
10 McManus C. New pathways to medical education: learning to learn at Harvard Medical School

[book review]. BMJ 1995;311 : 67.
11 Albanese MA, Mitchell S. Problem-based learning: a review of literature on its outcomes and

implementation issues. Acad Med 1993;68 : 52–81.
12 Norman GR, Schmidt HG. The psychological basis of problem-based learning: a review of the

evidence. Acad Med 1992;67 : 557–65.
13 Schmidt HG, Norman GR, Boshuizen HPA. A cognitive perspective on medical expertise: theory

and implications. Acad Med 1990;65 : 611–21.
14 Weatherall DJ. The inhumanity of medicine. BMJ 1994;308 : 1671–2.
15 Wolf TM, Randall HM, von Almen K, Tynes LL. Perceived mistreatment and attitude change by

graduating medical students: a retrospective study. Med Educ 1991;25 : 182–90.
16 Dowie R, Charlton B. The making of a doctor. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994.
17 General Medical Council. Tomorrow’s doctors. Report of the Education Committee. London: GMC,

1993.
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Evidence-based practice is based on a
systematic approach to the literature
with focused and answerable questions,
critical appraisal of the validity and use-
fulness of what is found, application of
the results to real patients and real at-
risk populations, and evaluation of the
practitioner’s performance (1). This
approach, which relegates content (the
factual things we need to know) below
process (how we go about learning and
applying, the facts), requires different
skills and attitudes from those that most
of us had when we left university. How
do people acquire these new skills and
attitudes, and how can they be most ef-
fectively taught?

The basic tenets of clinical epide-
miology were taught to me 15 years
ago at Oxford University in a 2-week
block titled “Community Medicine”;
the course had the worst attendance
figures in the entire undergraduate
curriculum. We were issued a set of
equations and potted definitions that
were filed — along with the porphyrin
chain and other medical megaliths — 
in a binder labelled “Night Before
File,” the contents of which would be
memorised, regurgitated, and grate-
fully forgotten as the examination
season came and went.

Much of the work done in the field
of evidence-based medicine since 1980
has been aimed at getting clinical epi-
demiology out of the “Night Before
File” and into the clinic; the operating
theatre; and (most difficult of all) the
everyday vocabulary of managers, com-
missioners, and purchasers. Practised at
the bedside and around the contracting
table, evidence-based medicine forces
health professionals to unite a scientific
(hypothetico-deductive) paradigm with
one that is hermeneutic (narrative-
interpretive).

Here is an extract from one of the
worksheets used in the 2nd U.K. Work-
shop on Teaching Evidence-Based
Health Care, held at University Col-
lege London (UCL) Medical School in
February 1996:

“Read the clinical scenario [about a
patient aged 18 months with a single
febrile seizure] and the attached case-
control study on the long-term prog-
nosis after febrile seizure in infants.
Decide whether and to what extent
a single uncomplicated febrile sei-
zure increases the risk of subsequent
epilepsy, and using a role-play or
other appropriate teaching tech-
niques, decide how you would con-
vey this information to the child’s
parents.”
In this and other clinical problems,

practitioners of evidence-based medi-
cine must take on aspects of the disci-
pline that do not come naturally and for
which they were not originally trained.
The non-numerate must gain some
grasp of statistics, whereas those who
like to add up figures must learn to find
the source of the figures and apply them
to individual circumstances. Clinicians
who make decisions on the basis of pre-
cise statistical likelihoods must, if they
are to share decision making with a truly
informed patient, find a way to express
complex concepts in jargon-free termi-
nology and to incorporate patient pref-
erences into their probability trees.

Blind ideology did not prompt us at
UCL to teach these multidimensional
skills through the technique of prob-
lem-based, small-group, self-directed
learning (2, 3). To achieve sustained
behaviour change in fields outside of the
practitioner’s immediate area of exper-
tise, such issues as confidence-building,
teamwork, and intellectual initiative
must not be treated as peripheral to the
course content (4). McMaster Univer-
sity Medical School (5) in Canada and
the Harvard New Pathway programme
(6) in the United States have shown that
undergraduate students taught by prob-
lem-based methods reflect more on
their learning, memorise less, and re-
port greater stimulation and satisfaction
with the course than those allocated
to a predominantly talk-and-chalk
curriculum.

We were initially sceptical about re-

placing the traditional lecture-based
conference format with a largely blank
timetable in which the delegates’ first
task was to sit down in small groups and
decide 1) what they needed to know and
2) how they were going to teach it to
each other. We provided each group of
8 with little more than a seminar room
and a flip chart. But by day 2 of the 6-
day workshop, eminent professors were
happily engrossed in pretending to be
medical students not understanding
likelihood ratios; geriatricians were
role-playing as either patients who had
had a stroke or the managers charged
with rehabilitating them; and a group
of public health physicians were, within
the safety of their group, staging a mock
press conference to assuage public anxi-
ety about the safety of measles-mumps-
rubella vaccine.

The delegates, who created these
diverse teaching scenarios from their
own experiences, were simultaneously
required to consider the artificial situa-
tion they had created (“You are medi-
cal students; I am teaching you about
likelihood ratios”) and the meta-situa-
tion (“I am someone who is learning to
teach; how could I do this more effec-
tively?”). Each group member had an
allocated role to play in the simulated
teaching scenario, but they and the tu-
tors could at any stage call a “time-out”
and comment on the meta-situation.

The first U.K. workshop to follow
the McMaster University model was
held at Oxford University in June 1995.
It led to the formation of the U.K. Con-
sortium on Teaching Evidence-Based
Medicine (supported by an educational
grant from the North Thames Regional
Office) in which centres throughout the
United Kingdom collaborate to share
educational materials (some of which
will soon be available over the Internet
[e-mail to http://cebm.jr2.ox.ac.uk]),
to plan workshops, and to develop
methods to evaluate their success. A
third workshop was held in Oxford
this July, and the UCL group will host
the fourth at the Royal College of

8

Workshops for teaching evidence-based practice

Originally published in Evidence-Based Medicine 1997; 2: 7–8.
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Physicians in February 1997. A core
textbook has been published (7), and we
hope to explore the use of more imag-
inative teaching materials (such as video
scenarios) in future workshops.

The responses to questionnaires is-
sued before the UCL workshop showed
that, for many delegates, implementa-
tion of evidence-based medicine at their
home institutions was limited as much
by lack of time, information technology
skills, “political acceptance,” and confi-
dence as by lack of knowledge (8). Post-
workshop responses showed that despite
these barriers, 40% of the 88 delegates
intended to introduce new teaching
programmes in clinical schools, health
authorities, or National Health Service
trusts, and of these delegates, all but one
planned to use small-group, problem-
based learning in substantial portions of
the curriculum.

An important challenge for medical
educators in the United Kingdom is to
recognise that the competent student
(and clinician) is one who knows how
to cope with an immense and rapidly
changing body of knowledge and not
one who excels in recalling the tradi-
tional or memorising the ephemeral.
The deans of medical and nursing
schools must develop an infrastructure
that allows problem-based, self-directed

learning methods to develop within the
didactic, lecture-based curricula, which
have seen no fundamental changes for
2 centuries or more. As one delegate
asked me without a trace of irony, “Is
there any way of having small-group
seminars when you haven’t got any
seminar rooms?”

The UCL workshop achieved unde-
niable short-term gains in terms of the
number of complex scientific articles
read and understood (estimated at
around 15 per delegate), new skills ac-
quired (35% of the delegates before the
workshop and 85% after were confident
in using MEDLINE), altered attitudes
(particularly to multidisciplinary learn-
ing), and exposure to new educational
techniques. Despite these gains, the
long-term influence of this type of
workshop on the educational strategies
used in traditional British medical
schools and the behaviour of busy health
professionals in the National Health
Service has still to be determined.

At our 6-month reunion workshop
this October, our first question to del-
egates will be this: Has the evidence-
based medicine you learned in this
workshop been incorporated into your
daily practice and has its key message
been passed on to others in a way that
they can understand? Or have your

notes, worksheets, and good intentions
been placed back on the shelf next to
the “Night Before File”?

For further information about the
4th U.K. Workshop on Teaching Evi-
dence-Based Practice, contact us by
e-mail at ebp@ucl.ac.uk.

Trisha Greenbalgb, MD
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The principles and practice of 
evidence based health care

SUGGESTED AIM FOR THIS SESSION

To explore different definitions of evidence based health care (EBHC) from the perspective
of different professional and lay groups and to share different viewpoints on how the princi-
ples of EBHC can be applied in practice.

SUGGESTED LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR THIS SESSION

By the end of this session, participants will be able to:
● discuss the potential strengths and weaknesses of the standard definition of EBHC as “the

conscientious, judicious and explicit use of current best evidence in the care of individual
patients”;

● acknowledge the range of different perspectives on the nature and scope of the “evidence
based” approach to clinical practice;

● analyse particular clinical scenarios from both an individual and a population perspective,
in terms of the application of research-based evidence.

SET ARTICLES

1. Sackett DL, Rosenberg WC, Gray JAM, Haynes RB, Richardson WS. Evidence based
medicine: what it is and what it isn’t. BMJ 1996; 312: 71–2.

2. Rosenberg W, Donald A. Evidence based medicine: an approach to clinical problem-
solving. BMJ 1995; 310: 1122–6.

3. Greenhalgh T. Is my practice evidence-based? BMJ 1996; 313: 957–8.
4. Knottnerus JA, Dinant GJ. Medicine based evidence, a prerequisite for evidence based

medicine. BMJ 1997; 315: 1109–10.
5. Greenhalgh T. Narrative based medicine in an evidence based world. BMJ 1999; 318:

323–5. [A longer version of this article is in: Greenhalgh T, Hurwitz B, eds. Narrative
based medicine: dialogue and discourse in clinical practice. London: BMJ Books, 1998;
247–65.]

SUGGESTIONS FOR GROUP EXERCISES

1. Work initially in pairs and discuss:
● why you decided to come on a course or workshop about EBHC;
● what individual reservations you each have about the topic;
● what additional information (if any) you would like about EBHC before deciding

whether or not to explore the subject further or begin trying to apply it in practice.
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When you have discussed in pairs, return to the group as a whole and share on a flip
chart the main issues you raised in your pairs. What were the common themes? If any
individual or pair holds a different viewpoint from the majority, to what extent does that
reflect their different professional backgrounds, personal experiences or cultures?

2. If you have time to prepare a debate, try one of the following titles:
● “This house believes that EBHC is just another passing fad”
● “This house believes that EBHC is a thinly veiled exercise in rationing”
● “This house believes that the EBHC movement owes more to evangelism than science”

3. Try a role play exercise in which those who identify strongly with particular views on
EBHC take on the roles of individuals with very different views. (This is potentially a
tough and emotionally difficult exercise so make sure you know and trust each other well
enough to take it on. We recommend that you try it towards the end of a course rather
than right at the beginning!)

SUGGESTIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDY

1. Look through the range of reading material presented here. As you do so, make some
rough notes about each of the pieces. Make two columns on a blank sheet of paper – one
labelled “facts” and the other “values”. What (if any) underlying assumptions are each of
the authors making? 

2. Choose one of the articles reproduced here and write a draft letter to the Editor of the
BMJ which begins, “I would like to point out three counter-arguments... ”.

3. Think of a particular clinical example in your own practice (or, if you are not a clinician,
an example of a health care experience you have had as a patient or carer). To what extent
is the “rhetoric of EBHC” relevant (or irrelevant) to this case? How might a systematic
application of best research evidence have changed the outcome and what difference
would it have made to the patient? 

FURTHER READING

Anon. Evidence-based medicine, in its place. Lancet 1995; 346: 785.
Batstone G, Edwards M. Professional roles in promoting evidence-based practice. Br J H

Care Manag 1996; 2: 144–7.
Black D. The limitations to evidence. J R Coll Physicians Lond 1998; 32: 23–6.
Bradley F, Field J. Evidence-based medicine. Lancet 1995; 346: 838–9.
Davidoff F, Case K, Fried PW. Evidence-based medicine: why all the fuss? Ann Intern Med

1995; 122: 727.
Drummond M. Evidence-based medicine and cost-effectiveness: uneasy bedfellows?

Evidence Based Med 1998; 3: 133.
Fahey T, Griffiths S, Peters TJ. Evidence based purchasing: understanding results of clinical

trials and systematic reviews. BMJ 1995; 311: 1056–9.
Feinstein AR, Horwitz R. Problems in the “evidence” of “evidence-based medicine”. Am J

Med 1998; 103: 529–35.
Greenhalgh T. How to read a paper: the basics of evidence-based medicine. London: BMJ Books,

1997. See in particular Chapter 1: Why read papers at all? pages 1–12.
Hope A. Evidence based medicine and ethics. J Med Ethics 1995; 21: 259–60.
Jones GW, Sagar SM. Evidence based medicine. No guidance is provided for situations for

which evidence is lacking. BMJ 1995; 311: 258.
McColl A, Roderick P, Gabbay J, Smith H, Moore M. Performance indicators for primary

care groups: an evidence based approach. BMJ 1998; 317: 1354.
Milne R, Hicks N. Evidence-based purchasing. Evidence Based Med 1996; 1: 101–2.
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Evidence based medicine: what it is and what it isn't 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It's about integrating individual clinical expertise and the best external evidence

Evidence based medicine, whose philosophical origins  extend back to mid-19th century Paris and 
earlier, remains a hot topic for clinicians, public health practitioners, purchasers, planners,and the 
public. There are now frequent workshops in how to practice and teach it; undergraduate1 and 
postgraduate2 training programmes are incorporating it3 (or pondering how to do so); British centres 

for evidence based practice have been established or planned in adult medicine, child health, surgery, 
pathology, pharmacotherapy, nursing, general practice, and dentistry; the Cochrane Collaboration and 
Britain's Centre for Review and Dissemination in York are providing systematic reviews of the effects 
of health care; new evidence based practice journals are being launched; and it has become a common 
topic in the lay media. But enthusiasm has been mixed with some negative reaction.4 5 6 Criticism has 

ranged from evidence based medicine being old hat to it being a dangerous innovation, perpetrated by 
the arrogant to serve cost cutters and suppress clinical freedom. As evidence based medicine 
continues to evolve and adapt, now is a useful time to refine the discussion of what it is and what it is 
not.

Evidence based medicine is the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in 
making decisions about the care of individual patients. The practice of evidence based medicine means 
integrating individual clinical expertise with the best available external clinical evidence from 
systematic research. By individual clinical expertise we mean the proficiency and judgment that 
individual clinicians acquire through clinical experience and clinical practice. Increased expertise is 
reflected in many ways, but especially in more effective and efficient diagnosis and in the more 
thoughtful identification and compassionate use of individual patients' predicaments, rights, and 
preferences in making clinical decisions about their care. By best available external clinical evidence 
we mean clinically relevant research, often from the basic sciences of medicine, but especially from 
patient centred clinical research into the accuracy and precision of diagnostic tests (including the 
clinical examination), the power of prognostic markers, and the efficacy and safety of the 
rapeutic,rehabilitative, and preventive regimens. External clinical evidence both invalidates previously 
accepted diagnostic tests and treatments and replaces them with new ones that are more powerful, 
more accurate, more efficacious, and safer.

Good doctors use both individual clinical expertise and the best available external evidence, andneither 
alone is enough. Without clinical expertise, practice risks becoming tyrannised by evidence,for even 
excellent external evidence may be inapplicable to or inappropriate for an individual patient. .

Without current best evidence, practice risks becoming rapidly out of date, to the detriment of
patients. 

This description of what evidence based medicine is helps clarify what evidence based medicine is
not. Evidence based medicine is neither old hat nor impossible to practice. The argument that
"everyone already is doing it" falls before evidence of striking variations in both the integration of
patient values into our clinical behaviour7 and in the rates with which clinicians provide interventions

Originally published in BMJ 1996; 312 (7023): 71.
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to their patients.8 The difficulties that clinicians face in keeping abreast of all the medical advances
reported in primary journals are obvious from a comparison of the time required for reading (for
general medicine, enough to examine 19 articles per day, 365 days per year9) with the time available
(well under an hour a week by British medical consultants, even on self reports10). 

The argument that evidence based medicine can be conducted only from ivory towers and armchairs is
refuted by audits from the front lines of clinical care where at least some inpatient clinical teams in
general medicine,11 psychiatry (J R Geddes et al, Royal College of Psychiatrists winter meeting,
January 1996), and surgery (P McCulloch, personal communication) have provided evidence based
care to the vast majority of their patients. Such studies show that busy clinicians who devote their
scarce reading time to selective, efficient, patient driven searching,  appraisal, and incorporation of the
best available evidence can practice evidence based medicine. 

Evidence based medicine is not "cookbook" medicine. Because it requires a bottom up approach that
integrates the best external evidence with individual clinical expertise and patients' choice, it cannot
result in slavish, cookbook approaches to individual patient care. External clinical evidence can
inform, but can never replace, individual clinical expertise, and it is this  expertise that decides
whether the external evidence applies to the individual patient at all and, if so, how it should be
integrated into a clinical decision. Similarly, any external guideline must be integrated with individual
clinical expertise in deciding whether and how it matches the patient's clinical state, predicament, and
preferences, and thus whether it should be applied. Clinicians who fear top down cookbooks will find
the advocates of evidence based medicine joining them at the barricades. 

Some fear that evidence based medicine will be hijacked by purchasers and managers to cut the costs
of health care. This would not only be a misuse of evidence based medicine but suggests a
fundamental misunderstanding of its financial consequences. Doctors practising evidence based
medicine will identify and apply the most efficacious interventions to maximise the quality and
quantity of life for individual patients; this may raise rather than lower the cost of their care. 

Evidence based medicine is not restricted to randomised trials and meta-analyses. It involves
tracking down the best external evidence with which to answer our clinical questions. To find  out
about the accuracy of a diagnostic test, we need to find proper cross sectional studies of patients
clinically suspected of harbouring the relevant disorder, not a randomised trial.  For a question about
prognosis, we need proper follow up studies of patients assembled at a uniform, early point in the
clinical course of their disease. And sometimes the evidence we need  will come from the basic
sciences such as genetics or immunology.  It is when asking questions about therapy that we should
try to avoid the non-experimental approaches, since these routinely lead to false positive conclusions
about efficacy. Because the  randomised trial, and especially the systematic review of several
randomised trials, is so much more likely to inform us and so much less likely to mislead us, it has
become the "gold standard" for judging whether a treatment does more good than harm. However,
some questions about therapy do not require randomised trials (successful interventions for
otherwise fatal conditions) or cannot wait for the trials to be conducted. And if no randomised trial has
been carried out for our patient's predicament, we must follow the trail to the next best external
evidence and work from there. 

Despite its ancient origins, evidence based medicine remains a relatively young discipline whose
positive impacts are just beginning to be validated,12 13 and it will continue to evolve. This evolution
will be enhanced as several undergraduate, postgraduate, and continuing medical education
programmes adopt and adapt it to their learners' needs. These programmes, and their evaluation,  will
provide further information and understanding about what evidence based medicine is and is not. 
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Evidence based medicine: an approach to clinical problem-solving 
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Doctors within the NHS are confronting major changes at work. While we endeavour to improve the
quality of health care, junior doctors' hours have been reduced and the emphasis on continuing medical
education has increased. We are confronted by a growing  body of information, much of it invalid or
irrelevant to clinical practice. This article discusses evidence based medicine, a process of turning
clinical problems into questions and then systematically locating, appraising, and using
contemporaneous research findings as the basis for clinical decisions. The computerisation of
bibliographies and the development of software that permits the rapid location of relevant evidence
have made it easier for busy clinicians to make best use of the published literature. Critical appraisal
can be used to determine the validity and applicability of the evidence, which is then used to inform
clinical decisions. Evidence based medicine can be taught to, and practised by, clinicians at all levels
of seniority and can be used to close the gulf between good clinical research and clinical practice. In
addition it can help to promote self directed learning and teamwork and produce faster and better
doctors. 

Doctors must cope with a rapidly changing body of relevant evidence and maximise the quality of
medical care despite the reduction in junior doctors' working hours and scarce resources. We are
deluged with information, and although much of it is either invalid or irrelevant to clinical practice, an
increasing amount comes from powerful investigations such as randomised controlled  trials. Yet we
continue to base our clinical decisions on increasingly out of date primary training or the
overinterpretation of experiences with individual patients,1 and even dramatically positive results
from rigorous clinical studies remain largely unapplied.2 Doctors need new skills to track down the
new types of strong and useful evidence, distinguish it from weak and irrelevant evidence,  and put it
into practice. In this paper we discuss evidence based medicine, a new framework for clinical problem
solving which may help clinicians to meet these challenges. 

What is evidence based medicine? 

contemporaneous research findings as the basis for clinical decisions. For decades people have been
aware of the gaps between research evidence and clinical practice, and the consequences in terms of
expensive, ineffective, or  even harmful decision making.3 4 Inexpensive electronic databases and
widespread computer literacy now give doctors access to  enormous amounts of data. Evidence based
medicine is about asking questions, finding and appraising the relevant data, and harnessing  that
information for everyday clinical practice. 

Evidence based medicine is the process of systematically finding,  appraising, and using

Originally published in BMJ 1995; 310: 1122–6.
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Most readers will recognise that the ideas underlying evidence based medicine are not new.
Clinicians identify the questions raised in caring for their patients and consult the literature at least
occasionally, if not routinely. The difference with  using an explicit, evidence based medicine
framework is twofold:  it can make consulting and evaluating the literature a relatively  simple, routine
procedure, and it can make this process workable for clinical teams, as well as for individual
clinicians. The term "evidence based medicine" was coined at McMaster Medical School in Canada in
the 1980s to label this clinical learning strategy, which people at the school had been developing for
over a decade.5 

EVIDENCE BASED MEDICINE IN PRACTICE 

Evidence based medicine can be practised in any situation where there is doubt about an aspect of
clinical diagnosis, prognosis, or management. 

Four steps in evidence based medicine
* Formulate a clear clinical question from a patient's
problem
* Search the literature for relevant clinical articles
* Evaluate (critically appraise) the evidence for its
validity and usefulness
* Implement useful findings in clinical practice

Setting the question  

A 77 year old woman living alone is admitted with non-rheumatic atrial fibrillation and her first bout of
mild left ventricular failure, and she responds to digoxin and diuretics. She has a history of well
controlled hypertension. An echocardiogram shows moderately impaired left ventricular function. She
is an active person and anxious to maintain her independence. During the ward round on the following
day a debate ensues about the risks and benefits of offering her long term anticoagulation with
warfarin, and rather than defer to seniority or abdicate responsibility to consensus by committee,
team members convert the debate into a question: "How does her risk of embolic stroke, if we don't
give her anticoagulant drugs, compare with her risk of serious haemorrhage and stroke if we do?" 

The questions that initiate evidence based medicine can relate to diagnosis, prognosis, treatment,
iatrogenic harm, quality of care, or health economics. In any event, they should be as specific as
possible, including the type of patient, the clinical intervention, and the clinical outcome of interest. In
this example two questions are prepared for a literature search. One question relates to prognosis
and her susceptibility: "How great is the annual risk of embolic stroke in a 77 year old woman with
non-rheumatic atrial fibrillation, hypertension, and moderate left ventricular enlargement if she is not
given anticoagulants?" The other question concerns treatment and asks, "What is the risk reduction
for stroke from warfarin therapy in such a patient, and what is the risk of harming her with this
therapy?" 

Finding the evidence  

The second step is a search for the best available evidence. To conduct searches on a regular basis,
clinicians need effective searching skills and easy access to bibliographic databases. Increasingly the
access can be proved by ward or surgery based computers, complemented by assistance in obtaining
hard copies of articles, and enabled by librarians who teach searching skills and guide the unwary
through the 25000 biomedical journals now in print.6 7 
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Two sorts of electronic databases are available. The first sort  is bibliographic and permits users to
identify relevant citations in the clinical literature, using variations of Medline. The second sort of
database takes the user directly to primary or secondary publications of the relevant clinical
evidence — the rapidly growing numbers include the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews,
Scientific American Medicine on CD-ROM, and the ACP  Journal Club (a bimonthly supplement to the
Annals of Internal Medicine which abstracts the relevant and rigorous articles on diagnosis,
prognosis, treatment, quality of care, and medical economics from over 30 general medical journals).
All these databases are, or soon will be, available on line from local, national, and international
networks such as the internet. 

For our patient, the searches were conducted with Medline and the Knowledge Finder searching
software. "Atrial fibrillation" and "cerebrovascular disorders" were entered as major medical subject
headings and "randomised controlled trial" as a publication type selected from the "dictionaries"
menu. The search was performed twice, once with "prognosis" entered as a freetext search parameter
and a second time with "therapy" included. The years 1990-4 were searched and 10 articles were
identified, of which eight seemed to contain the relevant information (two on prognosis8 9 and six
reporting randomised trials of therapy10 11 12 13 14 15). Five10 11 12 13 14 were available in the library.  

The search was repeated for 1992-4 with "review" as the publication type, and one recent article was
identified.16 The term "review" includes subjective reviews, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses.
The newer term "meta-analysis" could have been used as a publication  type to narrow the search but
would have missed potentially useful reviews and systematic reviews, as well as meta-analyses  that
have not yet been classified as such in Medline. 

The two articles on prognosis, four on therapy, and the review  (in fact a meta-analysis) were then
pulled from the library. The keyboard time taken for this search was 15 minutes. The ACP Journal
Club, whose electronic version is currently being tested, has summarised these trials, and Cochrane
reviews on the prevention and treatment of stroke will be available in 1995, but on this occasion we
examined the evidence presented in conventional forms of clinical research publication. 

While clinicians may make greater use of meta-analyses in the future, the ability to appraise critically
publications of all types will remain an invaluable skill. Searches may fail to  uncover well conducted
and relevant meta-analyses and often it will be impractical for a busy clinician to conduct an
independent systematic review of the literature each time a clinical question is generated. On these
occasions the most effective strategy  will be to seek out the best of the available literature and to
appraise critically the evidence by using skills that can readily be learnt. 

Appraising the evidence  

The third step is to evaluate, or appraise, the evidence for its validity and clinical usefulness. This
step is crucial because it lets the clinician decide whether an article can be relied on to give useful

 guidance. Unfortunately, a large proportion of published medical research lacks either relevance or
sufficient methodological rigour to be reliable enough for answering clinical questions.17 To overcome
this, a structured but simple method, named "critical appraisal," developed by several teams working
in North America and the United Kingdom, enables individuals without research expertise to evaluate
clinical articles. Mastering critical appraisal entails learning how to ask a few key questions  about the
validity of the evidence and its relevance to a particular  patient or group of patients. Its fundamentals
can be learnt within a few hours in small tutorials, workshops, interactive lectures, and at the bedside
by a wide range of users, including those without a biomedical background. This strategy has been
developed for many different types of articles, and can be used to evaluate original articles about
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diagnosis, treatment, prognosis, quality of care, and economics as well as to evaluate reviews,
overviews, and meta-analyses for their validity and applicability.  

The table shows a typical set of critical appraisal questions for evaluating articles about treatment.
Although they reflect common sense, the questions are not entirely self explanatory; some instruction
is needed to help clinicians apply them to specific articles and individual patients. Self directed
learning materials have been developed to help users apply different  critical appraisal questions to the
different sorts of clinical research articles on diagnosis, prognosis, therapy, quality of care, economic
analysis, and screening. These materials include the JAMA series of user's guides and the text
Clinical Epidemiology: A Basic Science for Clinical Medicine.18 Week long training  workshops in
evidence based medicine are held in various venues, but we have found that even people with limited
experience can readily learn how to practise evidence based medicine in the context of their own
clinical practice. As with any other skill, expertise and speed come with practice, and experienced
practitioners can learn to appraise critically most articles in under 10 minutes, transforming
themselves from passive, opinion based spectators to active, evidence based clinicians. 

Critical appraisal questions used to evaluate a therapy article19 20

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                      Yes    Can't tell   No
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Are the results valid?
  Was the assignment of patients to
   treatments randomised?
  Were all patients who entered the trial
   properly accounted for and
   attributed at its conclusion?
       Was follow up complete?
       Were patients analysed in the groups to
        which they were randomised?
  Were patients, health workers, and study
   personnel blinded to treatment?
  Were the groups similar at the start of the trial?
  Aside from the experimental intervention,
   were the groups treated equally?
What are the results?
  How large was the treatment effect?
  How precise was the treatment effect?
Will the results help me care for my patients?
  Can the results be applied to my patient care?
  Were all clinically important outcomes
   considered?
  Are the likely benefits worth the potential
   harms and costs?

This transformation is borne out in the critical appraisal of the evidence surrounding the management
of the 77 year old woman with atrial fibrillation. The two articles on prognosis fulfil criteria for validity
and applicability and reveal that our particular patient faces an 18% annual risk of stroke if left
untreated.8 9 Applying criteria given in the Users' guides to  the medical literature: how to use an
article about therapy or prevention,19 20 we decided that the articles we have pulled provide valid and
applicable evidence. We used them to obtain  the relative risk reduction of stroke due to treatment
with warfarin, which is 70%. The annual risk of stroke for our patient without treatment was used, in
conjunction with relative risk reduction obtained from the prognosis articles, to calculate the absolute
risk reduction (ARR) of stroke attributable to anticoagulation with warfarin. This figure, which is 0.13,
was then used to calculate the "number needed to treat" (NNT=1/ARR) with warfarin to save one
stroke. Thus treating eight patients (1/0.13) for one year will prevent one stroke. The annual rate of
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major haemorrhage in patients receiving warfarin is 1%, so one patient in every hundred taking
warfarin will experience a major bleed each year, and we therefore can expect to prevent  about 13
strokes in patients such as ours with warfarin for every major bleed we will cause through such
treatment. Although the benefit:risk ratio seems acceptable in this instance, we know that bleeding
rates vary between centres and a higher local risk of intracranial haemorrhage might lead other
clinicians and patients to a very different decision. The evidence will  not automatically dictate patient
care but will provide the factual basis on which decisions can be made, taking all aspects of patient
care into consideration. 

Acting on the evidence  

Having identified evidence that is both valid and relevant,  clinicians can either implement it directly in
a patient's care or use it to develop team protocols or even hospital guidelines. They can also use
evidence to revolutionise continuing medical education programmes or audit. In our experience,
implementing the evidence is best learned through group discussions, either on ward rounds or in
other meetings of the clinical team in which members explore ways of incorporating the evidence into
a patient's clinical management. 

At the weekly firm meeting the evidence extracted from the critically appraised literature on warfarin
was presented in a summarised form as a critically appraised topic by a junior member of the team
(table). During the subsequent ward round the team discussed the evidence with the patient and she
decided to start taking warfarin. It was decided to set a target international normalised ratio of
1.5-2.0, and her general practitioner, who asked for a copy of the critically appraised topic to
accompany the discharge letter, agreed to monitor her treatment. 

OTHER REQUIREMENTS FOR PRACTISING EVIDENCE BASED MEDICINE 

Clear data presentation  

The ability to present published evidence quickly and clearly is crucial for clinical teams with little
time and much information to absorb.21 Medical journals have led the way here with structured
abstracts to help readers quickly retrieve key information.  Such clarity and quickness are equally
important for clinicians when they present evidence to their team. A preset, one page,  user friendly
summary such as the one developed by doctors in training at McMaster University in Ontario
(unpublished data) can help this process and was the model for the critically appraised topic that
appears in the table. 

Added advantages in practising evidence
based medicine
For individuals
* Enables clinicians to upgrade their knowledge base
routinely
* Improves clinicians' understanding of research
methods and makes them more critical in using data
* Improves confidence in management decisions
* Improves computer literacy and data searching
techniques
* Improves reading habits
For clinical teams
* Gives team a framework for group problem solving
and for teaching
* Enables juniors to contribute usefully to team
For patients
* More effective use of resources
* Better communication with patients about the
rationale behind management decisions
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Senior support  

Support from senior clinicians is critical to the success of introducing evidence based medicine.22

Seniors who practice evidence based medicine are excellent role models for training newcomers and
allocating questions according to the skills and time commitments of individual team members. Even
when senior staff are themselves unfamiliar with evidence based medicine,  their willingness to admit
uncertainty, to encourage scepticism, and to be flexible can help the team to accommodate new
evidence which may contradict previous assumptions and practice. 

DOES IT WORK? 

An evidence based approach to clinical care has been practised in many countries under various
guises. In the structured form described above it attracts both support and criticism, often within the
same hospital. The problem, ironically, is that the  approach is difficult to evaluate.23 It is a process for
solving problems, and it will have different outcomes depending on the problem being solved. Trying
to monitor all the possible outcomes would be impossible, especially since many are difficult to
quantify. For example, a medical student who learns the importance of good research methodology
through practising critical appraisal may later on carry out better research, but it would be hard either
to quantify this or to link it directly to evidence based medicine. 

None the less, evidence of the effectiveness of evidence based  medicine is growing as it spreads to
new settings. Short term trials have shown better and more informed clinical decisions following even
brief training in critical appraisal,24 and although graduates from traditional medical curriculums
progressively decline in their knowledge of appropriate clinical practice, graduates of a medical school
that teaches lifelong, self directed, evidence based medicine are still up to date as long as 15 years
after graduation.25 The review of the benefits and drawbacks  of evidence based medicine that follows
draws on our experience of teaching and practising evidence based medicine with clinicians and
purchasers in Oxford. 

ADVANTAGES 

An immediate attraction of evidence based medicine is that it integrates medical education with
clinical practice. We have  observed that students and doctors who begin to learn evidence based
medicine become adept at generating their own questions and following them through with efficient
literature searches. For example, learners quickly learn to pick out good review articles and to use
resources such as the ACP Journal Club when they are appropriate to the question being asked.26 

Another advantage of evidence based medicine is that it can be learnt by people from different
backgrounds and at any stage in their careers. Medical students carrying out critical appraisals not
only learn evidence based medicine for themselves but contribute their appraisals to their teams and
update their colleagues. At the other extreme, seasoned clinicians can master evidence based
medicine and transform a journal club from a passive summary of assigned journals into an active
inquiry in which problems arising from patient care are used to direct searches and appraisals of
relevant evidence to keep their practice up to date.  

The evidence based approach is being taken up by non-clinicians as well. Consumer groups concerned
with obtaining optimal care during pregnancy and childbirth are evolving evidence based patient
choice. The critical appraisal skills for purchasers project in the former Oxford region involves
teaching evidence based medicine to purchasers who have no medical training so that it can inform
their decisions on purchasing.27 
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A third attraction of evidence based medicine is its potential for improving continuity and uniformity of
care through the common approaches and guidelines developed by its practitioners. Shift work and
cross cover make communication between health workers both more important and more difficult.
Although evidence based medicine cannot alter work relationships, in our experience it does provide a
structure for effective team work and the  open communication of team generated (rather than
externally imposed) guidelines for optimal patient care. It also provides a common framework for
problem solving and improving communication and understanding between people from different
backgrounds, such as clinicians and patients or non-medical purchasers and clinicians. 

Evidence based medicine can help providers make better use of limited resources by enabling them to
evaluate clinical effectiveness  of treatments and services. Remaining ignorant of valid research
findings has serious consequences. For example, it is now clear  that giving steroids to women at risk
of premature labour greatly reduces infant respiratory distress and consequent morbidity, mortality,
and costs of care,28 and it is equally clear that aspirin and streptokinase deserve to be among the
mainstays of care for victims of heart attack. 

DISADVANTAGES 

Evidence based medicine has several drawbacks. Firstly, it takes  time both to learn and to practise.
For example, it takes about two hours to properly set the question, find the evidence, appraise the
evidence, and act on the evidence, and for teams to benefit all members should be present for the first
and last steps. Senior staff must therefore be good at time management. They can help to make
searches less onerous by setting achievable contracts with the team members doing the searches
and by ensuring that the question has direct clinical usefulness. These responsibilities of the team
leader are time consuming. 

Establishing the infrastructure for practising evidence based medicine costs money. Hospitals and
general practices may need to buy and maintain the necessary computer hardware and software.
CD-ROM subscriptions can vary from pounds sterling 250 to pounds sterling 2000 a year, depending
on the database and specifications. But a shortage of resources need not stifle the adoption of
evidence based medicine. The BMA provides Medline free of charge to members with modems, and
Medline is also available for a small fee on the internet. Compared with the costs of many medical
interventions (to say nothing of journal subscriptions and out of date texts), these costs are small
and may recover costs many times their amount by reducing ineffective practice. 

Inevitably, evidence based medicine exposes gaps in the evidence. 4 This can be frustrating,
particularly for inexperienced doctors. Senior staff can help to overcome this problem by setting
questions for which there is likely to be good evidence. The identification of such gaps can be helpful
in generating local and national research projects, such as those being commissioned by the York
Centre for Reviews and Dissemination.29 

Another problem is that Medline and the other electronic databases used for finding relevant evidence
are not comprehensive and are not always well indexed. At times even a lengthy literature  search is
fruitless. For some older doctors the computer skills needed for using databases regularly may also
seem daunting. Although the evidence based approach requires a minimum of computer literacy and
keyboard skills, and while these are now almost universal among medical students and junior
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doctors, many older doctors are still unfamiliar with computers and databases. On the other hand,  

creative and systematic searching techniques are increasingly available, 30 33 and high quality review 
articles are becoming abundant. In the absence of suitcal review articles, clinicians who have 
acquired critical appraisal skills will be able to evaluate the primary literature for themselves.

Finally, authoritarian clinicians may see evidence based medicine as a threat. It may cause them to 
lose face by sometimes exposing their current practice as obsolete or occasionally even dangerous. 
At times it will alter the dynamics of the team, removing hierarchical distinctions that are based on 
seniority; some will rue the day when a junior member of the team, by conducting a search and 
critical appraisal, has as much authority and respect as the team's most senior member.32
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"Is my practice evidence based?" 

Should be answered in qualitative, as well as quantitative terms.
 

Evaluating one's own performance is the final step in the five  stage process of traditional evidence
based practice. The first four steps are: to formulate for each chosen clinical problem an answerable
question, to search the medical literature and other sources for information pertaining to that
question, to assess the validity (closeness to the truth) and usefulness (relevance to the problem) of
the evidence identified, and to manage the patient accordingly.2 

Several papers have been published3 4 5 and many more are being written whose stated objective is
"to assess whether my/our clinical practice is evidence based." Most describe prospective surveys of
a consecutive series of doctor-patient encounters  in a particular specialty, in which the primary
intervention for each patient was classified by the doctors (and in some cases verified by an
independent observer) according to whether it was based on evidence from randomised controlled
trials, convincing non-experimental evidence, or inadequate evidence.  

Such surveys have generated the widely quoted figures that 82% of interventions in general

medicine,3 81% of interventions in general practice,4 and 62% of interventions in psychiatry5 are
evidence based. Questionnaire surveys of what doctors say they do in particular circumstances are
starting to add to this literature.6 The public may soon be offered a "league table" of specialties
ranked according to how evidence based they have  shown themselves to be. 

Figures produced in the early 1980s suggested that only about 15% of medical practice was based on
sound scientific evidence.7 Is the spate of new studies, therefore, grounds for reassurance that
medical practice has become dramatically more evidence based in the past 15 years? Probably not.
The earlier estimates were derived by assessing all diagnostic and therapeutic procedures currently
in use, so that each procedure, however obscure, carried equal weight in the final figure. A more
recent evaluation using this method classified 21% of health technologies as evidence based.8 The
latest surveys, which looked at interventions chosen for real patients, were designed with the
laudable objective of assessing the technologies which were actually used rather than simply those
that are on the market. 

But the impressive percentages obtained in these series should be interpreted cautiously. As the
protagonists of evidence based medicine themselves have taught us, a survey of any aspect of
medical care should, in order to be generalisable beyond the particular sample studied, meet criteria
for representativeness (are the health professionals and patients described typical?), data collection
(is the sample unbiased?), data analysis (were all potential subjects included in the denominator or
otherwise accounted for, and was assessment "blind"?), validity (were  appropriate criteria used to

The growing interest in evidence based medicine among practising clinicians1 has prompted doctors 
in every specialty to ask themselves, "to what extent is the care of my patients evidence based?" 

The search is on for a means of answering this question that is achievable, affordable, valid, reliable, 
and responsive to change. 

Originally published in BMJ 1996; 313: 957–8.
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classify subjects, and were these criteria applied rigorously?), comprehensiveness (was the study
large enough and complete enough to make the results credible?), and repeatability (would the same
results be obtained if the sample were studied on another occasion?).2 

 Is my practice evidence based? A context specific
 checklist for individual clinical encounters

 Have you
 1 Identified and prioritised the clinical, psychological, social, and
 other problems, taking into account the patient's perspective?
 2 Performed a sufficiently competent and complete examination to
 establish the likelihood of competing diagnoses?
 3 Considered additional problems and risk factors?
 4 Where necessary, sought relevant evidence--from systematic
 reviews, guidelines, clinical trials, and other sources?
 5 Assessed and taken into account the completeness, quality, and
 strength of the evidence, and its relevance to this patient?
 6 Presented the pros and cons of the different options to the
 patient in a way they can understand, and incorporated the
 patient's utilities into the final recommendations?

A survey which addressed the question "Is my practice evidence-based?"  and which fulfilled all these
criteria would be a major and highly expensive undertaking. But even if it were practically possible,
several theoretical limitations would remain. The most important of these is that patients rarely enter
the consulting room (or the operating theatre) with a discrete, one dimensional problem. A study
which, for good practical reasons, looks at one clinical decision per case necessarily reduces the
complexities of each patient's wants and needs to a single decision node. Such an approach might
occasionally come close to being valid, but many aspects of management in primary care,9 care of
older people,10 and chronic medical conditions11 do not lend themselves to the formulation of single
answerable questions or the application of discrete, definitive interventions. In general practice,  for
example, the usual diagnostic and therapeutic sequence of diagnosis by epidemiological
classification–symptoms and signs  leading to identification of the disease, leading to treatment–may
be less appropriate than diagnosis by prognosis–symptoms and  signs leading to a provisional
hypothesis, leading to watchful waiting, leading to identification of the disease–or diagnosis  by
therapeutic response–symptoms and signs leading to a provisional  hypothesis, leading to empirical
treatment, leading to identification of the disease.2 

Failure to recognise the legitimacy of these variations in approach has created a somewhat spurious
divide between those who seek to establish general practice on an equal "scientific" footing to that of
the secondary care sector4 12 and those who emphasise the value of the intuitive, narrative, and
interpretive aspects of the consultation.13 Others have argued that both "science" and "art" are
essential elements of evidence based care, which strives to integrate the best external evidence with
all round clinical expertise.1 14 Nevertheless, debate continues as to whether all round clinical
expertise can be dissected down to a set of objective and measurable components that are amenable
to formal performance review15 or whether it is ultimately subjective and one of the unsolvable
mysteries of the art of medicine.16 

Perhaps the most difficult aspect of evidence based practice to evaluate is the extent to which the
evidence, insofar as it exists, has been applied with due regard to the personal priorities of the patient
being treated.17 It is said that this step can be made objective by incorporating the weighted
preferences of patients (utilities) into a decision tree.18 But researchers have found that defining and
measuring the degree of patient centredness of a medical decision is a methodological minefield.19 
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Here lies the real challenge of evidence based practice. Randomised controlled trials may constitute
the ideal of experimental design, but they alone cannot prove that the right intervention has been
provided to the right patient at the right time and place. To show that a decision on drug treatment
was evidence based, for example, it is not sufficient to cite a single randomised controlled trial (or
meta-analysis of several similar trials) in which the drug was shown to be more effective than
placebo. It must also be shown that the prescriber defined the ultimate objective of treatment (such
as cure, prevention of later complications, palliation, or reassurance) and selected the most
appropriate treatment using all available evidence. This decision requires consideration of whether a
different drug, or no drug, would suit the patient better, and whether the so called "treatment of
choice" is viewed as such by the patient.2 

To seek, through scientific inquiry, an honest and objective  assessment of how far we are practising
evidence based medicine is an exercise which few of us would dare embark on. But research  studies
designed to address this question via the methodology of traditional "process of care" audit3 4 5 6

inform the doctor of a limited aspect of his or her efforts. In measuring what is most readily
measurable, they reduce the multidimensional doctor-patient encounter to a bald dichotomy ("the
management of this case was/was not evidence based") and may thereby distort rather than
summarise the doctor's overall performance. 

Measuring every dimension of care in a large consecutive series of cases would be impossible. It is
surely time that we eschewed the inherent reductionism of audit by numbers and tried to capture more
context in our reviews of clinical performance. Issues that are complex, multidimensional, and
grounded in individual experience lend themselves to study by descriptive and qualitative  methods.20

At the very least, future attempts to answer the question "how evidence based is my practice?"
should include some measure of how competing clinical questions were prioritised for each case and
how the evidence obtained was particularised to reflect the needs and choices of the individual
patient. 
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Medicine based evidence, a prerequisite for evidence
based medicine 

Future research methods must find ways of accommodating clinical reality, not ignoring it 

Seeking an evidence base for medicine is as old as medicine itself, but in the past decade the concept
of evidence based medicine has done a good job in focusing explicit attention on the application of
evidence from valid clinical research to clinical practice.1 2 Although current clinical practice is often
evidence based,3 4 there is still much to be gained. Important new evidence from research often takes
a long time to be implemented in daily care, while established practices persist even if they have been
proved to be ineffective or harmful. 5 In the meantime, many clinicians struggle to apply the results of
studies that do not seem that relevant to their daily practice. 

Evidence based medicine has been defined as the "conscientious, explicit and judicious use of current
best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients."2 What can we learn from the
limitations of current best evidence for the way that we design future studies? 

We face the problem that criteria for internal and external  validity (that is, clinical applicability) may
conflict. Clinical studies are usually performed on a homogeneous study population and exclude
clinically complex cases for the sake of internal validity. Such selection may not, however, match the
type of patients for whom the studied intervention will be considered. Medical practice is often
confronted with patients presenting several problems.6 7 Older patients and women are
under-represented in clinical trials,8 9 and patients with comorbidity, a common phenomenon at older
ages,10 are generally excluded. Evidence from patients selected by referral cannot easily be
generalised to patients seen in primary care with less severe or early stage clinical pictures.6 And
some important needs for evidence are almost ignored. For instance, while drug trials usually provide
evidence about starting drug treatment, doctors are increasingly confronted by patients taking
multiple long term medications but have no proper data on evidence based drug cessation. 

Studies on the effectiveness of clinical care may also not easily attain internal validity. An example is
the evaluation of the many interventions that cannot be blinded, such as many non-pharmacological
procedures. Then, to avoid methodological calamities such as contamination of trial arms, choices
must be made between not evaluating at all or looking for alternative design options such as
pre-randomisation.11 In studying the effects of complex clinical guidelines the problems are even
greater. In addition, the evaluation of diagnostic procedures  struggles with difficulties often not dealt
with in methodological textbooks. For instance, in validating diagnostic information on low back pain,
chronic fatigue syndrome, and benign prostatic hyperplasia unequivocal "gold standard" procedures or
even concepts do not exist. And for symptoms and signs such as chronic abdominal  pain or a raised
erythrocyte sedimentation rate12 invasive gold  standard procedures cannot be routinely carried out.
Current best evidence may then come from "delayed type cross sectional studies" that harvest the
reference standard information from a thorough clinical follow up. Such solutions may not be ideal but
the best achievable, closely connected with the reality of clinical care. 

Originally published in BMJ 1997; 315: 1109–10.
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Thus, in seeking internally valid evidence that is externally valid for clinical practice, we need
"medicine based" studies that include, not ignore, clinical reality and its inherent difficulties. Since no
individual study can include full clinical reality, meta-analyses of various diagnostic and therapeutic
studies including various relevant subgroups (such as elderly patients13 or those with comorbidity)
are indispensable. To support individual  decision making, these meta-analyses should evaluate effect
modification between subgroups rather than seeking overall effect measures adjusted for subgroup
differences. In (inter)national collaborations such evidence can be prospectively collected, but many
methodological problems remain to be resolved, such as cultural differences in symptom perception
and therapeutic traditions. 

In reviewing clinical evidence we must be reluctant to adopt too detailed criteria for good and bad
science and to freeze criteria for validity. Study methods themselves need to evolve.  The randomised
controlled trial was developed over half a century  and refined in the slipstream of important clinical
questions, rather than the reverse. At the same time, much knowledge gained before  randomised
controlled trials came into being survived into the era of the randomised controlled trial. Given the
limited coverage of clinical practice by questions susceptible to randomised controlled trials,
quasi-experimental methods that respect the principle of comparability may grow more important—for
example, in comparing procedures more or less allocated by chance in daily practice, with negligible
confounding by indication. Power requirements for individual studies may become less critical in an
era of prospective accumulation of evidence. Databases and practice computer networks will provide
for a continuum, from evidence from individual practice to collaborative sampling frames for clinical
research.14 In promoting such processes the clinical community can capitalise on the natural
interaction between practice (with learning from informal evidence) and clinical research designs (in
order to learn formally) (see box). 

Relation between clinical practice and clinical research designs 

Clinical practice Appropriate design for clinical research

Exploration of hypotheses Qualitative research

History taking Case-control study

Diagnostic testing Cross sectional study

Treatment experience Randomised clinical trial

Individual trial and error n of 1 trial

Following clinical course Cohort study

Record keeping Systematic registry based (computer supported) research

Individual peer review Quality of care research/process evaluation

Finally, in using strict criteria in reviewing manuscripts for  publication, we should worry about risk
avoidance by clinical researchers. They might focus their energies on topics where the methodological
criteria of reviewers and editors can be most easily met, rather than studying real life clinical
problems which present substantial methodological problems. Such "criteria bias" is to be prevented,
since medicine based evidence is a prerequisite for evidence based medicine. 

Geert Jan Dinant, Associate professor a

a Department of General Practice, Maastricht University, PO Box 616, 6200 MD Maastricht, The Netherlands
Andre.Knottnerus@hagunimaas.nl 
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Approaching the literature

SUGGESTED AIM FOR THIS SESSION

To allow participants to become confident in approaching electronic clinical databases with
focused and potentially answerable clinical questions.

SUGGESTED LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR THIS SESSION

By the end of this session, participants will be able to:
● distinguish questions that can potentially be answered from the research literature from

those that require other sources of information;
● derive and prioritise focused and answerable questions from an undifferentiated clinical

problem;
● identify appropriate research designs (for example, randomised controlled trial, cohort

study) for each question;
● construct and modify a search strategy to retrieve high-quality, relevant research articles;
● refine the search if necessary if too many or too few articles are identified.

SET ARTICLES

1. Greenhalgh T. How to read a paper. The Medline database. BMJ 1997; 315: 180–3. [A
longer version of this article appears in Greenhalgh T. How to read a paper: the basics of evi-
dence-based medicine. London: BMJ Books, 1997. See in particular Chapter 2: Searching
the literature, pages 13–33.

2. Glanville J, Haines M, Auston I. Finding information on clinical effectiveness. BMJ 1998;
317: 200–3.

THE FOUR-PART CLINICAL QUESTION

Scott Richardson and Dave Sackett produced an elegant and widely applicable framework for
generating the kind of question that will enable you to retrieve high-quality and relevant mat-
erial from the clinical literature (see Further Reading for references). The sequence is as
follows:
1. List all the main questions arising from your clinical problem.
2. Select those that are potentially answerable from information in the research literature (as

opposed to, for example, the clinical case notes, the patient’s values and preferences or
details of local health care services).

3. Use the acronym PICO (Population–Intervention–Comparison–Outcome) for therapy
questions and PEO (Population–Exposure–Outcome) to construct a focused clinical
question as illustrated below.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR GROUP EXERCISE

Invite members of the group to share case histories of clinical encounters they have experi-
enced, either as health professionals or as patients or carers. Have a “brainstorming” session
with a flip chart to generate a range of questions around one of these cases. Classify each
question in terms of the information source needed to answer it: “clinical casenotes”, “facts
from patient”, “values/preferences from patient”, “research literature”, “resources”, “local
services”, “unanswerable”, and so on. You will probably find that some questions need
breaking down into several more specific questions before they can be classified.

What proportion of questions appear answerable from the research literature? If you are a
multidisciplinary group, identify which professional group asked the most research-oriented
questions and which the least. Who asked the most questions about the patient’s experience
and about other aspects of the problem?

SUGGESTIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDY

1. Try the exercise based on the case history above.
2. During a clinical encounter (if you are a clinician) or during a meeting or seminar in

which aspects of public health or health policy are being discussed (if you are an epi-
demiologist or a manager), note down a list of questions that come to you about the topic

Sample case history for generating clinical questions

A 25-year-old Pakistani woman, newly immigrated to the UK, presents to her GP. Her
husband is a lawyer and they both speak perfect English. She is 30 weeks pregnant. She
says she has recently been told by a doctor in Pakistan that she is “mildly thalassaemic”.
She is taking oral iron.

On examination she is small (150 cm), underweight (42 kg), and pale. The size of the
abdominal swelling is consistent with her dates and there is no other physical abnor-
mality. The GP finds glucose ++ in the urine and asks her to go for a blood test. The
patient agrees but fails to attend.
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Element Suggestions to help Example

1. The patient or “How would I succinctly describe In children under 12 years 
population a group of patients similar to with poorly controlled asthma 

this one?” on medium-dose inhaled 
steroids ...

2. The intervention “What is the main action ... would adding salmeterol 
(test, treatment, risk I am considering?” to their current therapy ...
factor) being considered

3. The comparison or “What is (are) the other option(s)?” ... compared to increasing
alternative (where relevant) the dose of their current 

therapy ...

4. The outcome(s) “What do/es I/the patient want to ... lead to increased
of interest happen/not happen?” symptom control with no

increase in side effects?
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under discussion. Afterwards, classify the questions as described above and reflect on the
most likely source of answers for each category.

FURTHER READING

Adams CE, Lefebre C, Chalmers I. Difficulties with MEDLINE searches for randomised
controlled trials. Lancet 1992; 340: 915–16.

Armstrong EC. The well-built clinical question: the key to finding the best evidence effi-
ciently. Western Med J 1999; 98: 25–8.

Haynes RB, Johnston ME, McKibbon KA, Walker CJ, Willan AR. A program to enhance
clinical use of MEDLINE. A randomized controlled trial. Online J Curr Clin Trials 1993.

Jadad AR, Haynes RB. The Cochrane collaboration – advances and challenges in improving
evidence-based decision making. Med Decis Making 1998; 18: 2–9.

Kim P, Eng TR, Deering MJ, Maxfield A. Published criteria for evaluating health related web
sites: review. BMJ 1999; 318: 96–100.

Sackett D, Richardson WS, Rosenberg W, Haynes RB. Evidence-based medicine: how to prac-
tise and teach EBM. London: Churchill Livingstone, 1997. See in particular Chapter 1:
How to ask clinical questions you can answer, pages 21–36.
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How to read a paper: The Medline database 

Trisha Greenhalgh , senior lecturer  a

a Unit for Evidence-Based Practice and Policy, Department of PrimaryCare and Population Sciences, University College
London Medical School/Royal Free Hospital School of Medicine, Whittington Hospital, London N19 5NF,
p.greenhalgh@ucl.ac.uk

  Introduction

  The Medline database

Articles can be traced in two ways: by any word listed on the database, including words in the title,
abstract, authors' names, and the institution where the research was done; and by a restricted
thesaurus of medical titles, known as medical subject heading (MeSH) terms. 

To illustrate how Medline works, I have worked through some  common problems in searching. The
scenarios have been drawn up using ovid software. 

In 1928, in his introduction to Sceptical Essays, Bertrand Russell wrote: "The extent to which 
beliefs are based on evidence is very much less than believers suppose." Medical beliefs, and the 
clinical practices that are based on them, are a case in point. Debate continues as to whether 
scientific evidence alone is sufficient to guide medical decision making, but few doctors would 
dispute that finding and understanding relevant research based evidence is increasingly necessary 
in clinical practice. This article is the first in a series that introduces the non-expert to searching 
the medical literature and assessing the value of medical articles. 

Over 10 million medical articles exist on library shelves. About a third are indexed in the huge 
Medline database, compiled by the National Library of Medicine of the United States. The Medline 

database is exactly the same, whichever company is selling it, but the commands differ according 
to the software. Vendors of Medline online and on CD ROM include Ovid Technologies (ovid) and 
Silver Platter Information (WinSPIRS). 

Problem 1: You are trying to find a known paper
Solution: Search the database by field suffix (title, author, journal,  institution, etc) or by textwords.  

First, get into the part of the database which covers the approximate year of the paper's publication. If
you are already in the main Medline menu, select "database" (Alt-B). If you know the approximate
title of the paper and perhaps the journal where it was published, you can use the title and journal
search keys or (this is quicker) the .ti and .jn field suffixes. The box shows some other useful field
suffixes. 

Originally published in BMJ Education and debate 1998, 315: 180–3.
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Useful search field suffixes (ovid) 

Syntax Meaning Example

.ab Word in abstract epilepsy.ab

.au Author smith-r.au

.jn Journal lancet.jn

.me Single word, wherever it may appear as a MeSH term ulcer.me

.ti Word in title epilepy.ti

.tw Word in title or abstract epilepsy.tw

.ui Unique identifier 91574637.ui

.yr Year of publication 87.yr

Thus, to find a paper called something like "Confidentiality and patients' casenotes", which you
remember seeing in the British  Journal of General Practice  a couple of years ago,1 type the following
sequence: 

1. confidentiality.ti  

2. british journal of general practice.jn
 

3. 1 and 2 

Summary points

Not all medical articles are indexed on Medline, and many that are have been misclassified

Searching by textword can supplement a search by MeSH headings

To increase the sensitivity of a search, use the "explode" command and avoid using
subheadings

Scan titles on screen rather than relying on the software to find the most valid or relevant
ones

You could do all this in one step:  

1. confidentiality.ti and british journal of general practice.jn
 

This step illustrates the use of the boolean operator "and"; it will give you articles common to both
sets. Using "or" will simply add the two sets together.  
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Note that since 1988 the British Medical Journal  is abbreviated BMJ in ovid software, and Journal of
the American Medical Association  is JAMA. Other useful field suffixes to try when searching for a
known article are author (using the syntax haines-ap.au), institution (for example, manchester.in), or
title (for example, evidence-based medicine.ti). 

Problem 2: You want to answer a specific question
Solution: Construct a focused (specific) search by combining two  or more broad (sensitive) searches.  

I was recently asked by the mother of a young girl with anorexia nervosa whose periods had ceased
to prescribe oral contraceptives for her so as to stop her bones thinning. This seemed a reasonable
request, though there were ethical problems to consider. But is there any evidence that taking oral
contraceptives in these circumstances really prevents long term bone loss? I decided to explore the
subject using Medline. To answer this question,  you need to search very broadly under "anorexia
nervosa," "osteoporosis," and "oral contraceptives." The search described below involves  articles
from 1992; when replicating it, make sure the database you are searching goes back that far. Type:  

1 anorexia nervosa 

You have not typed a field suffix (such as .tw), so the ovid  system will automatically try to "map"
your request to one of its standard medical subject headings (abbreviated MeSH and colloquially
known as "mesh terms"). (Note that not all Medline software packages will automatically map your
suggestion to MeSH terms.
heading and click the "suggest" button.) For this example, the screen offers you either "eating 
disorders" or "anorexia nervosa" and asks you to pick the closest one. Choose "anorexia nervosa"
(space bar to highlight the text, then press "return"). The screen then asks you whether you want
to "restrict to focus." Do you only want articles which are actually about anorexia nervosa in passing?
Let's say we do want to restrict to focus. Next, the screen offers us a choice of subheadings, but we'll
ignore these for a moment. Select "Include all subheadings." We could have got this far using a single
line command:

 With Silver Platter search software, for example, you need to enter your

2 *anorexia nervosa/ 

The * shows that the term is a major focus of the article, and the / represents a MeSH term. You
should have about 750 articles in this set. 

Similarly, to get articles on osteoporosis (which is also a MeSH term), use the following single line
command: 

3 osteoporosis/ 

You should get about 2200 articles. Note that in ovid, if you  know that the subject you want is an
official MeSH term, you can shortcut the mapping process by typing a slash (/) after the word. Note
also that we have not used an asterisk here, because osteoporosis may not be the focus of the article
we are looking for. 

Finally, put in the term "oral contraceptives" (without an asterisk  and without a slash) to see what
the MeSH term here is. You  will be offered "contraceptives, oral," and if you had known this you could
have used the following command: 

4 contraceptives, oral/ 

This set should contain around 1200 articles. You can combine  these three sets, either by using their
set numbers 1 and 2 and 3 or by typing the single line command: 
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5 *anorexia nervosa/ and osteoporosis/ and contraceptives,  oral/ 

With this you will have searched over 4000 articles and struck  a single bull's eye.2 (If you don't find it,
check the syntax of your search carefully, then try running the same search through the previous five
year database using the Alt-B command.) 

Problem 3: You want to get general information
quickly about a well defined topic
Solution: Use subheadings and/or the "limit set" options.  

Subheadings are the fine tuning of the Medline indexing
system; they classify articles on a particular MeSH topic
into aetiology, prevention, therapy, and so on. The most
useful ones are listed in the box. I try not to use
subheadings unless I have unearthed an unmanageable
set of articles, since an estimated 50% of articles in

Medline are inadequately or incorrectly classified by subheading. It actually doesn't take long to
browse through 50 or so articles on the screen. It is better to do this than to rely on the "limit set"
command (see box) to give you the best of the bunch. 

Useful subheadings (ovid) 

Syntax Meaning Example

/ae Adverse effects thalidomide/ae

/co Complications measles/co

/ct Contraindications (of drug) propranolol/ct

/di Diagnosis glioma/di

/dt Drug therapy depression/dt

/ed Education asthma/ed

/ep Epidemiology poliomyelitis/ep

/hi History mastectomy/hi

/nu Nursing cerebral palsy/nu

/og Organisation/administration health service/og

/pc Prevention and control influenza/pc

/px Psychology diabetes/px

/th Therapy hypertension/th

/tu Therapeutic use (of drug) aspirin/tu
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Useful "limit set" options 

AIM journals Abstracts

Nursing journals Local holdings

Dental journals English language

Cancer journals Male

Review articles Human

Editorials Publication year

The option "AIM journals" denotes all journals listed in the Abridged Index Medicus—that is, the
"mainstream" medical journals. Alternatively, if you want articles relating to nursing,  rather than
medical care, you could limit the set to "Nursing journals." This is often a better way of limiting a
large set than asking for local holdings. If you are not interested in seeing anything in a foreign
language (even though the abstract may be in English), select this option, again bearing in mind that
it is a non-systematic (indeed, a very biased) way of excluding articles from your set.3 

Note that instead of using the "limit set" function key you can use direct single line commands such
as: 

9 limit 4 to local holdings 

10 limit 5 to human 

Problem 4: Your search gives irrelevant articles
Solution: Refine your search as you go along in the light of interim  results.  

Often, a search uncovers dozens of articles which are irrelevant  to your question. The boolean
operator "not" can help here. I recently undertook a search to identify articles on surrogate endpoints
in clinical pharmacology research. My search revealed hundreds of articles I didn't want—all on
surrogate motherhood. The syntax to exclude the unwanted articles is: 

1 (surrogate not mother$).tw 

Deciding to use the "not" operator is a good example of how you can (and should) refine your search
as you go along—much easier than producing the perfect search off the top of your head. I used the
truncation symbol $ to find all words from a single stem, such as mother, mothers, motherhood, and
so on. 

Another way of getting rid of irrelevant articles is to narrow your textword search to adjacent words
using the "adj" operator.  For example, the term "home help" includes two very common words linked
in a specific context. Link them as follows: 

1 home adj help.tw 
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Problem 5: The search gives no articles, or too few
Solution: Firstly, don't overuse subheadings or the "limit set"  options. Secondly, search under
textwords as well as MeSH terms. Thirdly,  learn about the "explode" command, and use it routinely.  

Many important articles are missed not because we constructed a flawed search strategy but
because we relied too heavily on a flawed indexing system. For this reason, you should adopt a "belt
and braces" approach and search under textwords as well as by MeSH terms. After all, it is difficult
to write an article on the psychology of diabetes without mentioning the words "diabetes," "diabetic,"
"psychology," or "psychological," so the truncation stems "diabet$.tw." and "psychol$.tw." would
supplement a search under the MeSH term "diabetes mellitus" and the subheading "/px"
(psychology). 

Another important strategy for preventing incomplete searches is to use the powerful "explode"
command. The MeSH terms are like the branches of a tree with, for example, "asthma" subdividing
into "asthma in children," "occupational asthma," and so on. Medline indexers are instructed to index
items by using the most specific MeSH terms they can. If you just ask for articles on "asthma" you
will miss all the articles indexed under "asthma in children" unless you "explode" the term using the
following syntax: 

1 exp asthma/ 

Problem 6: You don't know where to start searching
Solution: Use the "permuted index" option.  

Let's take the term "stress." It comes up often, but searching for particular types of stress would be
laborious and searching "stress" as a textword would be too unfocused. We need to know  where in
the MeSH index the various types of stress lie, and when we see that, we can choose the sort of
stress we want to look at. For this, we use the command ptx ("permuted index"): 

1 ptx stress 

The screen shows many options, including post-traumatic stress disorders, stress fracture, oxidative
stress, stress incontinence, and so on. 

The command "ptx" is useful when the term might be found in several subject areas. If your subject is
a discrete MeSH term, use the tree command. For example: 

2 tree epilepsy 

will show where epilepsy is placed in the MeSH index—as a branch of "brain diseases," which itself
branches into generalised epilepsy, partial epilepsy, post-traumatic epilepsy, and so  on. 

Problem 7: Limiting a set loses important articles but does not exclude those of low
methodological quality
Solution: Apply an EBQF (evidence based quality filter).  

If your closely focused search still gives you several hundred articles, and if applying subheadings or
limit set functions seems to lose valuable (and valid) papers, you should insert a quality string
designed to limit your set to therapeutic interventions, aetiology, diagnostic procedures, or
epidemiology. Alternatively,  you could apply search strings to identify the publication type, such as
randomised controlled trial, systematic review, or meta-analysis.  
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These EBQFs (evidence based quality filters), which are listed in Appendix 1, are complex search
strategies developed by some of the world's most experienced medical information experts. You can
copy them into your personal computer and save them as strategies to be added to your subject
searches. Other search strategies that will identify cohort studies, case-control studies, and so on
will soon be available from the UK Cochrane Centre, Summertown Pavillion, Middle Way, Oxford
OX2 7LG (general@cochrane.co.uk). 

Problem 8: Medline hasn't helped
Solution: Explore other medical and paramedical databases . 

Entry of articles onto the Medline database is open to human error, both from authors and editors
who select key words for indexing, and from the librarians who group articles under subheadings and
type in the abstracts. In addition, some sections of indexed journals are not available on Medline (for
example, the News section of the BMJ ). According to one estimate, 40% of material which should be
listed on Medline can, in reality, only be accessed by looking through all the journals again, by hand.
Furthermore, a number of important medical and paramedical journals are not covered by Medline at
all. It is said that Medline lacks comprehensive references in the fields of psychology, medical
sociology, and non-clinical pharmacology. 

If you wish to broaden your search to other electronic databases, ask your local librarian where you
could access the following: 

AIDSLINE — Covers AIDS and HIV back to 1980. 

Allied and  Alternative Medicine — Covers complementary and alternative medicine. 

American Medical Association Journals — Provides the full text of JAMA plus 10 specialty
journals produced by the American Medical Association; from 1982. 

ASSIA — An applied social sciences database covering psychology, sociology, politics, and

economics since 1987. All documents have abstracts.
 

Cancer-CD — A compilation by Silver Platter of cancerlit
 
and Embase cancer related records

from 1984. The CD ROM version
 
is updated quarterly. 

CINAHL — The nursing and allied health database covering all aspects of nursing, health

education, occupational therapy,  social services in health care, and other related disciplines
from 1983. The CD ROM version is updated monthly.  

Cochrane  Library — The Cochrane Controlled Trials Register (cctr), Cochrane Database of
Systematic Reviews (cdsr), Database  of Abstracts of Reviews of Effectiveness (dare), and
Cochrane Review Methodology Database (crmd) are updated quarterly; authors of systematic
reviews on cdsr undertake to update their own  contributions periodically.4 

Current Contents Search — Indexes journal issues on or before their publication date. It is
useful when checking for the very latest output on a subject. Updated weekly; from 1990. 

Current Research in Britain — The British national research database of trials in progress. 

DHData  (formerly DHSS-Data) — The database of the UK's Department of Health indexes
articles covering health service and hospital administration; from 1983. 
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Embase — Focuses on drugs and pharmacology but also includes other biomedical specialties.
It is more up to date than Medline and has better European coverage. The CD ROM  version
is updated monthly. 

HELMIS — The Health Management Information Service at the Nuffield Institute of Health,
Leeds, UK, indexes articles on health service management. 

Psychlit — Produced by the American Psychological Association as the computer searchable
version of Psychological Abstracts; covers psychology, psychiatry,  and related subjects;
journals are included from 1974 and books from 1987 (English language only). 

Science Citation Index — Indexes references cited in articles as well as the usual author,
title, abstract, and citation of articles themselves. Useful for finding follow up work done on a
key article and for tracking down addresses of authors. 

SHARE — Based at the King's Fund library in London; published and ongoing research into
the health of, and health services for, black and minority ethnic groups. 

Toxline — Information on toxicological effects of chemicals and drugs on living systems; from
1981. 

UNICORN — The main database of the King's Fund, London. Covers health, health
management, health economics, and social sciences. Particularly strong on primary health
care and the health of Londoners. 
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   (a) Therapeutic interventions (What works?)

1. exp clinical trials

2. exp research design

3. randomized controlled trial.pt.

4. clinical trial.pt.

5. (single or double or treble or triple).tw.

6. (mask$ or blind$).tw.

7. 5 and 6

8. placebos/ or placebo.tw.

9. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 7 or 8

   (b) Aetiology (What causes it? What are the risk factors?)

1. exp causality

2. exp cohort studies

3. exp risk

4. 1 or 2 or 3

   (c) Diagnostic procedures

1. exp "sensitivity and specificity"

2. exp diagnostic errors

3. exp mass screening

4. 1 or 2 or 3

   (d) Epidemiology

1. sn.xs

(This would find all articles indexed under any MeSH term with any of "statistics,"
"epidemiology," "ethnology," or "mortality" as subheadings.)

  Appendix 1: Evidence based quality filters for everyday
use
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   (a) Maximally sensitive qualifying string for randomised controlled trials

1. RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL.pt.

2. CONTROLLED CLINICAL TRIAL.pt.

3. RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIALS.sh.

4. RANDOM ALLOCATION .sh.

5. DOUBLE–BLIND METHOD.sh.

6. SINGLE–BLIND METHOD.sh.

7. or/1-6

8. ANIMAL.sh. not HUMAN.sh.

9. 7 not 8

10. CLINICAL TRIAL.pt.

11. exp CLINICAL TRIALS

12. (clin$ adj25 trial$).ti,ab.

13. ((single or double or treble or triple) adj25 (blind$ or mas$)).ti,ab.

14. PLACEBOS.sh.

15. placebo$.ti,ab.

16. random$.ti,ab.

17. RESEARCH DESIGN.sh.

18. or/10-17

19. 18 not 8

20. 19 not 9

21. COMPARATIVE STUDY .sh.

22. exp EVALUATION STUDIES /

23. FOLLOW UP STUDIES.sh.

Appendix 2: Maximally sensitive search strings
(to be used mainly for research)
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24. PROSPECTIVE STUDIES.sh.

25. (control$ or prospectiv$ or volunteer$).ti,ab.

26. or/21-25

27. 26 not 8

28. 26 not (9 or 20)

29. 9 or 20 or 28

In these examples, upper case denotes controlled vocabulary and lower case denotes free
text terms. Search statements 8, 9, 19, and 27 could be omitted if your search takes too long
a time to run.

   (b) Maximally sensitive qualifying string for identifying systematic reviews

1. REVIEW, ACADEMIC .pt.

2. REVIEW, TUTORIAL .pt.

3. META–ANALYSIS .pt.

4. META–ANALYSIS .sh.

5. systematic$ adj25 review$

6. systematic$ adj25 overview$

7. meta-analy$ or metaanaly$ or (meta analy$)

8. or/1-7

9. ANIMAL.sh. not HUMAN.sh.

10. 8 not 9

Search statements 9 and 10 could be omitted if your search seems to be taking a long time to
run.
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Getting research findings into practice

Finding information on clinical effectiveness 

This is the third in a series of eight articles analysing the gap between research and practice 

Julie Glanville, information service manager,a Margaret Haines, principal adviser,b 
Ione Auston, librarian.c

a NHS Centre for Reviews and Dissemination,
University of York, York Y01 5DD, b Library and Information Commission, London W1V 4BH, c National Information
Center on Health Services Research and Health Care Technology, National Library of Medicine, 8600 Rockville Pike,
Bethesda, MD 20894, USA 

Correspondence to: Ms Glanville 

Series editors: Andrew Haines and Anna Donald 

There is increasing pressure on healthcare professionals to ensure that their practice is based on
evidence from good quality research, such as randomised controlled trials or, preferably,  systematic
reviews of randomised controlled trials and trials of other study designs. This pressure comes from
various sources. The evidence based healthcare movement encourages a questioning and reflective
approach to clinical practice and emphasises the importance of lifelong learning. Thus, good access to
research based evidence is necessary. Many governments are encouraging  the development of
evidence based medicine because its advantages are understood, especially in terms of improved
efficiency in the delivery of health care through the identification of effective  treatments. 1 2 There are
also indications that legal decisions may take account of whether research evidence and clinical
guidelines were adhered to. 3 4 Better informed consumers may provide another incentive for
clinicians to be more aware of research findings. Clinicians will need to be able to access information
on clinical effectiveness in order to improve the quality of care and to stay well informed on
developments in specialist areas. We examine the resources that are already available to clinicians,
strategies for finding and filtering information, and ways of improving dissemination. 

Originally published in BMJ 1998; 317: 200–203.
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Summary points 

Information alone is often not sufficient to encourage changes in practice 

A national dissemination strategy for important research messages combined with
local support mechanisms may increase the uptake of changes in practice 

All healthcare decision makers need to know how to filter research for quality and
how to appraise evidence from research 

Extensive information on clinical effectiveness is already available, and computer
based systems are being developed that will present clinicians with evidence based
information when they need it 

Good library and information support provided to doctors has been proved to make a
positive impact on clinical decision making 

   Evidence based information already available

In the 1990s evidence from research has become more easily available. In part this has been due to
the development of programmes for assessing health technology and to the growth in systematic
reviews. Systematic reviews evaluate primary evidence and the  effectiveness of particular
interventions. They necessarily take time to complete but a useful compilation of reviews is available
in The Cochrane Library  and there are also reports from technology assessment agencies such as the
Agency for Health Care Policy and Research in the United States or in England the Department of
Health's health technology assessment programme. The publications and databases in the box
present evidence on effectiveness, often in a summarised form suitable for the busy clinician or
policymaker.  However, important problems remain, such as how to increase awareness  of what
information is available and how to provide clinicians  with information when they need it. 

Selected resources  

The Cochrane Library 

A collection of databases including the full text of the Cochrane Database of Systematic
Reviews , critical commentaries on selected systematic reviews that have been assessed for
quality by the NHS Centre for Reviews and Dissemination, and brief details of more than
170 000 randomised controlled trials. 

Available from : Update Software, Summertown Pavilion, Middle Way, Summertown, Oxford,
OX2 7LG, or http://www.medlib.com  and http://www.hcn.net.au/ 

Clinical Guidelines from the US Agency for Health Care Policy and Research 

A series of clinical guidelines based on thorough reviews of research evidence. The agency is
now focusing on producing evidence reports (reviews and analyses of scientific literature
designed to provide the basis for guidelines, measures of performance, and other tools for
quality improvement), as well as working with the American Medical Association and the
American Association of Health Plans to develop an online clearing house for practice

b b 
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guidelines; the online service will have electronic mailing lists to keep users informed about
the implementation of guidelines. 

Available from : http://text.nlm.nih.gov/  and http://www.ahcpr.gov:80/news/press/ngc.html  

Best Evidence Database on CD ROM 

Abstracts of primary and review articles that have been published in the American College of
Physicians Journal Club and Evidence-Based Medicine , with assessments of quality by
clinical experts. 

Available from : BMJ Publishing, London WC1H 9JR, or http://hiru.hirunet.mcmaster.ca/acpjc 

Effective Health Care Bulletins 

Reports of systematic reviews presented in a readable and accessible format, produced by
the NHS Centre for Reviews and Dissemination. 

Available from : Subscriptions Department, Pearson Professional, PO Box 77, Fourth
Avenue, Harlow CM19 5BQ, or http://www.york.ac.uk/inst/crd 

Guide to Clinical Preventive Services, 2nd ed 

US Preventive Services Task Force. Baltimore: Williams and Wilkins, 1996  

Evidence based recommendations on preventive services. 

Available from : http://text.nlm.nih.gov/  

Canadian Guide to Clinical Preventive Health Care 

Ottawa: Health Canada, 1994  

Evidence based recommendations on preventive services. 

Bandolier 

UK newsletter alerting readers to key evidence about effectiveness in health care. 

Available from : http://www.jr2.ox.ac.uk/Bandolier 

Drug and Therapeutics Bulletin 

Independent assessments of drugs and other treatments. 

Available from : Consumers' Association, Castlemead, Gascoyne Way, Hertford, SG14 1LH 

Effectiveness Matters 

Summaries of published research on a single topic which emphasise presenting clear
messages on effectiveness. 

Available from : NHS Centre for Reviews and Dissemination, University of York, York Y01
5DD, or http://www.york.ac.uk/inst/crd 
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MeReC Bulletin 

Reviews of new drugs compiled for general practitioners, with discussion of effectiveness,
safety, appropriateness, acceptability, and cost. 

Available from : Medicines Resource Centre, Hamilton House, 24 Pall Mall, Liverpool L3
6AL 

NHS Economic Evaluation Database 

Critical assessments of published economic evaluations, produced by the NHS Centre for
Reviews and Dissemination. 

Available from : NHS Centre for Reviews and Dissemination, University of York, York Y01
5DD, or http://nhscrd.york.ac.uk/Welcome.html 

Collections of systematic reviews and critical appraisals of primary research are valuable sources of
evaluated research. The proliferation of these collections is creating its own information explosion;
this is a serious problem that needs to be addressed. Because there is no single comprehensive index
to all the material described in the box several searches through both paper journals and electronic
services may be required to locate relevant information. It may also be necessary to obtain copies of
the original publication. These are disincentives to searching for and obtaining research evidence.
Information technology may eventually provide a more streamlined way of dealing with this explosion
of information, perhaps in the form of world wide web interfaces that provide links to a range of
evidence based information services that filter publications for quality, or by providing access to the
full text of publications. Biomednet is one model of this type of service. It offers a range of full text
resources with free Medline access, discussion facilities, and virtual meeting rooms. Biomednet is
beginning to highlight important papers that have been cited and evaluated by expert reviewers as a
means of filtering papers for quality. 5 

The resources in the box provide information that has been evaluated and filtered–that is, they
highlight the best quality studies from the mass of available literature. However, research  based
answers to many questions of effectiveness are not yet available  in such time saving, value added
forms. Clinicians may still need to search indexes and abstracts of published literature. For several
years it has been possible for clinicians to search Medline using software such as Grateful Med, and
its world wide web interface, internet Grateful Med. This has provided access to a large body of peer
reviewed studies that are mostly unsynthesised and unevaluated.  There are tools to help searchers
identify the types of studies that are more likely to provide high quality information on clinical
effectiveness, such as systematic reviews or randomised controlled  trials. 6 7 Once the original
papers have been retrieved there  are checklists that, together with training in critical appraisal skills,
can be used to assess the rigour and validity of such studies.8-10 

Although Medline is a rich resource, access is increasingly required to a wider range of material than
it presently indexes. The US National Library of Medicine and the American Hospital Association
have recently launched the HealthSTAR database which  seeks to provide expanded access to both
non-clinical information (on topics such as healthcare administration, economics, and planning) and
non-journal information (such as reports, meeting abstracts, and chapters from books) that is not
available in journals.11 The National Library of Medicine has recently announced that access to
Medline and HealthSTAR through internet Grateful Med and access  to Medline through the PubMed
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interface will be free.11 Other databases that cover specific clinical areas, specific types of
publications, and non-English language material should also be used. Tools such as search strategies
and single interfaces, like PubMed, are required to enhance access to a range of such databases. 

   Strategies for finding and filtering information

Training and practice are required to search information services and navigate the internet effectively,
but other options are available which may help clinicians cope with the challenges of finding
information. Locating, appraising, and exploiting resources, both print and electronic, has typically
been the role of the librarian or information professional. Increasingly, clinicians are finding that
librarians can not only help them locate information in answer to a particular question but also can
help to keep their knowledge up to date by presenting selections of important new evidence in the
form of paper or electronic bulletins. 

The value of library and information support has been demonstrated on both sides of the Atlantic.
Trained librarians are often more effective than physicians in filtering papers for quality. 12 Some
American studies have shown that library support not only contributes to lower patient care costs by
decreasing the number of admissions, length of stay, and number of procedures but also  contributes to
a higher quality of care in terms of patient advice, improved decision making, and savings in time. 13

14 A similar study in the United Kingdom found that library services had a positive impact on the
continuing education of hospital doctors.15 

Not all clinicians have the time to visit libraries, and new models have emerged for delivering library
support directly to hospital wards and departments. 16 17 In the United States, the National Network
of Libraries of Medicine provides outreach services to general practitioners (and, more recently, to
public health professionals); in the United Kingdom the BMA library offers an electronic outreach
service to members. 18 19 Also in the United Kingdom, the Oxford PRISE (primary care sharing the
evidence) project is developing a model whereby general practitioners' computers are linked to a
central computer that provides access to a range of databases; in this model the general practitioners
can also request librarians to follow up particular questions in more detail.20 Librarians are
increasingly asked to provide training in information skills as part of courses in evidence based
medicine offered to NHS staff. 

The development of primary care based services presents a challenge to librarians; they must become
better trained to deal with a wider range of inquiries, to evaluate and synthesise evidence, and to
present selected information through innovative delivery  systems. Clearly initiatives such as the
Oxford Health Libraries' training programme, known as the "librarian of the 21st century," is a model
for other library networks.21 Similar initiatives under development in the United States include the
National Information Center on Health Services Research and Health Care Technology,  web based
training materials that are not copyrighted and can be modified to suit the user,22 and training
programmes for librarians sponsored by the National Library of Medicine in subjects such as medical
informatics. 

   Improving dissemination

For information to be accessible it must be packaged and published in formats that promote easy
identification and encourage use. Evidence based information is becoming easier to find: structured
abstracts in articles in journals make it easier to identify the methodology of a study and its potential
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reliability. Innovations,  such as the BMJ 's key messages boxes, make it easier to identify the
important points of research. Journal editors have an important role in encouraging authors to provide
informative abstracts and in ensuring that researchers' conclusions are supported by their paper's
results. However, the benefits of clearer labelling may  be undermined if current buzz words, such as

"effective" and "evidence based", are adopted and used
incorrectly or inaccurately so that previously useful
labels become meaningless. 

Organisations that produce recommendations on policy
and clinical guidelines are finding it necessary to make
their guidelines more explicitly evidence based, both by
using research evidence to develop their guidelines and
in stating the level of evidence on which the guidance is
based. 23 24 It would be easier and quicker to assess
guidelines if the types of evidence used in their

development were stated as clearly as possible, for example on the front cover of published
guidelines there could be a statement to the effect that "this guideline is based on a Cochrane
review."  The guideline appraisal project of the Health Information Research Unit at McMaster
University is an example of efforts to help practitioners identify and critically evaluate clinical
guidelines, and to determine their applicability to local practice.25 

Information from research needs to be presented in forms that are appropriate for the target audience.
Guidelines from the Agency for Health Care Policy and Research have been packaged in different
ways for different users; they have been packaged as a detailed report of the review with a full
exposition of the evidence for researchers and decision makers, as a briefer guideline for clinicians,
and as a leaflet for patients. In the United Kingdom, the Midwives Information and Resource Service
has produced a series of leaflets aimed at both pregnant women and their professional carers using,
when possible, evidence from Cochrane reviews.26 

Simply presenting research evidence to clinicians is often insufficient to ensure that it is incorporated
into practice. Government directives and direct incentives such as payments can increase  the speed of
uptake. Sometimes powerful research findings will have an immediate effect; swift changes in practice
followed the publication of research findings that sleeping position could affect mortality from the
sudden infant death syndrome. 27 28 However, even when findings are packaged, summarised, and
made relevant to clinicians further action will be needed to ensure their implementation. 

A complex set of factors influences the uptake of research findings, and a variety of dissemination
methods need to be used to encourage clinicians to make informed changes in their practice.29 Much
research on effective implementation is currently under way,  but a nationally coordinated strategy to
disseminate and promote important evidence from research and systematic reviews could improve
implementation among healthcare professionals. National campaigns to distribute information packs,
briefings, and videos of important points from research findings could speed the wider adoption of
changes in practice. Such national campaigns would need to be complemented by a variety of other
activities at a local level.30 Local implementation strategies involving continuing education
programmes, patient education programmes, and library and information outreach services could be
coordinated to ensure that key research evidence is not only accessible but also acted on. 

The articles in this series are adapted from Getting research findings into practice, edited by
Andrew Haines and Anna Donald, which is published by the BMJ Publishing Group. 
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Papers that report drug trials 
(randomised controlled trials of 
therapy)

BACKGROUND

It is now well established that the evaluation of interventions (such as drug therapies, surgical
operations or complex educational or behavioural treatments) should be undertaken as far as
possible by means of double-blind, randomised controlled trials (RCTs).

SUGGESTED AIM FOR THIS SESSION

For participants to develop, and feel confident in helping others to develop, the ability to
determine whether the results and conclusions of a research article advocating (or dismissing)
a specific intervention are valid and applicable to their own practice and to address issues of
implementation of research evidence using their findings.

SUGGESTED LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR THIS SESSION

By the end of this session, participants should be able to:
● confirm that a paper described as a RCT actually involved adequately concealed random

allocation of trial participants;
● establish whether the trial addressed an important and relevant question;
● assess the methodological quality of the RCT using a structured checklist;
● assess the significance of the results in terms of quantified measures of benefit and harm;
● comment critically on the application and implementation of the results.

SET ARTICLE

UK Prospective Diabetes Study Group. Tight blood pressure control and risk of macrovas-
cular and microvascular complications in type 2 diabetes: UKPDS 38. BMJ 1999; 317:
703–13.

ADDITIONAL REPRINT

Kunz R, Oxman AD. The unpredictability paradox: review of empirical comparisons of ran-
domised and non-randomised clinical trials. BMJ 1998; 317: 1185–90.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR GROUP EXERCISES

When you have read the paper, try one or more of the following:
1. A role play in which members of your group represent these different health profession-

als at a meeting to decide the aims of treatment for people with diabetes.
2. A teaching situation in which some final-year medical or nursing students are asked to

appraise the paper.
3. An interview with a lay newspaper for diabetes patients and their carers in which a jour-

nalist with no detailed medical knowledge is asking you to explain the findings of the
study.

SUGGESTION FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDY

Imagine you are a person with type 2 diabetes. Your HbA1c level was 7.5% at the last check-
up (normal laboratory range 3.5–5.5%). Your blood pressure is consistently around 164/94.
Your doctor tells you that you must control your blood sugar levels more tightly, take tablets
for your blood pressure, stop smoking, go to the gym, and follow a strict diet. You decide to
try to find out how much benefit you can expect to gain from any or all of these changes. 

You ask a friend who is a medical librarian to look out for some papers and she
produces four or five key references, one of which is the UKPDS study reprinted here. If
you felt you had to choose between taking treatment for your blood pressure and improv-
ing your blood glucose control, which would you choose, and why? How would you
persuade your doctor of your arguments?

FURTHER READING

Greenhalgh T. How to read a paper: the basics of evidence-based medicine. London: BMJ
Books, 1997. See in particular Chapter 3: Getting your bearings, pages 34–52 and
Chapter 6: Papers that report drug trials, pages 87–96. 

Guyatt GH, Sackett DL, Cook DJ. Users’ guides to the medical literature. II. How to use
an article about therapy or prevention. A. Are the results of the study valid? JAMA
1993; 270: 2598–601.

Guyatt GH, Sackett DL, Cook DJ. Users’ guides to the medical literature. II. How to use
an article about therapy or prevention. B. What were the results and will they help me
in caring for my patients? JAMA 1994; 271: 59–63.

Clinical scenario

You are a multidisciplinary team working to develop a Health Improvement Plan for
diabetes in a population of about 100 000. The group comprises a consultant diabetol-
ogist, a general physician, a consultant in public health, an optometrist, a podiatrist, a
diabetes specialist nurse, a practice nurse, a pharmacist, a clinical effectiveness coord-
inator, and two patient representatives. One of the patient representatives has had great
problems with recurrent “hypos” after her GP changed her oral medication; the other
has no symptoms whatsoever but has heard that even in the absence of symptoms, the
diabetes can do damage.
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CRITICAL APPRAISAL CHECKLIST FOR AN ARTICLE
DESCRIBING A RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIAL

Note that the questions on the checklist are really looking for problems of bias, confounding, low
power, and poor validity.

A. Are the results of the trial valid? Yes/No/Don’t know

1. Did the trial address a clearly focused question (PIO)?
● Population
● Intervention
● Outcome

2. Were patients randomly selected from a defined
population?

3. Was the assignment of patients to the intervention and
control group randomised?

4. Were participants and observers both “blinded” to which
group they were in, control or experimental?

● If not, were they single blinded (either observer or
participant is blinded to allocation)? Would double
blinding have been technically possible?

● If not blinded at all, would blinding (single or double)
have been possible?

5. Aside from the intervention, were the two groups treated
equally?

6. Did the study have adequate power to see an effect if
there was one?

7. Were all the patients who entered the trial properly
accounted for?

● Was follow-up > 80%?
● Were patients analysed in the groups to which they

were randomised?

B. What are the results? 

8. How large was the effect of treatment?
● What outcomes were measured (measures of risk)?

9. How precise was the estimate of the treatment effect?
● Confidence intervals, p-values

C. How relevant are the results?

10. Were the study participants sufficiently different from my
patient that this study doesn’t help me at all?
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Originally published in BMJ 1998; 317: 703–13.
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Originally published in BMJ 1998; 317: 1185–90.
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Numbers needed to treat, odds ratios,
and confidence intervals

BACKGROUND

If you are working in a group, you will quickly find that some people have a head for
figures and others do not. If you are working alone, we suspect you will find this Unit
either the easiest in the book or the most difficult. If you are one of the large number of
people who find mathematical estimates difficult to conceptualise or calculate, we suggest
that you work through this Unit gradually and return to it frequently. You will find that the
concepts (which are crucially important) become easier with repetition! Do not allow your-
self to be “psyched out” by the ease with which your more numerate colleagues appear to
grasp them.

SUGGESTED AIM FOR THIS SESSION

For participants to develop, and feel confident in helping others to develop, a working under-
standing of the statistical tools for estimating the magnitude and precision of the benefits and
harms of therapies.

SUGGESTED LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR THIS SESSION

By the end of this session, participants should be able to:
● for interventions that produce dichotomous (yes/no) outcomes, calculate the number

needed to treat (NNT) for effective therapies and the number needed to harm (NNH) for
adverse events and explain the meaning of these terms to others;

● distinguish between relative risk, risk ratio, and odds ratio and explain the meaning of
these terms to others;

● determine the confidence interval around the above estimates and explain its significance
to others.

SET ARTICLES

1. Sackett DL. On some clinically useful measures of the effects of treatment. Evidence Based
Med 1996; 1: 37–8.

2. Sackett DL, Deeks JJ, Altman DG. Down with odds ratios! Evidence Based Med 1996; 1:
164–6.
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WORKED EXAMPLE:THE FIRST EVER RANDOMISED
CONTROLLED TRIAL (SEE REFERENCE LIST FOR DETAILS)

Background: a rationing decision

Streptomycin, a promising new therapy for tuberculosis, was discovered in 1944 in the USA.
The British pound had been devalued so much during the Second World War that anything
in dollars was prohibitively expensive. Sir Austin Bradford Hill, working with the Medical
Research Council in the UK, secured enough streptomycin to treat only 50 patients. He
believed that the only ethical way of distributing this limited quantity of the drug was in a
carefully controlled trial in which allocation to experimental and control groups was ensured
by random codes in sealed, sequentially numbered envelopes.

Clinical question

What is the efficacy of streptomycin in acute bilateral pulmonary tuberculosis compared with
conventional therapy (bed rest)?

Study design

Randomised controlled trial.

Intervention

One hundred consecutive adults presenting with acute bilateral pulmonary tuberculosis were
randomly allocated either to streptomycin plus bed rest or bed rest alone.

Main outcome measures

Mortality within the six-month follow-up period; severe adverse drug reactions.

Results

Of 107 adults seen, 52 were allocated to bed rest alone (“control group”) and 55 to strepto-
mycin plus bed rest (“experimental group”). The number of deaths was 14 in the control
group and four in the experimental group. These figures can be expressed in standard con-
vention as a 2 × 2 matrix as follows.

Death from tuberculosis Total

Yes No

Experimental (streptomycin) group 4 a b 51 55

Control group (bed rest alone) 14 c d 38 52

The main side effect of the drug was VIIIth nerve damage, leading to permanent deafness.
This developed in 36 of the experimental group and none of the control group. 

Practical exercise

Using the formulae below, calculate the following.
1. The event rate for death in the control group (CER).
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2. The event rate for death in the experimental group (EER).
3. The absolute risk reduction (ARR) with streptomycin therapy.
4. The relative risk reduction (RRR) with streptomycin therapy.
5. The number needed to treat (NNT) for prevention of death with streptomycin therapy.
6. The risk (chance) of death in the experimental and control groups respectively.
7. The odds of death in the experimental and control groups respectively.
8. The risk ratio (relative risk) of death in the experimental group compared with the control

group.
9. The odds ratio (relative odds) of death in the experimental group compared with the con-

trol group.
10. The number needed to harm (NNH) for VIIIth nerve damage on streptomycin.

Formula

Control event rate = outcome event rate in control group = CER = c/(c+d)
Experimental event rate = outcome event rate in experimental group = EER = a/(a+b) 
Relative risk reduction (RRR) = (CER – EER)/CER
Absolute risk reduction (ARR) = CER – EER
Number needed to treat (NNT) = 1/ARR = 1/(CER – EER)
Relative risk (risk ratio) for death = (a/a+b)/(c/c+d)
Relative odds (odds ratio) for death = (a/b)/(c/d) = ad / bc

For solution see page 160.

A NOTE ON CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

A difference of 20% in the absolute risk of the main outcome variable, corresponding to a
number needed to treat of 5 (see page 160), is fairly impressive. But surely this difference
might have occurred by chance? Indeed, much larger absolute differences might conceivably
occur by chance. Given an infinite amount of funding, time and dedication, these authors
could have repeated the same study an infinite number of times and the average result of all
the separate trials determined to reflect the “true” difference between the treatment regimens.
Since people rarely repeat exactly the same study, the true difference is almost never estab-

Outcome event Total

Yes No

Experimental group a b a + b

Control group c d c + d

Note the difference between probability and odds

The probability of something happening is the number of times we believe it is likely
to occur divided by the number of times we believe it could possibly occur. 

The odds of something happening is the number of times we believe it is likely to
occur divided by the number of times we believe it is likely not to occur.

If a couple are expecting a baby, the probability of it being a boy is (approxi-
mately!) one in two, i.e. 50% or 0.5. The odds of the baby being a boy are 1:1 or 1.0,
i.e. it is as likely to be a boy as it is not to be a boy.
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lished empirically. Instead, we call the actual result of one trial the point estimate of effect size
and calculate the limits within which the “true” result is likely to lie. This latter estimate is
known as the confidence interval.

The 90%, 95%, and 99% confidence intervals correspond to the limits that have a 90%,
95% or 99% chance respectively of containing the “true” result. Clearly, the 90% confi-
dence interval for any result will be narrower than the 99% interval and although it is per-
fectly possible to calculate a confidence interval of any percentage you choose,
convention prefers the 95% (or, occasionally, 99%) interval. 

It makes intuitive sense that the larger the sample size, the narrower the confidence
interval (i.e. the more sure you can be that the actual result is pretty close to the “true”
difference between the groups). It also makes intuitive sense that an outcome that varies
widely in the population will produce a wider confidence interval than one that varies less
widely. Hence it should come as no surprise that the three things a statistician needs to
know in order to calculate a confidence interval for a particular result are the sample size,
the mean and standard deviation of the variable in the population, and the difference
obtained in the trial. If the outcome is an event, the percentage in the two groups will be
required rather than the mean and the standard deviation.

Most statisticians calculate confidence intervals using a preprogrammed formula on a
computer or calculator but if you are curious and wish to produce one from first prin-
ciples, the formula for a 95% confidence interval is as follows.

Difference in mean value ± 1.96 × standard error of difference in means, or

Difference in percentages ± 1.96 × standard error of difference in percentages.

The number 1.96 is required to make this into a 95% confidence interval; it would need to be replaced by
2.58 for a 99% confidence interval.

Standard error of difference in means is calculated by the formula:

√σ2 × [1/n1 + 1/n2]

where n1 and n2 are the sample sizes in the two groups.

But σ2 has to be estimated from the standard deviations in each group. σ2 is estimated
as:

{(n1 – 1) × SD1
2 + (n2 – 1) × SD2

2} / (n1 + n2 – 2)

Perhaps you can now see why statisticians prefer a preprogrammed calculator!
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69–86.
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In the abstracts in this journal that de-
scribe effective treatments, we provide
our readers with numbers that sum-
marise their clinical effect. These in-
clude the number of patients you need
to treat to prevent 1 adverse outcome
(NNT) and both the absolute risk re-
duction (ARR) and relative risk reduc-
tion (RRR) in the occurrence of adverse
outcomes achieved by active therapy. In
this EBM Note, we explain these
numbers for our readers and use them
to begin a glossary of terms that will
appear in each issue.

In the first issue of Evidence-Based
Medicine, we presented the results of
the Diabetes Control and Complica-
tions Trial (DCCT) (1) into the effect
of intensive diabetes therapy on the
development and progression of neuro-
pathy. In that trial, confirmed neur-
opathy developed among 9.6% of
patients randomly assigned to usual
care (1 or 2 insulin injections/d to pre-
vent gylcaemic symptoms; we will call
this rate “C” for “control”) and among
2.8% of patients randomly assigned to
intensive therapy (insulin pump or ≥ 3
injections/d; we call this rate “E” for
experimental). This difference was
statistically highly significant, but how
might this treatment effect be ex-
pressed in terms of its clinical signifi-
cance? The traditional measure of this
effect is the proportional or “relative”
risk reduction (abbreviated RRR in our
journal), calculated as (C — E)/C. In
this example, the RRR is (9.6%– 
2.8%)/9.6% or 71%; intensive therapy
reduced the risk for developing neuro-
pathy by 71%.

Why not confine our description
of the clinical significance of this result
to the RRR? The reason is that the
RRR fails to discriminate huge abso-
lute treatment effects (10 times those
observed in this trial) from those that
are trivial (1/10 000 of those ob-
served here). For example, if the
rates of neuropathy were 10 times

those observed in this trial, and a
whopping 96% of control patients and
28% of intensively treated patients de-
veloped neuropathy, the RRR would
remain unchanged: RRR = (96%–
28%)/96% or 71%. And if a trivial
0.00096% of control and 0.00028% of
intensively treated patients developed
neuropathy, the relative risk reduction
is as before: RRR still = (0.00096%–
0.00028%)/0.00096 = 71%! This is
because the RRR discards the under-
lying susceptibility (or “baseline risk”)
of patients entering randomised trials;
as a result, the RRR cannot discrimi-
nate huge risks and benefits from
small ones.

In contrast to these nondiscrim-
inating RRRs, the absolute differences
in the rates of neuropathy between
control and experimental patients
(C — E) clearly do discriminate be-
tween these extremes, and this measure
is called the absolute risk reduction or
ARR. In the DCCT, the ARR or
(C — E) = 9.6%–2.8% = 6.8%; in
the extremely high hypothetical ex-
ample, in which 96% of control patients
and 28% of intensively treated patients
developed neuropathy, the ARR or
(C — E) = 96% – 28% = 68%; in the
extremely low hypothetical example,
in which a trivial 0.00096% of control
and 0.00028% of intensively treated
patients developed neuropathy, the
ARR or (C — E) = 0.00096% –
0.00028% = 0.00068%. These ARRs
retain the underlying susceptibility of
patients and provide more detailed in-
formation than RRRs. But, unlike
RRRs that can be recalled as whole
numbers, ARRs are decimals and are
therefore difficult to remember and do
not slip easily off the tongue at the
bedside.

If, however, we divide the ARR
into 1 (i.e., if we “invert” the ARR or
“take its reciprocal” so that it becomes
1/ARR), we generate a very useful
number because it represents the

number of patients we need to treat
(NNT) with the experimental therapy
in order to prevent 1 bad outcome. In
the DCCT, we would generate the
number of persons with diabetes we
would need to treat with the intensive
regimen in order to prevent 1 from
developing neuropathy. In the trial,
the NNT is 1/ARR or 1/6.8% or
14.7; we usually round that number
upward (in this case, to 15), and we
now can say that for every 15 pa-
tients who are treated with the more
intensive insulin regimen, 1 is pre-
vented from developing diabetic
neuropathy.

Is 15 a large or a small number of
patients that need to be treated to pre-
vent 1 bad outcome? As with many
important matters in medicine, the an-
swer has to do with clinical significance,
not statistical significance. This NNT
of 15 certainly is far smaller than the
number of patients we would need to
treat in the extremely low hypothetical
example, in which 1/ARR becomes 1/
0.00068%, or an NNT of more than
147 000, a figure so vast that we cannot
imagine anyone judging it to be worth
the effort. We can get a better idea by
comparing this NNT of 15 with that
for other interventions we are familiar
with in medicine. In doing so, we
add the dimension of the duration of
therapy: in the DCCT, treatment
continued for an average of 6.5 years,
meaning that we need to treat about 15
persons with diabetes for about 6.5 years
with an intensive insulin regimen to
prevent 1 from developing neur-
opathy. How does this compare with
other treatments, over other durations,
for other conditions?

Beginning on an optimistic note,
only about 20 patients with chest pain
who appear to be having heart attacks
need to be treated with streptokinase
and aspirin to save a life at 5 weeks.
On the other hand, about 70 elderly
persons with hypertension need to
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be treated for 5 years with antihyper-
tensive drugs to save 1 life, about 100
men with no evidence of coronary
heart disease need to be treated for 5
years with aspirin to prevent 1 heart
attack, and about 10 patients with
symptomatic moderate-to-severe ca-
rotid artery stenosis need to have
endarterectomy to prevent 1 major
or fatal stroke over the next 2 years.

We think that the NNT to pre-
vent 1 event is a very useful measure
of the clinical effort we and our patients
must expend to help them avoid bad
outcomes of their illnesses. Accordingly,
we will report NNTs in the “Main Re-
sults” sections of our abstracts whenever
possible. NNTs will be accompanied by
the actual event rates and their resultant
P value and will be followed by their as-
sociated RRR.

Furthermore, because we are fo-
cusing here on the magnitude of the
treatment effect rather than on the
probability that we have drawn a false-
positive conclusion that the treatment is
at all effective (when it is not), we shall
report confidence intervals (CIs)
around the NNT, specifying the “lim-
its” within which we can confidently
state the true NNT lies (95% of the
time). Readers who want to brush up
on CIs can refer to an earlier editorial

in our companion publication, ACP
Journal Club (2), and we will also dis-
cuss them here in a future EBM
Notebook.

Another useful feature of the
NNT is the ease with which readers
can convert it to NNTs for specific pa-
tients in their own practice by using
some very simple arithmetic. All the
reader needs to do is to estimate the
susceptibility (sometimes called the
“baseline risk”) of her own untreated
patient relative to the average control
patient in the trial report, and then
express this estimate as a decimal frac-
tion we will call “F” (if a reader judged
her patient to be twice as susceptible
as the average control patient in the
trial, then F = 2; if her patient was
only half as susceptible, then F = 
0.5; and if the patient is as suscep-
tible as the control patients in the
trial, then F = 1) (3). If the treatment
produces a constant RRR across the
spectrum of susceptibilities, the
NNT for her patient is simply the re-
ported NNT divided by F. Going back
to our intensive insulin example, if a
reader’s patient was judged to have
only half the susceptibility of patients
in that trial, then F = 0.5 and NNT/F = 
15/0.5 = 30; thus, 30 of these less
susceptible patients would need to be

treated for about 6.5 years with the in-
tensive insulin regimen to prevent 1
from developing neuropathy.

This science of the art of extrapo-
lating the results of published reports
to individual patients is still in its in-
fancy. We are just beginning to learn
how to distinguish situations in which
we can (usually with drug treat-
ments) and cannot (sometimes with
surgical treatments) assume constant
RRRs over the ranges of susceptibili-
ties we commonly encounter, and
how to integrate this information
with the rest of our clinical findings
and clinical judgement. When this
learning leads to important advances
in our ability to extrapolate from
trials to individual patients, we will
report them here.

David L. Sackett in Oxford
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As described in an earlier EBM note
(1) and in our glossary, this journal re-
ports the results of individual ran-
domised trials in terms of relative risk
reductions (RRRs), calculated by di-
viding the absolute difference in
event rates between the control (con-
trol event rate [CER]) and experimen-
tal (experimental event rate [EER])
patients by the event rate for the con-
trols: (CER – EER)/CER = RRR.
From these same values, we also re-
port the number of patients that would
need to be treated (NNT) to prevent
1 additional event — 1/(CER – EER) — 
or by its alternative calculation — 
1/(RRR × CER). Thus, in the example
shown in Table 1, the RRR is 89% and
the NNT is 4(2).

However, we also report the
results of overviews of several ran-
domised trials, and these results
appear not as RRRs but as relative
odds, or odds ratios (ORs). There
are reasons for this variation (al-
though, as it happens, arguably no
longer very good ones!). We will
explain ORs, point out their prop-
erties (many of which interfere with
their clinical application), and pro-

vide you with some practical help in
applying them to individual patients.

When used to summarise an over-
view, an OR describes the odds of an
experimental patient having an ad-
verse event relative to a control pa-
tient. We can calculate the odds of a
patient having an event by dividing
the number of patients who have the
event by the number of patients who
do not. Hence, for the control group
in Table 1, the odds of a patient hav-
ing the event were c/d = 9/21 = 0.43,
which compares to a risk of
c/(c + d) = 9/30 = 0.30. If we mistak-
enly interpret odds as if they were
risks, we will exaggerate the latter,
especially with events that are more
common.
The OR is calculated by dividing
the odds in the experimental group
by the odds in the control group — 
(a/b)/(c/d) — or equivalently through
the “cross-products” calculation shown
below Table 1 — ad/bc. From this
definition, it follows that efficacious
treatments generate ORs < 1, which
is analogous to the relative risk (RR)
for the adverse event (EER/CER)
being < 1. (We usually prefer to think

in terms of RRRs, which are equiva-
lent to 1 — RR, but for ease of com-
parison with ORs, please bear with
us and think in terms of RRs.)

How did we get into this confus-
ing situation of using ORs in the first
place? The OR had its origins in
case-control studies of drug side ef-
fects and of harmful agents and expo-
sures, such as cigarette smoking. In
these case-control studies, it is not
possible to estimate RRs directly be-
cause the prevalence of the adverse
outcome (required for calculating the
RR) is not usually known. You can,
however, calculate the OR in these
situations, either by comparing the
odds of incurring an adverse event in
the exposed group and the control
group (i.e., [a/b]/[c/d] = ad/bc); or by
comparing the odds of exposure in
the event and nonevent groups
(i.e., [a/c]/[b/d] = ad/bc); both routes
lead to the same answer, which will
be > 1 when the exposure is harmful.
Hence, the OR can be estimated
when the prevalence of the events is
unknown, as in most case-control
studies. Moreover, because case-
control studies typically are used
for the study of rare events, the
distortion of risk produced by inter-
preting ORs as if they were RRs is
negligible (if necessary, refresh your
memory by rereading the 3rd para-
graph in this note).

When ORs came into use, several
powerful and informative statistical
methods were developed (by persons
such as Nathan Mantel and William
Haenszel) for use in analysing sub-
groups of patients and combining
them (even when the latter were un-
balanced for confounding factors) into
a single overall estimate (3). Later,
when scientists began to do over-
views of multiple randomised trials
and were seeking a statistical method
for combining their results, the anal-
ogy with combining subgroups in
case-control studies was recognised,
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Table 1. Trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole prophylaxis in cirrhosis*

Treatment Adverse event Totals
group (infectious complications)

Occurs Does not occur

Experimental 1 29 30
(prophylaxis) a b a+b

Control c d c+d
(no prophylaxis) 9 21 30

Totals 10 a+c b+d 50 a+b+c+d 60

*From reference 2.
Control event rate = CER = c/(c+d) = 0.30; experimental event rate = EER = a/(a+b) = 0.033
Control event odds = c/d = 0.43; experimental event odds = a/b = 0.034
Relative risk reduction = RRR = (CER – EER)/CER = 89%
Number needed to treat = NNT = 1/(CER – EER) = 4, also = 1/(RRR × CER) = 4
Relative risk = EER/CER = 0.11, also = 1 – RRR = 0.11
Relative odds = odds ratio = OR = (a/b)/(c/d) = ad/bc = 0.08

Originally published in Evidence Based Medicine 1996; 1: 164–6.
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and the Mantel-Haenszel method was
adapted to this new use (soon joined
by a computationally simpler method
developed by Richard Peto [4] that
provides good approximations to the
OR when treatment effects are small
and the trials being combined are
large and balanced [5]). For these rea-
sons, ORs are now commonly used in
the analysis and reporting of over-
views of randomised trials that have
binary outcomes.

ORs, however, have 5 properties
at interfere with their clinical appli-
cation. First, because very few clini-
cians are facile at dealing with odds
and relative odds, ORs are not useful
in their original form at the bedside
or in the examining room. Second, in
many trials, ORs are not even similar
to RRs: In many fields, controlled tri-
als tend to study common adverse
events, and it is in these situations
that the approximation of the OR to

the RR breaks down. Treating an OR
as if it were an accurate estimate of
the RR will overestimate both the
likely benefits and harms of treat-
ment (6), and this distortion be-
comes greater as the disease being
treated becomes more severe and
CERs increase.

Third, and as a result of the fore-
going, ORs cannot be used in the
same simple way as RRRs to calcu-
late the corresponding NNTs for the
treatments of interest. To extrapolate
results from trials that have different
patient expected event rates (PEERs),
clinicians need to do separate and
complicated calculations of the NNT
for each PEER. Although we expect
the NNT to decrease as the PEER
rises for a treatment with a fixed rela-
tive effect, even this is not true for
ORs! Looking down a column in
Table 2 will show you that, for a fixed
OR, the NNT initially decreases as

the PEER rises (as expected), but it
increases again when the PEER is
above 0.5. This counterintuitive result
occurs because the difference between
the RR and the OR accelerates as
event rates rise.

Fourth, when treatments generate a
constant RRR for different CERs (e.g.,
antihypertensive drugs generate the
same RRR for stroke among patients
with both severe and mild hyperten-
sion), their ORs cannot be constant
across these CERs (and vice versa). Fi-
nally, when clinicians draw up “league
tables” of therapeutic efficacy, the or-
der of treatments based on their RRRs
may be different from the order based
on ORs when the diseases and disor-
ders in the table are of different sever-
ity and have different CERs.
Help is on the way (but not quite
here yet). Prospects are very good
that meta-analyses do not have to be
done by using ORs. Statistical meth-
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Table 2. Translating odds ratios to numbers needed to treat*

Patient’s Odds ratios
expected
event rate

0.9 0.85 0.8 0.75 0.7 0.65 0.6 0.55 0.5

0.05 209† 139 104 83 69 59 52 46 41‡
0.10 110 73 54 43 36 31 27 24 21
0.20 61 40 30 24 20 17 14 13 11
0.30 46 30 22 18 14 12 10 9 8
0.40 40 26 19 15 12 10 9 8 7
0.50§ 38 25 18 14 11 9 8 7 6
0.70 44 28 20 16 13 10 9 7 6
0.90 101¶ 64 46 34 27 22 18 15 12ll

* The numbers in the body of the table are the numbers needed to treat (NNTs) for the corresponding odds ratios
(ORs) at that particular patient’s expected event rate (PEER). To calculate the NNT for any OR and PEER:

NNT = 

† The relative risk reduction (RRR) is 10%.
‡ The RRR is 49%.
§ For any OR, the NNT is lowest when the PEER = 0.50.
¶ The RRR is 1%.
ll The RRR is 9%.

1 – [PEER × (1 – OR)]

PEER × (1 – OR) × (1 – PEER)
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ods for combining both relative risks
and absolute risk differences across
trials are available (7), although some
concern exists that they are not ap-
propriate for all circumstances. Vali-
dation work is under way to outline
the situations where they can be
widely adopted for combining ran-
domised trials into systematic reviews.

As soon as these clinically friend-
lier alternatives are used in reporting
the results of overviews, they will ap-
pear in Evidence-Based Medicine. In the
meantime, we will be adding Table 2
to our glossary, which permits our
readers to identify NNTs for a range
of ORs and PEERs. The intersection of

the OR closest to that reported in the
overview with the PEER that best
represents the reader’s patient will
identify the corresponding NNT. For
readers who want to do the full calcu-
lations, the formula appears below
Table 2.

David L. Sackett, MD
NHS Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine

Oxford, England, UK
Jonathan J. Deeks, MSc
Douglas G. Altman, BSc

Centre for Statistics in Medicine
Oxford, England, UK
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Papers that address prognosis or harm
(cohort studies)

BACKGROUND

In a cohort study, one or more defined groups is followed up to see what happens to them.
In a simple prognosis study (a type of cohort study), there is only one cohort – people in the
early stages of a disease (for example, women with CIN I on cervical smear). Prognosis
studies are important because the rational evaluation of a therapeutic intervention (such as
a drug or operation) needs to be based on a thorough knowledge of the outcome of the
untreated condition. In a comparative cohort study (such as the one reprinted here), two
groups are studied – one of which has been exposed to a possible harmful agent (in this
case, the oral contraceptive pill) and one of which has not.

SUGGESTED AIM FOR THIS SESSION

For participants to develop, and feel confident in helping others to develop, the ability to
determine whether the conclusions of an article describing the clinical course and likely out-
come of a disorder (prognosis) are both valid and applicable in practice. 

SUGGESTED LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR THIS SESSION

By the end of this session, participants should be able to:
● establish whether a paper claiming to describe a “cohort study” actually used a clearly

defined and adequately followed-up inception cohort;
● assess the methodological quality of the study using a structured checklist;
● assess the significance of the results in terms of quantified measures of benefit and harm;
● comment critically on the application and implementation of the results.

SET ARTICLE

Beral V, Hermon C, Kay C, Hannaford P, Darby S, Reeves G. Mortality associated with oral
contraceptive use: 25-year follow up of cohort of 46 000 women from the Royal College of
General Practitioners’ oral contraception study. BMJ 1999; 318: 96–100.

Clinical scenario
Ravina Patel, a 19-year-old student, attends a family planning clinic to seek advice on
contraception. She has read a magazine article describing a near-fatal pulmonary embo-
lus in a 35-year-old smoker who took a second-generation contraceptive pill. She is
anxious about her own risk of major complications but also keen to use a non-barrier
method of contraception if possible. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR GROUP EXERCISES

When you have read the paper, try one or more of the following.
1. Make sure everyone in your group understands the figures in the paper and how they

were arrived at.
2. Role play a situation in which the family planning nurse explains the prognosis to Ravina

and helps her draw up a decision tree depicting the different treatment options.
3. In a simulated teaching scenario, issue this paper to a group of medical or nursing stu-

dents who have been told “this stuff will be coming up in your end-of-term exams”.

SUGGESTION FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDY

Contraception decisions affect almost everyone at some stage in their lives and patients often
phrase their questions on this topic in terms such as, “What would you do, doctor (nurse)?”.
Imagine that Ravina was your sister, partner, daughter (or even yourself!). Before you
appraise the paper, make a list of the concerns she is likely to raise about the benefits and

CRITICAL APPRAISAL CHECKLIST FOR AN ARTICLE
DESCRIBING A COHORT STUDY

Note that the questions on the checklist are really looking for problems of bias, confounding, low
power, and poor validity.

A. Are the results of the trial valid and do they contain Yes/No/Don’t know
minimum bias?

1. Did the trial address a clearly focused question (PEO)?
● Population
● Exposure to risk factor(s) over specified time period
● Outcome(s)

2. Was the cohort study prospective (stronger) as opposed
to retrospective (weaker)?

3. Were the two groups (control and exposed) similar in
relevant factors at the start of the study (e.g. sex, age,
social class, smoking)?

4. Were all the participants who entered the study properly
accounted for?

● Was follow-up > 80%? If not, is it likely to have affected
the results?

● Were participants analysed in the groups to which they
were initially allocated?

B. What are the results? 

5. How large was the effect of the exposure?
● What outcomes were measured (measures of risk, e.g.

odds ratios, relative risk, absolute risk, absolute risk
reduction or increase)?

6. How precise was the estimate of the exposure effect?
● What are its confidence limits (or p-values)?

C. How relevant are the results?

7. Were the study participants sufficiently different from my
population that this study doesn’t help me at all?
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harms of oral contraceptives. Now, work through the critical appraisal checklist and then
return to this list of concerns. To what extent has your appraisal of the paper enabled you to
address them? What additional research studies would you like to have to hand?

FURTHER READING

Donald A, Greenhalgh T. A hands-on guide to evidence-based health care: practice and imple-
mentation. Oxford: Blackwell Science, 1999. 

Greenhalgh T. How to read a paper: the basics of evidence based medicine. London: BMJ Books,
1997. See in particular Chapter 3: Getting your bearings, pages 34–52 and Chapter 4:
Assessing methodological quality, pages 53–68.

Laupacis A, Wells G, Richardson WS, Tugwell P. Users’ guides to the medical literature. V.
How to use an article about prognosis. JAMA 1994; 271: 234–7.
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Originally published in BMJ 1999; 318: 96–100.
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Papers that report diagnostic or
screening tests

BACKGROUND

Clinicians increasingly order diagnostic and screening tests and health service users in-
creasingly expect them. But tests are never 100% accurate and the “false-positive” and “false-
negative” result carries its own morbidity.

SUGGESTED AIM FOR THIS SESSION

This unit is intended to allow participants to develop, and feel confident in helping others to
develop, the ability to evaluate a study to determine the performance of a diagnostic or
screening test against an established gold standard and decide on its usefulness in practice.

SUGGESTED LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR THIS SESSION

By the end of this session, participants should be able to approach a published paper about a
diagnostic or screening test with a view to extracting and using the following data.
● What is the prevalence (pre-test likelihood) of the disease in this population?
● If a patient really had the disease, what is the likelihood that the test will be positive (sen-

sitivity)?
● If a patient really did not have the disease, what is the likelihood that the test will be neg-

ative (specificity)?
● If the patient tests positive for a particular disease, what is the likelihood that he/she really

has the disease (post-test likelihood of a positive test)?
● If the patient tests negative for the disease, what is the likelihood that he/she really does not

have the disease (post-test likelihood of a negative test)?
● What would be the effect on the above values if the same test were applied to a population

in which the disease was more or less prevalent? 
● How accurate overall is the test (i.e. what proportion of test results correctly say whether

the patient has or has not got the disease)?
● What is the likelihood ratio of a positive (or a negative) test (i.e. by how much does a pos-

itive (or negative) test increase (or decrease)the likelihood of the disease being present)?
● What, in summary, is the usefulness of this test in different groups and subgroups of

patients?

SET ARTICLE

Piccinelli M, Tessari E, Bortolomasi M et al. Efficacy of the alcohol use disorders identifica-
tion test as a screening tool for hazardous alcohol intake and related disorders in primary care:
a validity study. BMJ 1997; 314: 420–4.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR GROUP EXERCISES

When you have read the paper, try one or more of the following.
1. A teaching situation in which a group of students discusses the expressions “normal” and

“abnormal” in relation to the results of diagnostic or screening tests.
2. A role play in which Mr Pellento is offered the screening questionnaire and, after com-

pleting it and scoring “positive”, asks the meaning of the result.
3. A demonstration of how to calculate the likelihood ratio of this test, including (using role

play if necessary) an explanation to someone who is confused about the meaning of this
term.

SUGGESTION FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDY

Imagine you were the medical adviser to Mr Pellento’s private health insurance company. He
has passed on to you the fact that in the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test, he scored
in the range indicating “harmful alcohol use”. After completing the critical appraisal checklist
for this article, compose a letter to the company’s actuary, stating whether you would recom-
mend increasing Mr Pellento’s premiums for health insurance, send him for further tests or
take no action. Justify this decision using arguments based on probabilities (i.e. Bayes’
theorem).

Clinical scenario
A nurse practitioner in a large primary care centre runs a walk-in “well man” clinic. One
patient, Mr Mario Pellento, is a 54-year-old Italian businessman. Mr Pellento arrives
after the clinic has finished, smelling strongly of wine, and is rude to the receptionists.
He is asked to return the following week for his check-up. The nurse wonders whether
she might ask Mr Pellento a few questions next time to help decide whether he has alco-
hol dependence.

Result of gold standard test

Disease positive Disease negative

a + c b + d

Result of screening test Test positive True positive False positive

a + b a b

c + d c d

Test negative False negative True negative

Table 7.1 2×2 table notation for expressing the results of a validation study for a
diagnostic or screening test
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Table 7.2 Derivation of features of a diagnostic or screening test

CALCULATIONS

Target disorder Totals

Present Absent

Diagnostic Positive a b a+b
test result

Negative c d c+d 

Totals a+c b+d a+b+c+d 

Sensitivity = a/(a+c) 
Specificity = d/(b+d) 
Prevalence in the study = (a+c)/(a+b+c+d)
Positive predictive value (in the study) = a/(a+b) 
Negative predictive value (in the study) = d/(c+d)

FURTHER READING

Greenhalgh T. How to read a paper: the basics of evidence based medicine. London: BMJ Books,
1997. See in particular Chapter 4: Assessing methodological quality, pages 53–68 and
Chapter 7: Papers that report diagnostic or screening tests, pages 97–110.

Jaeschke R, Guyatt G, Sackett DL. Users’ guides to the medical literature. III. How to use an
article about a diagnostic test. A. Are the results of the study valid? JAMA 1994; 271:
389–91.

Jaeschke R, Guyatt G, Sackett DL. Users’ guides to the medical literature. III. How to use an
article about a diagnostic test. B. What were the results and will they help me in caring for
my patients? JAMA 1994; 271: 703–7.
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Feature of Alternative Question which the feature addresses Formula
the test name

Sensitivity True positive How good is this test at picking up people a/a+c
rate (Positive in who have the condition?
Disease)

Specificity True negative How good is this test at correctly excluding d/b+d
rate (Negative people without the condition?
in Health)

Positive Post-test If a person tests positive, what is the a/a+b
predictive probability of a probability that (s)he has the condition?
value positive test

Negative Post-test If a person tests negative, what is the d/c+d
predictive probability of a probability that (s)he does not have
value negative test the condition?

Accuracy – What proportion of all tests have given the a+d/a+b+c+d
correct result (i.e. true positives and true 
negatives as a proportion of all results)?

Likelihood ratio – How much more likely is positive test to be Sensitivity
of a positive found in a person with, as opposed to (1-specificity)
test without, the condition?
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CRITICAL APPRAISAL CHECKLIST FOR AN ARTICLE DESCRIBING
A VALIDATION STUDY OF A SCREENING OR DIAGNOSTIC TEST

Note that the questions on the checklist are really looking for problems of bias, confounding, low
power, and poor validity.

A. Are the results of the trial valid? Yes/No/Don’t know

1. Did the researchers make the diagnosis independently
and blindly with both the test of interest, as well as a
‘gold’ standard (control) test?

2. Was the test evaluated in people typical of patients you
might expect to see in practice?

3. Did the study contain enough cases to compare the
new test and the gold standard test reliably?

● Did the authors include a power calculation?

4. Were all people diagnosed with both the test of interest
as well as the ‘gold’ standard test (regardless of the
results from either)?

B. What are the results? 

5. Are the test’s sensitivity and specificity good enough?
● See table below; sensitivity should be high to catch as

many cases as possible. Specificity should be high to
rule out as many non-cases as possible.

C. How relevant are the results?

6. Is is possible to get a rough idea of how prevalent the
condition you are trying to diagnose is in your patients
(pre-test probability)?

7. Is the diagnostic test likely to be accurate in your
patients?

● Would its predictive values be good enough for the
prevalence of the condition in your patients? (See table
below. Positive test results are more likely to be
accurate when the condition is more common in people
like your patient; negative test results are more likely to
be accurate when the condition is less common in
people like your patient.)

8. Will the resulting positive and negative predictive values
affect your management and help your patient?

● Would the results change management?
● Are patients willing to be treated?

9. Is the test likely to be affordable, available, and
acceptable in your setting?
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  Abstract

Setting: 10 primary care clinics in Verona, north eastern Italy.
 Patients: 500 subjects were approached and 482 (96.4%) completed evaluation. 

Results: When the alcohol use disorders identification test was used to detect subjects with alcohol
problems the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve was 0.95. The cut off score of 5
was associated with a sensitivity of 0.84, a specificity of 0.90, and a positive predictive value of 0.60.
The screening ability of the total score derived from summing the responses to the five items
minimising the probability of misclassification between subjects with and without alcohol problems
provided an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve of 0.93. A score of 5 or more on the
five items was associated with a sensitivity of 0.79, a specificity of 0.95, and a positive predictive
value of 0.73. 

Efficacy of the alcohol use disorders identification test as a 
screening tool for hazardous alcohol intake and related 
disorders in primary care: a validity study

formal alcohol disorders and those with hazardous alcohol intake. Using five of the 10 items on the
questionnaire gives reasonable accuracy, and these are  recommended as questions of choice to
screen patients for alcohol problems. 

Conclusions: The alcohol use disorders identification test performs well in detecting subjects with

Objective: To determine the properties of the alcohol use disorders identification test in screening 
primary care attenders for alcohol problems.
Design: A validity study among consecutive primary care attenders aged 18-65 years. Every third 
subject completed the alcohol use disorders identification test (a 10 item self report questionnaire on 
alcohol intake and related problems) and was interviewed by an investigator with the composite 
international diagnostic interview alcohol use module (a standardised interview for the independent 
assessment of alcohol intake and related disorders). 

Originally published in BMJ 1997; 314: 420–4.
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  Introduction

In addition to formal alcohol disorders such as dependence or harmful use, increasing attention has
been paid to hazardous alcohol intake, defined as a level of consumption or pattern of drinking which,
if it persists, is likely to result in harm. Hazardous alcohol intake is directly or indirectly implicated in
many physical, psychological, and social problems, imposing a substantial financial burden on the
drinkers and on society.2 3 4 Moreover, drinking at levels causing detectable biochemical
abnormalities is associated with a mortality that is twice that of the normal population.5 

Primary prevention often requires national strategies promoting an overall decrease of alcohol
consumption in the population. By contrast, secondary prevention can effectively be undertaken  at the
primary care level by means of early detection of people with hazardous alcohol intake and time
limited interventions aimed at decreasing alcohol consumption and thus the likelihood of subsequent
harm and dependence. Though several screening instruments have been developed that are fairly
short and easy to administer, they tend to detect severe alcohol disorders  such as dependence and
overlook hazardous drinking. The WHO therefore devised a 10 item questionnaire–the alcohol use
disorders identification test6–whose distinct advantage is the ability to detect both formal alcohol
disorders and hazardous alcohol intake. 

We investigated the screening properties of the alcohol use  disorders identification test in the
detection of primary care attenders with formal alcohol disorders or hazardous alcohol intake. 

  Subjects and method

Sampling strategy

Hazardous alcohol intake and related disorders are a major public health issue. Data from the World 
Health Organisation's collaborative project on psychological problems in general health care have 

shown that alcohol dependence or harmful use of alcohol as defined by the 10th revision of the 
International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) is present in about 6% of primary care attenders, 
ranking third in frequency after major depression and generalised anxiety.1 

Ten primary care physicians in Verona, north eastern Italy, allowed investigators to visit their clinics 
twice a week, once in the morning and once in the afternoon. Among patients aged 18-65 attending 
other than for a prescription, every third patient was approached up to a total of 50 patients at each 
clinic. Subjects were informed about the project and told that responses would be kept confidential. 
Those agreeing to participate had the size of a standard drink7 explained to them (see box) and then 
completed the alcohol use disorders identification test in the waiting room. In addition, the alcohol 
use module of the composite international diagnostic interview8 9 was administered by an 
investigator at the clinic on the same day or at the patient's home within a week. Investigators 
included three doctors and a final year student in psychology; they received group training in 
administering the composite international diagnostic interview and practised individually in role play 
sessions before the fieldwork. Finally, for each eligible subject the primary care physician rated on a 
form a list of clinical signs often related to alcohol consumption (for example, abnormal skin 
vascularisation, jaundice, hand tremor, liver characteristics); noted drinking behaviour over the 
previous 12 months (no alcohol abuse, occasional alcohol abuse, regular alcohol abuse); and noted 
the intake of psychotropic drugs during the two weeks before examination.    
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Instruments
The alcohol use disorders identification test is a self administered questionnaire including three items
on the amount and frequency of drinking, three on alcohol dependence, and four on common problems
caused by alcohol (see 3). Each item is scored 0-4, giving a total score of 40. 

The composite international diagnostic interview is a standardised diagnostic interview for assessing
mental disorders according to criteria of the ICD-1010 and the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual  of
Mental Disorders, Third Edition, Revised  (DSM-III-R).11 

English versions of both instruments were translated into Italian, and the Italian versions were
independently translated back into English; changes were made where necessary in order to ensure
close correspondence between the original and Italian versions. 

Diagnostic criteria
The screening properties of the alcohol use disorders identification test were tested against the
standard criteria listed in the box. Criteria were fulfilled during the 12 months before examination and
based on responses to the alcohol use module of the composite international diagnostic interview,
which was the standard for the study.  

Alcohol dependence and harmful use were diagnosed according to ICD-10 criteria. Defining hazardous
alcohol intake was difficult, as the risk associated with alcohol consumption lies along a continuum.
Recommendations on levels of safe drinking published in the United Kingdom by the Health Education
Authority and supported by the Royal College of Psychiatrists, the Royal College of General
Practitioners, and the Royal College of Physicians12 13 suggest that 30 g pure ethanol daily in men
and 20 g daily in women constitute hazardous alcohol intake. The definitions of hazardous alcohol
intake in this study (see box), based on categories of quantity and frequency of alcohol consumption
from the alcohol use module of the composite international diagnostic interview, closely corresponded
to the recommendations reported

Statistics
The screening properties of the alcohol use disorders indentifcation test were investigated by receiver
operating characteristic analysis. This technique summarises the validity coefficients of a test and 
provides an overall index of diagnostic accuracy (that is, the area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve) by plotting sensitivity against the false positive rate for all possible cut off scores.
An area under the receiver operating characteristic curve of 0.5 is obtained when the discriminatory
ability of a test is no better than chance; a value of 1.0 represents perfect discriminatory ability.14

A computer program for receiver operating characteristic analysis similar to that developed by
Dorfman and Alf15 and modified by Metz et al16 was used in this study.

 above. 
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Standard diagnostic criteria used in validating alcohol use disorders identification test

Alcohol dependence (at least three items required)(ICD-10)

1. Strong desire or sense of compulsion to take the substance

2. Impaired capacity to control substance taking behaviour in terms of onset,
termination, or levels of use

3. Physiological withdrawal state when substance use is reduced or stopped or use of
the substance to relieve or avoid withdrawal symptoms

4. Evidence of tolerance to the effects of the substance

5. Other pleasures or interests being given up or reduced because of the substance use

6. Persistent substance use despite clear evidence of harmful consequences

Harmful alcohol use (ICD-10)

   (a) Clear evidence that the substance use is responsible for (or is substantially
contributing to) physical or psychological harm

   (b) The nature of the harm is clearly identifiable and specified

   (c) The pattern of use has persisted for at least one month or has occurred repeatedly
within the 12 month period

   (d) The subject does not fulfil criteria for alcohol dependence

Hazardous alcohol intake

Men:  Three to seven drinks almost every day or seven or more drinks at least three times a
week

Women:  Two to five drinks almost every day or five or more drinks at least three times a
week

A standard drink  was defined as equivalent volumes containing an average of 13.5 g ethanol.
Definitions of a standard drink were based on local alcoholic beverages and included one
glass of wine (125 ml), one bottle of beer (500 ml), and one measure of spirits (40 ml)7

Logistic regression analysis was performed to identify linear combinations of items in the alcohol use
disorders identification test that minimised the probability of misclassification between subjects with
and without alcohol dependence, harmful use, or hazardous intake. A stepwise selection of predictor
variables was adopted by using the likelihood ratio statistic as a test for removal and a probability
level of 0.10 to remove a variable.  
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Table 1 Validity coefficents of 10 item alcohol use disorders identification test in detection of subjects
with and without alcohol dependence, harmful alcohol use, or hazardous alcohol intake considered together

Cut off

≥1

≥3

≥5

≥7

≥9

≥11

Sensitivity

1.00

0.96

0.84

0.54

0.43

0.31

Positive
predictive

value 50%§
0.41

0.53

0.81

0.89

0.95

1.00

Positive
predictive

value 25%‡
0.25

0.36

0.68

0.80

0.90

1.00

Positive
predictive

value†
0.19

0.28

0.60

0.73

0.86

1.00

Specificity

0.27

0.58

0.90

0.97

0.99

1.00

Area under receiver operating characteristic curve 0.949 (95% confidence interval 0.940 to 0.959).
†Positive predictive value in study sample (prevalence of alcohol dependence, harmful use, or hazardous intake 14.5%).
‡Represents positive predictive value when prevalence of alcohol dependence, harmful use, or hazardous intake in population is 25%.
§Represents positive predictive value when prevalence of alcohol dependence, harmful use, or hazardous intake in population is 50%.

  Results

Five hundred subjects were approached at the primary care clinics, of
participate and 482 (96.4%) completed  the evaluation. Most were women (n=306; 63.5%), married 
(290;  60.2%), and employed (274; 56.8%) and had low educational attainment (320 (66.4%) educated 
to secondary school level only). Mean  age was 42.2 (SD 14.4) years. Seven subjects (1.5%) fulfilled  
ICD-10  criteria for alcohol dependence; all were men, with a median

 
age of 43 years (range 21–61

years). Fifteen subjects (3.1%) fulfilled ICD-10 criteria for harmful alcohol use; 13 (86.7%)were men,
with a median age of 50 years (range 24–65 years). Lastly, 62 subjects (12.9%) satisfied criteria for
hazardous alcohol intake; 51 (82.3%) were men, with a median age of 48 years (range 21–65 years). 

The screening characteristics of the alcohol use disorders identification test were initially tested
separately against the diagnostic criteria listed in the box. The questionnaire performed well in
detecting subjects with alcohol dependence (area under receiver operating characteristic curve 0.91;
95% confidence interval 0.88 to 0.94), harmful alcohol use (0.90; 0.88 to 0.92), and hazardous alcohol
intake (0.92; 0.90 to 0.93). However, though  sensitivity and specificity were above 0.8 irrespective of
the criterion used, positive predictive values (that is, the probability of having the disorder among
patients with positive test results) were low, indicating a high proportion of false positive results.  

As the alcohol use disorders identification test is expected to be more suitable for initial screening of
people with probable alcohol problems of any type rather than for accurate detection of people with
formal alcohol disorders, the screening characteristics of the questionnaire were tested against all
three drinking categories considered together. Table 1 shows that the performance of the
questionnaire was high, with an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve of about 0.95.
The cut off score of 5 provided a good trade off between sensitivity (0.84) and specificity (0.90);
however, the positive predictive value was  comparatively low, indicating that 40% of subjects scoring
5 or higher were false positive cases. Higher positive predictive  values were found at higher cut off
scores, though at the expense of decreased sensitivity; higher positive predictive values  might be
expected at lower cut off scores in populations with a higher prevalence of alcohol problems. 

 

same weight in computing a total score, logistic regression analysis was performed to identify the
items minimising the probability of misclassification between subjects with and without alcohol
dependence, harmful use, or hazardous intake considered together. Estimated coefficients  and related

As low positive predictive values might result from the 10 items of the questionnaire being given the

whom 489 (97.8%) agreed to 
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Table 2  Validity coefficients of five items of alcohol use disorders identification test selected through logistic
regression analysis in detection of subjects with and without alcohol dependence, harmful alcohol use, or 
hazardous alcohol intake considered together

Cut off

≥1

≥3

≥5

≥7

≥9

Sensitivity

1.00

0.96

0.84

0.54

0.43

Positive
predictive

value 50%§
0.41

0.53

0.81

0.89

0.95

Positive
predictive

value 25%‡
0.25

0.36

0.68

0.80

0.90

Positive
predictive

value†
0.19

0.28

0.60

0.73

0.86

Specificity

0.27

0.58

0.90

0.97

0.99

Area under receiver operating characteristic curve 0.949 (95% confidence interval 0.940 to 0.959).
†Positive predictive value in study sample (prevalence of alcohol dependence, harmful use, or hazardous intake 14.5%).
‡Represents positive predictive value when prevalence of alcohol dependence, harmful use, or hazardous intake in population is 25%.
§Represents positive predictive value when prevalence of alcohol dependence, harmful use, or hazardous intake in population is 50%.

statistics from logistic regression analysis are not reported here but are available on request. Five
items were retained in the model (goodness of fit 556.5; df=463, P=0.002): item 1 (frequency of
drinking), item 2 (number of drinks on a typical day), item 4 (unable to stop drinking), item 5 (failing
to do what was normally expected), and item 10 (another person concerned about subject's drinking
or suggesting that it should be cut down). The discriminatory ability of the total score resulting from
summing the responses to the five items is shown in table 2. Overall performance was high, with an
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve of 0.93. A total  score of 5 or more on the five
selected items was associated with a sensitivity of 0.79, a specificity of 0.95, and a positive predictive
value of 0.73; moreover, the probability of a subject  scoring less than 5 having alcohol problems was
less than 4%. 

These findings can be compared with the low ability of doctors to detect patients with hazardous
alcohol intake or formal alcohol disorders, only 39% of these patients being rated as abusers of alcohol
either occasionally or regularly. 

  Discussion

Several screening instruments for alcohol disorders have been tested, including the Michigan
alcoholism screening test18 and its shorter versions19 20 21, the CAGE questionnaire,22 the Veterans
alcoholism screening test,23 and the primary care evaluation of mental disorders.24 In general the
ability of these instruments to detect formal alcohol disorders is comparable to that of the alcohol use
disorders identification test.24 25 However,  most of the instruments have not been tested in the
detection of hazardous alcohol intake; when this was done sensitivity failed at unacceptable levels.26

This study shows that the alcohol use disorders identification test is a simple questionnaire that 
takes only a few minutes to complete and performs well in detecting both people with formal alcohol 
disorders and those with hazardous alcohol intake. As five of the 10 items on the questionnaire are 
reasonably accurate for screening, physicians or other primary care professionals are recommended 
to use them as questions of choice to screen patients for alcohol problems of any type. Subsequent 
detailed evaluation can then be offered to those with positive test results in order to reach firm 
diagnostic conclusions. Our findings are similar to those from the exploratory WHO multicentre 
study,17 in which the 10 item alcohol use disorders identification test had a mean sensitivity of 0.80 
and a mean specificity of 0.89 across participating centres. 

physical signs related to excessive alcohol consumption, which makes them less likely to be used by
Other instruments, such as the Munich alcoholism test,27 require clinical examination to elicit
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Alcohol use disorders indentification test. (Scores for response categories are given in parentheses)

1 How often do you have a drink containing alcohol?
(0) Never (1) Monthly or (2) Two to four (3) Two or three (4) Four or more

less times a month times a week times a week

2 How many drinks containing alcohol do you have on a typical day when you are drinking?
(0) 1 or 2 (1) 3 or 4 (2) 5 or 6 (3) 7 to 9 (4) 10 or more

3 How often do you have six or more drinks on one occasion?
(0) Never (1) Less than (2) Monthly (3) Weekly (4) Daily or

monthly almost daily

4 How often during the past year have you found that you were not able to stop drinking once you have started?
(0) Never (1) Less than (2) Monthly (3) Weekly (4) Daily or

monthly almost daily

busy physicians or prevents their use by non-medical professionals. Hence the alcohol use disorders
identification test has definite advantages over existing  screening instruments, as it can screen both
for hazardous alcohol intake (possibly in patients before symptoms begin or in those with mild
symptoms) and for formal alcohol disorders and can be used by health workers with no formal medical
training. 

We acknowledge that our study has possible limitations. Firstly,  as data on alcohol consumption in
the area were not available we did not perform a power calculation for required sample size and
selecting comparatively few patients with alcohol problems might have affected the findings.
Secondly, a proportion of  subjects with alcohol problems might be expected to underreport them both
on the alcohol use disorders identification test and at the diagnostic interview, with validity
coefficients of the questionnaire being artificially raised. Independent data provided by primary care
physicians suggest that this bias was limited, as three quarters of subjects with physical signs
possibly due to excessive drinking reported alcohol problems at interview.  No other sources of
information (for example, spouse or other key informants, hospital records, biological markers, etc)
were available to examine this issue further. Finally, some items included  in the alcohol use disorders
identification test were embodied within standard validating criteria, which might also have resulted
in inflated estimates of test accuracy. Other validity studies using different sources of information and
standard criteria may be useful to clarify this issue. 
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Papers that summarise other papers
(systematic review and meta-analysis)

BACKGROUND

The “gold standard” in clinical evidence for most types of research questions is the system-
atic review of original research trials, with numerical meta-analysis if appropriate. But
systematic reviews can themselves be done well or badly. One defining feature of a systematic
review is the presence of a methods section that allows the critical reader to assess how far the
authors have achieved the goal of rigorous secondary research.

SUGGESTED AIM FOR THIS SESSION

For participants to master, and become confident in helping others to master, the ability to
evaluate an article on systematic review or meta-analysis and decide whether it applies in par-
ticular clinical circumstances.

SUGGESTED LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR THIS SESSION

By the end of this session, participants should be able to evaluate a published article describ-
ing an overview of original research studies and in particular to:
● decide whether the clinical question addressed by an overview is appropriate and suffi-

ciently focused;
● determine whether the results are valid, i.e. whether the methods used for the review were

sufficiently reliable and well conducted;
● interpret the quantitative findings in the results;
● decide whether the conclusions are justified;
● relate the results and conclusions to their own clinical practice.

SET ARTICLE

Gotzsche PC, Hammarquist C, Burr M. House dust mite control measures in the manage-
ment of asthma: meta-analysis. BMJ 1998; 317: 1105–10.

ADDITIONAL REPRINT

Davey SG, Egger M. Meta-analysis. Unresolved issues and future developments. BMJ 1998;
316: 221–5.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR GROUP EXERCISES

When you have read the paper, try one or more of the following.
1. A role play of a consultation in which one member of your group represents Mrs Brown

and another represents her GP.
2. A role play of an interview between a lay member of the National Asthma Campaign and

a salesman from a company that makes anti-house dust mite vacuum cleaners, facilitated
by a health professional with a knowledge of evidence-based health care and copies of the
relevant paper.

3. A teaching situation in which a mixed group of paediatric asthma nurses and senior house
officers are asked to appraise the paper.

SUGGESTION FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDY

Consider the second of the above group exercises. Imagine you are a medical journalist
approached by a person with asthma who tells you of this encounter. Write a short newspaper
article giving your opinion on the salesman’s claim that the vacuum cleaner is a good
investment.

FURTHER READING

Chalmers I, Sackett D, Silagy C. The Cochrane Collaboration. In: Maynard A, Chalmers I,
eds. Non-random reflections on health services research. London: BMJ Books 1997: 231–9.

Greenhalgh T. How to read a paper: the basics of evidence-based medicine. London: BMJ Books,
1997. See in particular Chapter 8: Papers that summarise other papers, pages 111–27. 

Oxman AD, Cook DJ, Guyatt GH. Users’ guides to the medical literature. VI. How to use an
overview. JAMA 1994; 272: 1367–71.

Clinical scenario
Johnny Brown is a 3-year-old boy who has recently developed moderate asthma. He is
treated with prophylactic inhaled steroids but remains poorly controlled. Skin prick testing
confirms sensitivity to house dust mite. Johnny’s parents are advised to adopt radical
measures to eradicate dust from their home. They remove all rugs and feather bedding,
purchase a new high-suction vacuum cleaner, and clean the house regularly with an antimite
chemical cleaner. Altogether they estimate that they have invested several hundred pounds
in the measures to eradicate the allergen but Johnny’s asthma is no better. Mrs Brown surfs
the Internet for information from professional sources and finds the paper reprinted below
on house dust mite control measures. She asks her GP to help her interpret it.
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CRITICAL APPRAISAL CHECKLIST FOR AN ARTICLE
DESCRIBING A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

Note that the questions on the checklist are really looking for problems of bias, confounding, low
power, and poor validity.

A. Was selection of studies valid? Yes/No/Don’t know

1. Did the trial address a clearly focused question
Clearly defined:
● Population
● Intervention
● Outcome(s)

2. Were high-quality, relevant studies included?
● Robust study design (RCTs?)
● Sufficient sample size (power)?
● Addressing relevant question (population/intervention/

outcome)?

3. Is it unlikely that important, relevant studies were missed?
● Repeatable search strategy?
● Comprehensive search strategy, including relevant

databases and other, unpublished sources for
information (e.g. EMBASE, Cochrane Library controlled
trials register, MEDLINE back to 1966, contacts from
reference lists)?

4. Was the validity of the included studies assessed
properly?

● Reproducible (explicit) assessment method?
● More than one independent assessor?

5. Were the results similar from study to study (i.e. were
they comparable)?

B. What are the results? 

6. What are the overall results of the review?

7. How precise were the results (e.g. measures of risk,
confidence intervals, p-values)?

8. Can the results be applied to my patients? (Compare
patient with review population, intervention, outcome)

C. How relevant are the results to me?

9. Were sufficient important outcomes (for me)
considered?
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Meta-analysis: Unresolved issues and future developments 

George Davey Smith, professor of clinical epidemiology,a  Matthias Egger, reader in
social medicine and epidemiology a

a Department of Social Medicine, University of Bristol, Bristol BS8 2PR 
Correspondence to: Professor Davey Smith zetkin@bristol.ac.uk

  Introduction

  Should unpublished data be included in meta-analyses?

Publication bias, discussed in detail in a previous article,11 is a major threat to the validity of meta-
analysis. Obtaining and including data from unpublished studies seems to be the obvious way of 
avoiding this problem. Including data from unpublished studies can itself introduce bias, however. 
Even after extensive consultation with the research community, unpublished studies may remain 
hidden. The unpublished studies that can be located may thus be an unrepresentative sample of 
unpublished studies. Whether bias is reduced or increased by including unpublished studies cannot 
formally be assessed as it is impossible to be certain that all unpublished studies have been located. 
A further problem relates to the willingness of investigators of located unpublished studies to provide 
data. This may depend on the findings of the study, more favourable results being provided more 
readily. This could again bias the findings of a meta-analysis. 

Since its recent introduction into clinical epidemiology, meta-analysis has established itself as an 
influential branch of biostatistics. Several books have focused mainly or entirely on meta-analysis in 
medicine,1 2 3 4 5 and the latest editions of relevant textbooks generally include a section on meta-
analysis. 6 7 8 9 Computer software entirely devoted to meta-analysis has been developed, and meta-
analytic procedures have been introduced in general statistical software packages. We will soon be 
providing an overview of software packages on the BMJ's website.10 Several unresolved issues 
concerning meta-analysis remain, and in this final article of our series we address some of the topics 
that are likely to feature in future discussions of the appropriate practice and domain of meta-analysis. 

Originally published in BMJ 1998; 316: 760–2.
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Summary points

Meta-analysis has established itself as an important technique in clinical epidemiology, but
several issues remain unresolved

The inclusion of unpublished, non-peer reviewed data can be problematic, particularly if these
data come from interested sources, such as the pharmaceutical industry

Individual patient data are often required to address important questions, but the
mechanisms to facilitate increasing availability of trial data for meta-analysis are lacking

The clinical application of results from meta-analyses to the individual patient often remains a
difficult matter of judgment

The Cochrane Collaboration will have an important role in future developments in the field of
systematic reviews and meta-analyses

An analysis of 150 meta-analyses published between 1988 and 1991 showed that most
meta-analysts had searched for unpublished material, although such data were located and included in
only 31% of meta-analyses.12 A questionnaire assessing the attitudes towards inclusion of
unpublished data was sent to the authors of these reports and to the editors of the journals that had
published them: 78% of meta-analysts supported the use of unpublished material, compared with only
47% of journal editors.12 This lack of support by some editors is on the grounds that the data have not
been peer reviewed. The refereeing process, however,  has not always been a successful way of
ensuring that published results are valid.13 14 On the other hand, meta-analyses of unpublished data
from interested sources is clearly of concern. Such unchallengeable data have been produced in
circumstances in which an obvious commercial interest exists (box 1 gives an example). 

Box 1: Controversy over selective serotonin uptake inhibitors and depression

Selective serotonin uptake inhibitors are widely used for the treatment of depression,
although their clinical advantages over the much less expensive tricyclic
antidepressants have not been well established.

In their meta-analysis Song et al used the dropout rate among randomised controlled
trial participants taking selective serotonin uptake inhibitors and those taking
conventional antidepressants as an indicator of therapeutic success15: patients who
stop taking their treatment because of inefficacy or side effects are the ones who are
not benefiting, and thus the class of drug with the lower dropout rate can be
considered the one with the more favourable effects.

There was little difference between selective serotonin uptake inhibitors and the
other—usually tricyclic—antidepressants. In response to this analysis, Nakielny (for
Lilly Industries, the manufacturers of fluoxetine) presented a meta-analysis of 14
investigational studies of new drugs which they stated included every study
completed by December 1990.16 This included what were called "unpublished data on
file." The pooled dropout rates calculated by Nakielny differed markedly from the
literature based analysis.
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Fluoxetine
Tricyclic
antidepressant

No of
trials

No of
patients

Drop
out
rate
(%) No of patients

Drop
out
rate
(%)

P
value

Song et al 15 18* 913 34.5 916 36.7 0.4

Nakielny16 14 781 36.5 788 47.5 <0.0001

*References 6, 12-15, 18, 29, 31, 33-35, 44, 47, 63, 65-67, 69 in Song et al.15

Lilly Industries claimed that its analysis was not "subject to biases introduced by selective
publication and literature searches," but this is difficult to assess if the trials included
represent unpublished data "on file". To make such data available in the future is one of the
major challenges facing meta-analysts and the promoters of systematic reviews and evidence
based medicine.

The most satisfactory approach to the inclusion of unpublished  data in meta-analyses is to carry out
an extensive search for
with and without the unpublished data, as a form of sensitivity analysis. If the conclusions are altered 
through the inclusion or exclusion of such data, the results of either approach should be treated cautiously.

 such data and obtain them if possible. The analysis should then  be performed

  Subjectivity in data analysis and reporting

Using published results exclusively can introduce biases other than those of publication bias. The 
choice of the outcome that is reported can be influenced by the results: the outcome with the most 
favourable findings will generally be reported. An example of how published results can be misleading 
comes from two separate analyses of a double blind, placebo controlled trial assessing the efficacy of 
amoxycillin in children with non-suppurative otitis media.17 18 Opposite conclusions were reached, 
mainly because different weight was given to the various outcome measures assessed in the study. 
This disagreement was conducted in the public arena, as it was accompanied by accusations of 
impropriety against the team producing the findings favourable to amoxycillin. The leader of this team 
had received considerable funding, both in research grants and as personal honorarium, from the 
manufacturers of amoxycillin.19 This is a good example  of how reliance on the data chosen to be 
presented by the investigators can lead to distortion.20 This has probably been a frequent source of 
bias, which only in rare occasions becomes common knowledge. With improving standards of clinical 
trial reporting21 subjectivity in data analysis shouldbecome less common in the future. 
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Individual patient data or summary statistics—which
should be included in a meta-analysis?

Supplementary data from individual trials are increasingly being obtained for meta-analyses. For
example, by obtaining data on mortality from coronary heart disease according to grouped follow up
periods from the original investigators of cholesterol lowering  trials, Law et al were able to show that
the reduction in risk of coronary heart disease consequent on cholesterol lowering increased with the
duration of treatment.23 Several collaborative groups have assembled data on each participant within
the separate trials. This greatly increases flexibility when defining groups within the different trials for
subgroup analyses, and also allows use of data on the exact time to the event for each participant.
For example, the Fibrinolytic Therapy Trialists' Collaborative  Group investigated the effect of
thrombolysis after myocardial infarction according to (a)  the electrocardiographic abnormalities of

Meta-analyses that have been entirely dependent on summary data obtained from published 
reports of clinical trials have provided robust indicators of treatment outcomes. Such analyses have 

been described as meta-analyses of the literature.22 If a researcher is interested in outcomes in 
different groups, however, the analysis will be made difficult if the various trials do not report data 
accordingly. For example, a literature based meta-analysis of the effect of drug treatment of 
hypertension in elderly people 23was obliged to use a definition of "elderly" that included the 
participants aged 60 or over from some studies and those aged 65 or over from others. Also, 
because many trials failed to report age stratified data, less than half of the potential trials could be 
included in the analysis. This could create serious bias, as the decision of investigators to publish 
age stratified data may have been dependent on results.

patients at entry to the study; (b)  the time at which treatment was received after onset of symptoms;
(c)  the age and sex of the patients; and (d)  the presence or absence of various comorbid conditions.24

This permits comparisons that retain the advantage of the original randomisation to be made, with the
proviso that the separate trials did not necessarily use stratified randomisation according to these
characteristics. Box 2 presents a further example. 

Box 2: Coronary artery bypass graft surgery and survival: meta-analysis using
individual patient data

It has long been accepted that coronary artery bypass graft surgery provides effective
relief from angina pectoris and that it prolongs survival in high risk patients with left
main artery disease

The effect of such surgery on survival in other categories of patients with coronary
heart disease, however, remains controversial

A meta-analysis of trials compared coronary artery bypass graft surgery with
conventional treatment in patients with stable coronary heart disease.25 The graft
surgery overall was associated with a significant reduction of mortality—for example,
at five years 10.2% v  15.8%, P=0.0001)
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For this meta-analysis the individual patient data made it possible to perform several
subgroup analyses. For example, by using a modification of the veterans
administration risk score26 (which is based on the presence of class III or IV angina,
ST depression at rest, history of hypertension, and history of myocardial infarction)
the relation of benefit with the level of risk could be explored. No benefit was evident
in the third at lowest risk, which was characterised by a relatively low five year
mortality of 5.5%. Conversely, benefit was present for groups of patients at higher
risk of death (1). This information is crucial to the clinical application of the results
from meta-analyses, indicating that targeting coronary artery bypass graft surgery at
high risk individuals would be an efficient way of using limited resources

This example illustrates how important information can be derived from risk
stratification based on individual patient data

Obtaining individual patient data has advantages beyond the ability to perform standardised subgroup
analyses.27 Contact with individual investigators can help to identify further trials—published and
unpublished—which the meta-analysts had missed. It may be possible to identify deviations from
protocols in the trials—for example, participants who were included even though they did not satisfy
entry criteria. Incorrect analyses—for example, deviation from "intention to treat" analysis, the
presence of unreported dropouts, and simple oversights—may be identified. Outcome measures can
be better standardised across the trials, which will counteract the tendency of researchers to publish
the results only in terms of the most striking effect on a particular outcome. Additional follow up data
can also be obtained, as for some trials the period of randomised comparison continues beyond the
initial publication, but only the published data are publicly available. 

  Value of "failed" meta-analyses

In some cases a conclusive meta-analysis may not be possible if methodological standards are to be 
maintained. In such "failed" meta analyses28 the treatment methods, concurrent treatment, length of 
follow up, characteristics of the study participants, or end points that were measured might be too 
varied to allow for the sensible combination of results. A meta-analysis exclusively based on a small 
number of trials will often have to be inconclusive, even if the combined estimate of effect is 
significant.11 29 

The Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews  contains many examples of treatment interventions
for which, the reviewers thought, meta-analysis had failed to produce a conclusive answer. For
example, the review on thrombolysis in acute ischaemic stroke,  published in the second issue of the
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Cochrane Library  in 1996,30 stated: "...the data so far are scant, and quite insufficient to make any
definite conclusion about the benefit or otherwise of thrombolysis to treat acute ischaemic stroke."
Additional trials have since been published, and an updated version of the same review (issue 2,
1997) concluded that, although more research was needed, clear evidence existed for a substantial
excess risk of intracranial haemorrhage and early death with high doses of thrombolytic drugs. Clearly
stating and showing the inadequacy of existing evidence should serve as a stimulus for conducting the
appropriate and necessary trials. 

  The Cochrane Collaboration

Archie Cochrane (1909–88), the pioneer in health services
research whose visions are at the heart of the Cochrane
Collaboration 

The dissemination of failed reviews is an important task, which is neglected by traditional journals. 
The examples mentioned above illustrate that this is increasingly being taken on by the Cochrane 
Collaboration, along with the dissemination of many other, conclusive reviews. This international 
group, named after Archie Cochrane, is a unique initiative in the evaluation of healthcare 
interventions. In his seminal book Effectiveness and Efficiency: Random Reflections on Health 
Services, published in 1972, Cochrane forcefully argued that the healthcare resources should be used 
to provide equitably those interventions that have been shown in well designed studies to be 
effective.31 The collaboration's effort to prepare, disseminate, and continuously update systematic 
reviews of controlled trials is an essential, and timely, step towards achieving this goal. The 
Cochrane Collaboration will have an important role in future developments in the field of systematic 
reviews and meta-analysis. The collaboration's working groups are addressing many of the currently 
unresolved issues, including, for example, the approach to observational data and data from 
evaluations of screening and diagnostic tests. Ways of improving the applicability of reviews, 
discussed below, and of strengthening the involvement of consumer representatives, are also being 
studied. 
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  Clinical application of results from meta-analyses

Single large trials showing beneficial effects of treatments do influence medical practice, whereas 
meta-analyses of smaller studies have generally had limited impact. For example, the use of 
thrombolysis to reduce mortality from myocardial infarction increased only after publication of two 
large trials in the late 1980s,32 33 although the same reduction in mortality had already been shown in 
1982 in a meta-analysis of eight smaller studies34 and again in a 1985 meta-analysis.35 The increase 

in the use of thrombolysis is in line with the recommendations made in authoritative reviews and 
textbooks. Only after publication of the first trial by the Gruppo Italiano per lo Studio della 

Streptochinasi nell'Infarto Miocardico was thrombolysis increasingly recommended as routine 
treatment after myocardial infarction.36 The 1982 meta-analysis has received only 150 citations over 

the 14 years since its publication in the New England Journal of Medicine (the medical journal with 
the highest impact factor), whereas the 1985 meta-analysis has received about 350 citations, the 
same as those received by a small, inconclusive trial that was published in the same year.37 The 
two large trials, however, have received several thousand citations over a shorter period. Clearly, 
meta-analyses, even when conclusive, currently receive less attention than the trials which they 
pool, and this is presumably reflected in a smaller degree of influence on clinical practice.  

Clinicians want results from clinical research that can usefully inform their clinical practice. Perhaps
meta-analyses are seen as not providing information beyond the effect of treatment on a hypothetical
"average" patient. The confidence interval,  often narrow in meta-analysis, reflects how certain one
can be about the size of the overall effect seen in a population. Of more relevance to the clinician,
however, is how certain  one can be about the effect in his or her particular patient. Although the
overall effect will generally provide the best available estimate, the uncertainty with respect to a
particular patient will always be greater than with respect to the overall patient group. This is
because, in the same way as the effect under examination varies between the component studies in
the meta-analysis, the effect further varies between different patients.38 

Many clinical opinion leaders simply do not trust the results from meta-analyses. This could be seen
as a cautious attitude to a relatively new technique, which is justified considering the existence of
misleading meta-analyses.29 39 The emergence of the "professional meta-analyst" 40 moving monthly
from issue to issue, happily engaging in areas outside their domain of primary expertise, filling the
pages of the medical journals, and sometimes viewed as lackeys for governmental agencies with a
cost cutting agenda, has certainly not helped here. We believe  that with improved methodological
standards that routinely involve  thorough sensitivity analyses, confidence in the results from
meta-analyses will gradually grow. Although knowledge of the  accumulated evidence from clinical
trials should certainly provide a strong guide for practice, it is appropriate that features of the
particular clinical situation should also be incorporated into the decision making process. The failure
to recognise that the world is characterised as much by difference as similarity,  which may be lost to
those faced by numbers not patients, has on occasion led to overconfident assertions from
practitioners of meta-analysis, which have understandably antagonised clinicians. Retaining a degree
of humility in the face of the diversity of humanity served by medicine, and thus admitting to greater
uncertainty than may be wished, will in the end prove the best way of furthering the goals of
meta-analysis and the practice of evidence-based medicine to which it contributes. 
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  Outlook

In this series we outlined and illustrated the principles, strengths, and weaknesses of meta-
analysis. We believe that this technique is clearly superior to the narrative approach to reviewing 
medical research. In addition to providing a precise estimate of the overall treatment effect in some 
instances, appropriate examination of heterogeneity across individual studies can produce clinically 

useful information with which to guide rational and cost effective treatment decisions. Both the 
uncritical synthesis of data from observational studies and the unconsidered synthesis of disparate 

results from randomised controlled trials threaten to damage the reputation of meta-analysis. 

Some of the shortcomings of meta-analysis, however, are a consequence of a more general failing
with respect to the dissemination of research findings. Currently this process is highly dependent on
the publication of study results in peer reviewed, English-language journals. Considerations regarding
publication and location biases have shown that this can result in a selected portion of all the
evidence becoming available for systematic review.  This is clearly unsatisfactory and can misdirect
clinical practice, whether or not a formal meta-analysis is performed. Meta-analyses based on
individual patient data have shown that making such data available can contribute valuable and
clinically relevant  information that could not be obtained from published sources. Mechanisms to
facilitate such collaborative analyses and to ensure wide accessibility of results from clinical research,
including results kept as "data on file" by the pharmaceutical industry, must be developed further. The
technological barriers to worldwide data exchange and collaboration are tumbling down—we can only
hope that the remaining barriers, rooted in customary practice, political agendas, and commercial
interests, will swiftly fall too. 
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Papers that go beyond numbers 
(qualitative research)

BACKGROUND

Qualitative research is a “hot topic” in EBHC. “Evidence-based medicine” initially aligned
itself with the sort of research evidence that could be expressed as mathematical estimates of
risk and benefit in population samples. More recently, the value of qualitative research has
been recognised for expanding our understanding of, for example, the experience of illness,
the appropriateness of health services, and the barriers to change in patients and profession-
als. But just because qualitative research is becoming popular does not mean that all pub-
lished qualitative studies are valid and relevant!

SUGGESTED AIM FOR THIS SESSION

For participants to develop, and feel confident in helping others to develop, the ability to
determine whether the results and conclusions of a research article describing qualitative
research are valid and applicable to their own practice and to address the implications of that
study for further research.

SUGGESTED LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR THIS SESSION

By the end of this session, participants should be able to evaluate a paper on qualitative
research and in particular to:
● decide whether a qualitative, quantitative or combined approach should have been used

for the problem being addressed;
● determine the perspective of the researcher(s) and decide how this is likely to have influ-

enced the findings;
● decide whether the methods used were valid;
● decide whether the conclusions are justified;
● estimate the extent to which the findings are transferable to other settings;
● comment critically on the potential application and implementation of the results.

SET ARTICLES

Ruston A, Clayton J, Calnan M. Patients’ action during their cardiac event: qualitative study
exploring differences and modifiable factors. BMJ 1998; 316: 1060–4.

Green J. Commentary: grounded theory and the constant group method. BMJ 1998; 316:
1064–5.
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ADDITIONAL REPRINT

Green J, Britten N. Qualitative research and evidence based medicine. BMJ 1998; 316: 1230–2.

SUGGESTIONS FOR GROUP EXERCISES

When you have read the paper, try one or more of the following.
1. Use the paper in a training situation where a consultant in accident and emergency med-

icine is teaching a group of new registrars about patients’ concerns (and lack of them)
when they develop chest pain.

2. Have a debate or discussion (using role play if necessary to represent extreme positions)
on the place of qualitative research in the “hierarchy of evidence”.

3. Decide whether this paper should be used (a) to influence practice and policy directly, (b)
to plan more “definitive” (quantitative) research into this issue or (c) neither.

SUGGESTIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDY

Imagine you had written the set article yourself and submitted it to a hypothetical journal en-
titled Important Scientific Findings in Cardiology. The paper is rejected on the grounds that it
is not a randomised controlled trial. Write a letter to the editor appealing against the decision.

Clinical scenario
Bob Cookson, a 54-year-old bricklayer, develops severe central chest pain while at
work. Since the pain came on while eating lunch, his two colleagues decide that “it must
have been something he ate”. Bob concurs with this, saying, “It can’t be my heart – it’s
not on the left hand side”. His friends sit with him for two hours until the pain begins to
subside, then they allow him to go home unaccompanied on the bus. Unfortunately, he
collapses with further pain soon afterwards and quickly loses consciousness. He is pro-
nounced dead on arrival at hospital.
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CRITICAL APPRAISAL CHECKLIST FOR AN ARTICLE
ON QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

Note that the questions on the checklist are really looking for problems of bias, confounding, low
power, and poor validity.

A. Was a qualitative approach appropriate? Yes/No/Don’t know

1. Did the study ask how or why something was taking
place (e.g. how people experience illness, health
services or how or why patients and health professionals
behave the way they do)?

2. Was there a clearly formulated question (which may
have been extended, refined or modified as the results
accumulated)?

B. Was the sampling strategy clearly defined and 
justified

3. Was the method of sampling (for both the subjects and
the setting) adequately described?
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4. Did the investigators study a representative range of
individuals and settings relevant to their question?

5. Were the characteristics of the subjects defined?

C. Has the researcher critically examined their own
role, potential bias and influence?

6. Has the researcher taken their background and
perspective into account in the analysis? 

● Is there a clear statement on the researcher’s
background and perspective and how this is likely to
have influenced the results?

D. What methods did the researcher use for collecting
data?

7. Have appropriate data sources been studied?
● Did the author conduct a literature search?

8. Were the methods used reliable and independently
verifiable?

● Audiotape, videotape, field notes?
● Were observations taken in a range of circumstances

(e.g. at different times)?
● Was more than one method of data collection used

(triangulation)?

E. What methods did the researcher use to analyse the
data, and what quality control measures were 
implemented?

9. Did the authors use systematic methods to reduce their
own biases influencing the results?

● Did more than one researcher independently perform
the analysis?

● Were explicit methods used to resolve differences of
interpretation?

● Were explicit methods used to address negative or
discrepant results?

F. What are the results?

10. What are the main findings of the research?
● Are they coherent?
● Do they address the research question?

11. Are the results credible?
● Are they consistent with the data?
● Is it possible to determine the source of data presented

(e.g. by numbering of extracts)?
● Is most or all of the information collected available for

independent assessment?

12. Have alternative explanations for the results been
explored and discounted?

G. Were conclusions valid?

13. What were the authors’ conclusions?
● Were they consistent with the data and results?

H. To what extent are the findings of the study
transferable to other clinical settings?

14. Were the subjects in the study similar in important
respects to my own patients?

15. Is the context similar to my own practice?
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FURTHER READING

Donald A, Greenhalgh T. A hands-on guide to evidence-based health care: practice and imple-
mentation. Oxford: Blackwell Science, 1999.

Giacomini MK, Cook DJ. A user’s guide to qualitative research in health care. Part I: Are the
results of the study valid? JAMA 1999; in press.

Giacomini MK, Cook DJ. A user’s guide to qualitative research in health care. Part II: What
are the results and how do they help me care for my patients? JAMA 1999; in press.

Greenhalgh T. How to read a paper: the basics of evidence based medicine. London: BMJ Books,
1997. See in particular Chapter 11: Papers that go beyond numbers, pages 151–62.
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Originally published in BMJ 1998; 316: 1060–64.
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Papers that analyse very rare events
(case control studies)

BACKGROUND

It is not ethically possible to do randomised controlled trials into the effect of an agent that is
thought to cause harm. We must look at those who have already come to harm and analyse
their past to look for exposure to possible harmful agents. The control group in this type of
study is made up of individuals that have not come to harm. Evaluating such case control
studies requires different questions from those we generally ask about randomised controlled
trials but the principle of addressing the sampling frame, potential biases and confounding
factors, and relevance of results is the same.

SUGGESTED AIM FOR THIS SESSION

For participants to develop, and feel confident in helping others to develop, the ability to
determine whether the results and conclusions of a research article which incriminates (or
exonerates) a putative harmful agent are valid and applicable to their own practice.

SUGGESTED LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR THIS SESSION

By the end of this session, participants should be able to:
● establish whether a case control study addressed an important and relevant question;
● assess the methodological quality of the study using a structured checklist;
● assess the significance of the results in terms of the magnitude and precision of the esti-

mate of harm;
● comment critically on the application and implementation of the results.

SET ARTICLE

Cesar JA, Victora CG, Barros FC, Santos IS, Flores JA. Impact of breast feeding on ad-
mission for pneumonia during postneonatal period in Brazil: nested case control study.
BMJ 1999; 318: 1316–20.

Clinical scenario
Dr Ashok Sawar is a consultant paediatrician working in a community hospital in a
remote rural area of Gujerat, north India. The local catchment population is largely
poor tenant farmers, with a low level of literacy and an infant mortality rate of 42 per
1000. Although this rate is gradually falling, Dr Sawar notes that there have recently
been two deaths from pneumonia in infants under 12 weeks of age who (unusually for
this population) had been exclusively bottle fed. He decides to explore the hypothesis
that bottle feeding had increased the infants’ risk of serious respiratory problems and
while searching the literature, finds the article reprinted here.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR GROUP EXERCISES

When you have read the paper, try one or more of the following.
1. A role play in which Dr Sawar and a group of midwives and community health workers

discuss the findings and the implications for health education initiatives.
2. A teaching situation in which some final-year medical or nursing students are asked to

appraise the paper and express concern that the findings are “only applicable to Brazil”.

SUGGESTION FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDY

First, complete the critical appraisal checklist. Note that in this article the putative “harmful
event” is a negative one, i.e. not breast feeding. Consider the concerns of the students in the
second group exercise above. Decide what your own concerns are about the generalisability
of these findings to Gujerat, India. Construct a literature search to see if you can identify addi-
tional potentially relevant papers. Assuming you find nothing that casts serious doubts on the
generalisability of these findings, compose a letter to a hypothetical Minister of Health in
India asking for a review of government policy on the advertising of formula milk in poor
rural areas.
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CRITICAL APPRAISAL CHECKLIST FOR AN ARTICLE
DESCRIBING A CASE CONTROL STUDY

Note that the questions on the checklist are really looking for problems of bias, confounding, low
power, and poor validity.

A. Are the results of the trial valid and do they contain Yes/No/Don’t know
minimum bias?

1. Did the study address a clearly focused question (PEO)?
● Population
● Exposure to risk factor(s) over specified time period
● Outcome(s)

2. Were the authors interested in very uncommon or rare
outcomes? (Not rare exposures; examining rare
outcomes is the main justification for conducting a case
control study)

3. Was the case control study “population based”1

(stronger) or not (weaker)?

4. Aside from the outcome of interest, were the two groups
(cases and controls) similar in other important factors at
the start of the study (e.g. sex, age, social class)?

5. Were there four or fewer controls matched to each
case? 

B. What are the results? 

6. How large was the effect of the exposure?
● What outcomes were measured? (Measures of risk:

odds ratio [similar to relative risk when the outcome is
rare])2

7. How precise was the estimate of the exposure effect?
● What are its confidence limits (or p-values)?

C. How relevant are the results?

8. Were the study participants sufficiently different from my
population that this study doesn’t help me at all?
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1 Population-based case control studies take into account and may include all the cases in a defined population,
usually identified from some kind of disease register. This minimises the selection bias that plagues non-population
based case control studies.
2 Case control studies cannot give true measures of relative risk, because their authors do not know the population
base (denominator of relative risk) from which the cases and controls are drawn. Therefore, they usually cite odds
ratios, which approximate the relative risk so long as the outcome of interest (defining a case) is very uncommon or
rare. Odds ratios (and case control studies) of outcomes that are not very uncommon or rare should be viewed with
caution.

FURTHER READING

Donald A, Greenhalgh T. A hands-on guide to evidence-based health care: practice and imple-
mentation. Oxford: Blackwell Science, 1999. 

Greenhalgh T. How to read a paper: the basics of evidence based medicine. London: BMJ Books,
1997. See in particular Chapter 4: Assessing methodological quality, pages 53–68. 

Levine M, Walter S, Lee H, Haines T, Holbrook A, Moyer V. Users’ guides to the medical
literature. IV. How to use an article about harm. JAMA 1994; 271: 1615–19.
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most improtant food in the first year of life.3

Several studies in less developed countries have 
assessed the effect of breast feeding in the risk of 
developing acute lower respiratory infections, particu-
larly pneumonia.4 Most of these studies show a protec-
tive effect of breast milk on pneumonia, but causality
has not yet been shown.4 In addition, whether this pro-
tection changes with age, as has been shown for
diarrhoea,5 is not known.

We performed a nested case-control study in
southern Brazil to assess whether breast feeding
protects young children against pneumonia and
whether this protection varies with age.

Participants and methods

Study popula tion
Throughout 1993 all women who lived in urban areas
and had their babies in Pelotas, southern Brazil, were

were infants at the first home visit, w
about 30 days. For cases aged 90-179
were infants at the second home visit
aged 180-364 days, controls were infan
visit.

For each interview all available cont
The study was therefore ratified for
matched at the individual level. A child
case at, say, 9 months old should have be
an earlier age. This characterises this s
base, or inclusive, design.7

Questionnaire
The mothers of cases were interviewed
after the infant had been discharged
using the same questionnaire as was
mothers of controls. Information on die
for cases at the age of their correspond

Originally published in BMJ 1999; 318: 1316–20.

juices, form
except bre
completely

Table 1 Unconditionalmultiplelog

pneumonia

Variable

Model 1: sex

Male

Female

P value

Model 2: model 1+socialclass*

Bourgeois and new small bourgeois

Small traditional bourgeois

Atypical proletariat

Typical proletariat

Subproletariat

P valuefor lineartrend

Model 3: model 2+maternal schooling+

Maternal schooling (years):

0

1-4

5-8

> 9

P value for linear trend

Model 4: model 3+maternalage+parity

Maternal age (years):

<20

20-24

25-29

30-34

> 35

P value for linear trend

Parity:

0

1

2

> 3

P valuefor lineartrend

Model 5: model 4+weight gained during

Weight gained during pregnancy

<10kg

> 10 kg

P value

*Bourgeois and new small bourgeois are

businesses, small traditional bourgeois

proletariat to non-manual workers in reg

regular employment, and sub proletariat

p
th age.

s

ho lived in urban areas
southern Brazil, were

Questionnaire
The mothers of cases were interviewed
after the infant had been discharged
using the same questionnaire as was
mothers of controls. Information on die
for cases at the age of their correspond

the hom
dietary in
30 days. T
x Type
and form
juices fo

Level

First

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth

Sixth

Outcome

Hierarchic

Santo AntÙnio ,
Porto Alegre, Rio
Grande do Sol

JosÈA Flores,
seniorradiologist

Cor respondence to:
Professor J A CÈsar,
Maternal and Child
Epidemiology Unit,
London School of
Hyg iene and
Tropical Medicine,
49-51 Bedford
Square,London
WC1B 3DP
juraci.cesar@
lshtm.ac.uk

milk consumedÄbreast milk alone, breast
la milk, or other fluids alone (water, teas,

mula milk, or any other liquid supplement
ast milk; this group was considered to be
weaned)

sticregressionmodelfor risk of postneonatal

Oddsratio (95%CI)

Sample size
The sample size stud
odds ratio of 2.0 for
control children,wit
80%.9 An additional
founding variables
refusals.10 According
size should have at
(four controls per ca
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visit. For example, for a case aged 45 days
formation was obtained for the exact age of
hree variables were studied.

ariable

ex and social class

amily income, maternal schooling, and paternal schooling

aternal age, parity, and intrapartum interval

Weight gained during pregnancy

reterm and intrauterine growth retardation

onsumption of milk, other fluids, and solid and semisolid supplements

dmission for pneumonia

rameworkfor multiplelogistic regression

x Use of fluid supplements whether inf
water, teas, juices, or any other liquid
excluding formula milk
x Use of solid and semisolid supplement

Social class was based on family inco
schooling , the occupation of the head o
(person with highest salary). This res
following categories: bourgeois and
bourgeois (professionals and owners o
nesses), small traditional bourgeois (own
businesses and shopkeeper s),atypical pro
manual workers in regular employment),
tariat (manual workers in regular emplo
subproletariat (unemployed and casua
Family income was defined as the t
received by all people who lived in the on
ing the previous month. This total was co
the number of minimum wages

pneumonia for infants rece
milk or other fluids alone was
in compar ison with infants w
fed.When infants who receive
compared with those who did
after adjusted analysis . Infa
semisolid supplements had
being admitted in compar iso
receive such supplements .

Table 4 shows that a
receiving breast and formula
months were 2.9 times more
pneumonia than were those
alone. The relative risk for inf
weaned was 61.1. From age 3
risks were 3.4 and to 10.1 resp
months the odds ratios were
The interaction between age
sumed was significant (P< 0.0

y distributions of cases
variables. The fact that
-11 months was due to
the cohort study. This

nce all information on
act age at the start of

ve risk of admission for
g breast and formula
8 and 16.7 respectively
were exclusively breast
fluid supplements were
ot the risk disappeared
s receiving solid and
relative risk of 8.5 of
i h h h did

controlsaccordingto main

52) Controls(n=2391)

1197(50)

1194(50)

649 (27)

644 (27)

1098(46)

499 (21)

1034(43)

518 (22)

174 (7)

415 (17)

1103(46)

873 (36)

63 (3)

557 (23)

1153(48)

618 (26)

358 (15)

719 (30)

633 (26)

438 (18)

243 (10)

849 (35)

663 (28)

465 (19)

414 (17)

1584(66)

807 (34)

The crude analysis showed that the
with the intake of supplementar y foo
months was 175 for children aged 1-2.9
children aged 3-5.9 months, and 0.
aged 6-11.9 months. The odds ratio
admission for all children who received
food was 13.4.

Discussion

Methodolog ical limita tions
Case-control studies may be affect
biases.4 15Å18 Reverse causality bias that
piratory illnesses leading to a change in
pattern was avoided by regarding as
infants who had stopped breast feedin
respiratory infection up to two m
admission. Another possibility is rec
mothers of cases in a given age range (
6-11.9 months) were asked to provid
information on feeding patterns at th
that interval, while mothers of control
interviewed within a few days of that
how this could affect the estimates of
analysed the reported feeding pattern
who had been both a case and a control
the type of milk consumed was the sam
views (three were receiving breast milk
receiving breast and formula milk,
completely weaned).The kappa index w
ing good concordance. Of the six m
information was discordant, five over
one underestimated the intake of breast
adjustment the odds ratio for breast an
increased from 3.5 to 5.6 and that fo
decreased from 9.9 to 6.9 (table 5). T
bias may have reduced the estimate of r
receiving both breast and formula milk
the risk for infants who had been comp
However, our main conclusions rema
Berkson paradox was controlled for d
analysis, 19 and limitation related to dia
was reduced by using referees.12

Previous studies
Recent publications have emphasised
using standard definitions of feeding pa
compar ison between studies.20 In ou
infants were exclusively breast fed 20
month and 1.6% at three months be
milk and herbal teas are widely used.21

exclusive breast feeding precludes th
infants as the baseline category wi
expected risk. We therefore used

sinesses, owners of small

n-manual workers in regular

ent, and sub proletariat to

1.16 (0.84 to 1.60)

1.00

0.36

0.20 (0.27 to 1.44)

1.49 (0.89 to 2.47)

1.00

1.78 (1.14 to 2.76)

3.50 (2.15 to 5.70)

<0.001

g+family income

2.70 (0.98 to 7.45)

3.24 (1.73 to 6.09)

1.97 (1.07 to 3.61)

1.00

<0.001

1.98 (1.12 to 3.51)

1.32 (0.82 to 2.13)

1.00

0.96 (0.56 to 1.63)

0.75 (0.40 to 1.42)

0.08

1.00

1.05 (0.64 to 1.74)

1.53 (0.87 to 2.68)

2.86 (1.64 to 4.99)

<0.01

ng pregnancy

1.38 (1.00 to 1.92)

1.00

0.05

Statistical analysis
We measured odds ratios with 95%
intervals and used the ˜ 2 test for conting
analyses .11 We adjusted analyses using
multiple logistic regression according to
determined hierarchical framework (fi
model some variables are assumed to
effects through other variables as well a
outcome variable was admission for pn
significance level for the inclusion of ea
the model was measured by the likelih
The final model included all variables
value up to 0.10 after adjustment for va
same and higher levels of the framewor
each ordinal variable for example, fa
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linear component. When missing values
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for Windows 13 and Egret.14

Results

Of the 5304 infants in the original coho
were admitted to a hospital with pneu
postneonatal period.

Among 250 variables tested, only soc
ily income, and maternal schooling , ag
weight gained during pregnancy were a
outcome (table 1).
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1).

variables (type of milk consumed, intake of fluid
supplements, and intake of solid and semisolid supple-
ments) to characterise feeding patterns. With this
approach the dose-response effect of the type of milk
consumed could be assessed most studies treat breast
feeding as a dichotomous variable4 18 and the effects
of milk, fluids, and other foods could be separated.

Several studies from less developed countries show
that the risk of acquiring an acute lower respiratory
infection or pneumonia is 1.5-4 times greater among
infants who are not breast fed.4 18 22Å27 In our study the
risk of admission for pneumonia was 17 times greater
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Table 2 shows the frequen
and controls according to thes
there were more controls aged
the sampling scheme used in
does not affect the analyses s
feeding was referred to the e
each age range.7

Table 3 shows that the rela
i f i f i

Table 2 Numbers(percentages)of casesof pneumoniaan

risk factors

Risk factor Cases(n

Sex:

Male 81 (5

Female 71 (4

Age(days):

30-89 47 (3

90-179 62 (4

180-364 43 (2

Socialclass*:

Bourgeois (all categories) 26 (1

Atypical proletariat 39 (2

Typical proletariat 42 (2

Subproletariat 30 (2

Family income (No of minimum wages per month):

< 1 34 (2

1.1-3 72 (4

>3 46 (3

Maternal schooling (years):

0 6 (4

1-4 67 (4

5-8 65 (4

> 9 14 (9

Maternal age (years):

<20 35 (2

20-24 41 (2

25-29 35 (2

30-34 26 (1

> 35 15 (1

Parity:

0 42 (2

1 30 (2

2 26 (1

> 3 54 (3

Weight gained during pregnancy:

<10kg 82 (5

> 10kg 70 (4

*Bourgeois (all categories) includes professionals, owners of large

businesses, and shopkeepers; a typical proletariat is equivalent to

employment, typical proletariat to manual workers in regular emplo

unemployed and casual workers. Around 100 in 1993.

) risk of admission for pneumonia was 17

ping pneumonia according to type of food given

Cases

(n=152)

Controls

(n=2391)

Oddsratio (95%CI)*

Crude Adjustedà

9 779 1.0 1.0

23 563 4.5 (2.1 to 9.9) 3.8 (1.7 to 8.9)

d) 120 1049 19.0 (9.3 to 38.7) 16.7 (7.7 to 36.0)

<0.001 <0.001

149 2230 4.5 (1.4 to 14.5) 1.3 (0.3 to 4.9)

3 161 1.0 1.0

<0.001 0.73

97 1226 13.4 (7.6 to 23.5) 8.5 (4.7 to 15.4)

55 1165 1.0 1.0

<0.001 <0.001

9, and 6-1 1.9 months.

nd maternal schooling, age, parity , and weight gained during

variable was controlled for the other two.

ing pneumonia according to type of food given

ses Controls
Oddsratio (95%CI)

changed with age,24 but it was contr
confounding factors. In Brazil the intera
was not significant.22 Further research
Argentina,25 India,26 and China27 did not
tions between age and breast feeding. In

Ke

x Pneumonia is the leading cause of d
children under 5 years old across th

x In Brazil infants who were not brea
17 times more likely than those rec
milk alone to be admitted for pneum

x The relative risk of admission was 6
children under 3 months of age, de
10 thereafter

x Supplementa tion with solids was as
a relative risk of 13.4 for all infants

x Mothers must be encouraged to bre
young infants and be advised of the
to introduce supplementar y foods

among
children
milk, th
children
dose-re
bility of
is stron

A P
tion of

Table 3 Odds ratios for deve

Variable

Typeof milk consumed

Breast milk alone

Breast and formula milk

Other fluids alone (completely wea

P value

Fluid supplementation

Fluids given

Fluidsnot given

P value

Solid and semisolid supplementati

Supplements given

Supplements not given

P value

*Stratified by age groups of 1-2.9, 3-

For sex, social class, family income,

pregnancy. In addition, each feedin

Table 4 Odds ratios for develo

stratified for age

(

Age1-2.9 months

Typeof milk consumed:

Breast milk alone

Breast and formula milk

Other fluids alone (completely

weaned)

P value

Age3-5.9 months

Typeof milk consumed:

Breast milk alone

Breast and formula milk

Other fluids alone (completely

weaned)

P value

Age6-11.9months

Type of milk consumed:

Breast milk alone

Breast and formula milk

Other fluids alone (completely

weaned)

P value

*For sex, social class, family income

pregnancy. In addition, each feeding

Table 5 Simulation to assess

admitted for pneumonia for

Typeof milk consumed

Breast milk alone

Breastandformulamilk

Other fluids alone (completely wean

*For sex, social class, family income

pregnancy.
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nfants who were not being breast fed. Even for
who received both maternal and formula
risk was about four times greater than that for
who received breast milk alone. This marked
onse effect, along with the biological plausi-
link between breast feeding and pneumonia,

y suppor tive of a causal associa tion.4 18 22

ruvian study investigated whether the protec-
breast feeding against respiratory infections

ses

152)

Controls

(n=2391)

Oddsratio (95%CI)

Crude Adjusted*

5 392 1.0 1.0

7 169 3.2 (1.0 to 10.4) 2.9 (0.8 to 10.5)

5 88 31.2 (11.9 to 81.9) 61.1 (19.0 to 195.5)

<0.001 <0.001

3 212 1.0 1.0

1 164 4.7 (1.3 to 17.2) 3.4 (0.9 to 13.5)

8 268 12.5 (3.8 to 40.8) 10.1 (2.8 to 36.2)

<0.001 <0.001

1 175 1.0 1.0

5 230 3.8 (0.4 to 32.9) 3.7 (0.4 to 33.8)

7 693 9.3 (1.3 to 68.6) 9.2 (1.2 to 69.7)

<0.001 <0.01

nd maternal schooling, age, parity , and weight gained during

ariable was controlled for other two.

f fect of misclassification on odds ratios for being

l children

Cases

Controls

(n=2391)

Oddsratio

Original

(n=152)

Adjusted

(n=152) Original Adjusted*

9 10.6 779 1.0 1.0

23 43.2 563 3.5 5.6

d) 120 98.2 1049 9.9 6.9

nd maternal schooling, age, parity , and weight gained during

tions between age and breast feeding. In
protective effect of breast milk was mar
among young infants than at later ages.
biologically plausible since the imma
system of young infants is likely to re
more important the protection afford
milk.3

Conclusions
The relative risks of pneumonia assoc
introduction of supplementar y foods als
edly with age. To our knowledge, this in
not been previously described in the lite

This study shows that breast fee
infants against pneumonia and that th
varies considerably according to infan
findings reinforce the need for targeting
promotion efforts at the mothers of very
and for recommending the timely introd
plementary foods.
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Notes for tutors

UNIT 1

If you are running a week-long short course or a series of seminars, make sure you allocate at
least half of the first session (and possibly all of it) for setting ground rules and defining aims
and objectives. You will find later that this time is well spent. 

The objectives of individual group members never overlap completely with one another
and one important task for the group is to distil out some group objectives that reflect what
most people wish to achieve and give appropriate weight to less popular objectives that are
valued by one or two members. One or two individuals may need your help to modify their
objectives or work out how to meet them outside the group setting.

Groups often set unrealistic objectives. In particular, they may set out to cover an excessive
amount of material in the time available. In addition, objectives can (and should) change as
the course unfolds. Initially, members may define their objectives in terms of specific cogni-
tive achievements (for example, “Understand likelihood ratios”), but as the group process
evolves, other types of objective (notably psychodynamic or affective ones) may become
more important to them (for example, “Be able to teach likelihood ratios to a mixed ability
group” or “Be able to value the contribution of all members of a multidisciplinary team and
not just focus on the mathematics of a calculation”). You should facilitate a process whereby
the group can revisit its original objectives at regular intervals throughout the course.

UNIT 2

A session on the philosophical foundations of evidence-based health care and the ideological
issues associated with its application in practice can easily get out of hand. A single-discipline
group, such as a firm of hospital doctors, may share (and take for granted) a number of com-
mon assumptions, whereas a multidisciplinary group will include members who have a very
different perspective (and different unspoken assumptions).

For example, health service managers may see evidence-based health care as fundamen-
tally to do with controlling the behaviour of clinicians (and thereby reducing unacceptable
variations in both clinical standards and costs of care). Some nurses may see the “hierarchy
of evidence” (with metaanalysis of randomised controlled trials defined as the gold standard
of evidence) as devaluing qualitative research and experiential learning. Some senior doctors
may be dismissive of qualitative research and others may be ignorant of the essential steps for
achieving change in an organisation. They may also come from a work environment where
what they say is generally taken by other members of the team to be “correct”.

All this makes for a potentially emotive and unproductive session. It is essential to ensure
that the group defines specific aims for the session and permits differences of opinion. For
example, an aim such as “To explore different definitions of evidence-based health care and
the perspective of different professional groups” would enable differences of opinion to be
tolerated and encourage the members to view the issues from an angle other than their own.
In contrast, an aim such as “For us all to agree on what evidence-based health care is” will
probably generate more heat than light!
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The reprints in this section are not the last word on the philosophy or ideology of evidence-
based practice! Encourage the group members to bring along their own choice of papers and,
rather than focusing on which paper is “right” or “best”, extract the main arguments from
each one and classify them into different categories.

UNIT 3

There is absolutely no substitute for “hands-on” computer work in this session. If you have
that provided as part of a course, lucky you. If not, the individuals in the group must be sent
to the library or spend time on the Internet trying out their search strategies. Informaticist
Reinhard Wentz has said that searching electronic databases is like catching butterflies – a
delicate process and you very rarely get a perfect “catch” first time. You must create both the
time and the intellectual environment for your group members to experience the trial and
error of searching.

UNIT 4

Do not assume that everyone in your group knows what a randomised controlled trial is and
understands its meaning. You might like to invite someone to go over the principles of ran-
dom allocation “as if teaching a group of students” so you do not lose the less experienced
members of the group at this first hurdle. 

This is the first paper in the workbook with an accompanying critical appraisal checklist.
Encourage the group to be positive – it’s very easy to “pick holes” in other people’s research
and some criticism can be made of every published paper. But your students should recognise
the practicalities of research (recruitment difficulties, resource limitations, and so on) and
avoid dismissing a study entirely just because it isn’t perfect. A more productive educational
session might centre round, “Given the limitations of this study which you have extracted from
the paper, how would you now interpret its findings and what use would you make of them?”.

UNIT 5

Statistics (or, more accurately, basic mathematics) is another highly emotive subject.
Although most units in the workbook are designed for mixed ability and multidisciplinary
groups, this unit may work best if the group is stratified by the members’ confidence in
statistics (groups usually stratify themselves pretty well using informal methods). Those who
are entirely comfortable with the concepts will probably cause you few problems but you may
have trouble from “middle of the pack” students who complete the basic NNT exercise
quickly and wish to gain reassurance that they have correctly grasped more advanced con-
cepts such as odds ratios. Their questions can be very off-putting to the struggling student,
who then becomes even more disillusioned. 

We recommend, therefore, that this unit is not run as a group session but that you make
yourself available to assist individuals or pairs if they need it. You may also like to encourage
the more able members of the group to work with the less able. Often, all you need to do is
prompt them to fix a time to meet outside the group session.

UNIT 6

Unlike randomised controlled trials, cohort studies are not part of the everyday vocabulary of
the average clinician! The large numbers of participants in many cohort studies and the lack
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of an intervention (which is what many clinicians think clinical trials are about) may make this
type of study quite daunting to individuals without formal training in epidemiology. Note that
the four-part question population-intervention-comparison-outcome for intervention studies
becomes population-exposure-control-outcome for comparative cohort studies. Make sure
your group does not argue itself into dismissing all cohort studies because the control group
is “not exactly comparable” to the exposed group. In non-randomised designs there are
always systematic differences between the groups. The student’s task is to see what the
researchers did about these differences and the extent to which the differences are likely to
have influenced the results.

UNIT 7

If students get seriously stuck on this unit it is probably because one or more of them has
failed to grasp the idea that a positive test does not mean the presence of disease. In How to
read a paper (Chapter 7, pages 97–99) this problem is addressed using the example of a jury
verdict. Almost everyone knows that a jury can find someone guilty when they committed no
crime and find them innocent when they are not. Hence, the “test result” is the jury’s verdict
while the “gold standard” is whether the criminal knows in his or her heart that they commit-
ted the crime! Once students have understood this concept, they should be able to follow the
steps involved in a validation study. 

The other potential problem in this unit is the likelihood ratio (and receiver operator char-
acteristic or ROC curves). Likelihood ratios and ROC curves are elegant and useful and
when this concept “clicks” the student often feels they have made a real breakthrough in
grasping the concepts of EBHC. But don’t forget that this is one full step beyond the basics
and if your group is new to concepts like sensitivity, specificity and predictive value, you are
likely to encounter difficulties if you allow a general discussion of likelihood ratios in the
same session. You may choose to split the group at this stage – suggesting, for example, that
those who have “had enough” go for a teabreak at this point so that they do not become con-
fused. You can offer to cover the more advanced concepts for them at a later stage or, better,
invite the more experienced members of the group to explain them to their colleagues on an
individual basis.

UNIT 8

If students find this unit on systematic review daunting, it may be because many people
believe (wrongly) that it is about complex mathematics. You should make sure that this
session begins with an exploration of what systematic review is all about – it’s not simply
about adding up the results of lots of studies in a particular way. The defining feature of a sys-
tematic review is that it has a methods section so the reader can make an independent judge-
ment about the appropriateness of the question, the thoroughness of the search, the criteria
used to dismiss papers as irrelevant or poor quality, and so on. Students often need encour-
agement to focus initially on what the reviewer did rather than on the “bottom line” of what
they said they found.

UNIT 9

A session on qualitative research is likely to be viewed as a welcome relief by some members,
a pointless digression by others, and a threat to the foundations of “pure” evidence-based
medicine by a substantial minority. Although a discussion about whether qualitative research
should “count” in clinical epidemiology may be very useful, your group must decide whether
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they want to focus on such philosophical issues or tackle the content of the paper and do the
checklist! Your task is to help them make this decision and ensure that they meet their objec-
tive, not to get drawn into taking sides in the somewhat spurious “qualitative versus quantita-
tive” debate! You will probably need all your facilitation skills in this unit but in our
experience, this session can be particularly worthwhile as one or more group members come
to grasp the idea of an entirely new paradigm.

UNIT 10

Make sure everyone in the group is clear about the difference between a case control study (in
which putative harmful agents are looked for retrospectively in patients who have already
developed a disease) and a comparative cohort study (in which people exposed to the puta-
tive agent are followed up prospectively to see what proportion get the disease – as illustrated
in Unit 6). Both these designs may be used to assess “harm”. Case control studies usually sink
or swim on the comparability of cases and controls, so the exploration of potential systematic
biases here is crucial. However, as we explained in the notes for Unit 6, no non-randomised
trial is entirely free of bias or confounding so the reader needs to exercise judgement!
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UNIT 4: RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIALS OF THERAPY

1. The trial did address a clearly focused question: “In patients referred to secondary care with newly
diagnosed non-ketotic type 2 diabetes, who also have raised blood pressure (BP), will ‘tight’ control
of BP to a target of <150/85 reduce mortality, macrovascular morbidity or microvascular morbidity,
compared with ‘less tight’ control to a target BP of <180/105?”.

2. Trial participants were not randomly selected. Rather, all patients from the population (newly
diagnosed non-ketotic type 2 diabetics with hypertension referred to secondary care) who met the
inclusion criteria were offered the opportunity to participate.

3. Allocation was randomised by means of sealed opaque envelopes.
4. Neither participants nor observers were blinded. Since the intervention included different target BPs

for each group, blinding of clinicians would not have been possible, but blind assessment of
complications by a different observer would have been theoretically possibly. Participants could have
been blinded by the use of placebo tablets.

5. The two groups were treated equally in that there was no difference in the frequency of clinic visits or
the assessment protocol.

6. No power calculation is given. The hypertension substudy of UKPDS has been criticised for being
underpowered to test its most important hypothesis – that tight vs less tight control of BP in type 2
diabetes produces a significant reduction in all-cause mortality.

7. Ninety-six percent of participants were accounted for at the end of the study (page 67). Results were
analysed on an intention-to-treat basis (i.e. in the groups to which they were randomised).

8. The predefined primary endpoints are listed at the top of page 67. Examples of the main results,
shown graphically in Figure 4, were:

9. The estimates of treatment effect are, for many outcomes, imprecise, as shown by the wide
confidence intervals in Figure 4. Where these intervals overlap the line of no effect (relative risk of 1.0),
we cannot be sure whether this is due to a type 2(β) error or whether there is genuinely no difference
in efficacy between the treatment regimens.

10. The study participants were all newly diagnosed non-ketotic diabetic patients referred to UK
secondary care and selected on the basis of a long list of inclusion and exclusion criteria (page 65).
Notable exclusions were those with long established diabetes, those managed exclusively in primary
care, those over 65, and those whose glycaemia was adequately controlled on diet alone.

End point (or Relative risk Relative risk Absolute risk NNT
outcome) (95% CI) reduction reduction (=1/ARR)

(RRR = 1-RR) (= CER-EER)

All diabetes- 0.76 (0.62–0.92) 0.24 9.4% (i.e. 0.094) 11
related outcomes

All-cause mortality 0.82 (0.63–1.08) 0.18 3.6% (i.e. 0.036) 28

MI 0.79 (0.59–1.07) 0.21 3.6% (i.e. 0.036) 28
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UNIT 5:THE FIRST EVER RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIAL

The event rate for death in the experimental group (EER)
EER = a/a+b = 4/55 = 0.07

The event rate for death in the control group (CER)
CER = c/c+d = 14/52 = 0.27

The absolute risk reduction (ARR) for the outcome death
ARR = CER – EER = 0.27 – 0.07 = 0.20 = 20%

The relative risk reduction (RRR) for the outcome death
RRR = (CER – EER) / CER
= (0.27 – 0.07)/0.27 = 0.2/0.27 + 0.74 = 74%

The number needed to treat (NNT) to prevent one death
NNT = 1/ARR = 1/0.20 = 5
Five patients must receive streptomycin to prevent one additional death.

The chance (risk) of death in the experimental and control groups respectively
Risk of death is the same as the event rate, i.e. 0.07 in the experimental group and 0.27 in the control
group.

The odds of death in the experimental and control groups respectively
Odds of death = number of patients dying/number of patients not dying

= a/b = 4/51 = 0.078 in the experimental group
= c/d = 14/38 = 0.37 in the control group

The relative risk (risk ratio) for death in the experimental group compared with the control group
Risk ratio = risk in experimental group/risk in control group

= 0.07/0.27
= 0.26

The relative odds (odds ratio) for death in the experimental group compared with the control group
Odds ratio = odds in experimental group/odds in control group

= 0.07/0.37
= 0.21

The number needed to harm (NNH) for the outcome VIIIth nerve damage

CER for VIIIth nerve damage = 0
EER for VIIIth nerve damage = 36/55 = 0.65
NNH = 1/(CER – EER) = 1/(0 – 0.65) = –1/0.65 = –1.5
i.e. one person develops deafness for every 1.5 people treated (or two develop deafness for every three
treated). The NNH is a negative number because the experimental group do worse than the controls for
this outcome.

The 95% confidence interval for the NNT is 2.98–17.31, a fairly wide limit which reflects the small
sample size.

UNIT 6: COHORT STUDIES

1. The trial did address a clearly focused question: “In women who were ever prescribed the combined
oral contraceptive pill by their GP, compared to those who have never taken this drug, what is the risk
of death over the subsequent 25 years?”

2. The study was prospective. Note that GPs were asked to record contraceptive use prospectively every
six months.
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Yes No

Experimental (streptomycin) group 36 a b 19 55

Control group (bed rest alone) 0 c d 52 52
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3. The groups were registered with the same GPs. Major potentially confounding variables – age, social
class, parity and cigarette smoking at recruitment – were assessed at the outset and controlled for in the
subsequent analysis. That said, a legitimate question might be: “were women who took the pill
systematically different in sexual activity (and hence disease risk) from those who did not?” The study does
not control for sexual activity. A book is cited (reference 1) that may give important data on this question.

4. Follow-up was 75% because 25% of the original 1968 cohort were lost to long-term follow-up before
it was “flagged” in 1976–7. Some (we are not told what proportion) of these 25% of participants were
lost because their GP withdrew from the study, others presumably withdrew for their own reasons. We
are told that women who withdrew had similar mortality patterns to those who remained in follow-up,
but we are not given the data from which this statement is derived. All participants who were followed
up were analysed on an intention-to-treat basis.

5. Results are given as relative risk with 95% confidence intervals. Outcomes were overall and cause-
specific mortality, both in total and broken down by years since first exposure. Over 25 years, the
relative risk of all-cause mortality from oral contraceptive use compared to “never used” was 1.0, i.e.
there was no excess long-term harm associated with the pill, while the relative risk of death from “all
circulatory diseases” (for example, the pulmonary embolus that your patient is concerned about) was
1.7 (95% Cl 1.2–2.4) (Table 1, page 95). Within the first 10 years, however, relative risks fo the different
conditions were higher (Table 2).

6. With 46,000 patients, it is not surprising that the data on all-cause mortality are very precise. For all-
cause mortality at 25 years, 95% confidence intervals were 0.9–1.1. However, data on less common
cause-specific mortality are less precise, for example, relative risk of death from liver cancer was 5.0,
with a 95% confidence interval of 0.6–43.2! The 95% confidence intervals for the relative risk of “other
circulatory diseases” are 0.8–2.5, i.e. there is a high chance that the slight excess mortality observed in
this study arose by chance.

7. This depends on your circumstances. It might be helpful to note that this paper focuses on long-term
mortality. It gives no data on short-term, non-fatal outcomes such as venous thrombosis or minor
pulmonary embolism. Second, the patient in the scenario given is probably from a non-white or mixed
ethnicity, whereas the participants in the study were almost all white (page 92). Third, the dose of
contraceptive that this patient plans to take will be lower than that taken by pill users in the 1960s and
1970s. Fourth, the women in the study were “living as married”, this patient may or may not be in a
stable relationship. Finally, patterns of disease have changed considerably since the 1970s. In
particular, HIV-related illness accounts for a substantial proportion of deaths in young women. Hence,
the use of barrier contraceptive methods (as well as, or instead of, taking the pill) may have a greater
impact on outcome in this patient than it did in the study participants.

UNIT 7: DIAGNOSTIC OR SCREENING TESTS

1. The paper implies, but does not state explicitly, that the investigator who administered the “gold
standard” diagnostic alcohol use interview was blind to the results of the self-administered screening
questionnaire and that those who calculated the score from the latter were blind to the result of the
diagnostic interview.

2. The test was evaluated in a sample of primary care patients who were attending their GP for an
unrelated condition on the day of interview. In this respect, the participants are similar to the patient in
the case history.

3. The low prevalence of people with alcohol problems in the population (most interviewees scored
negative on both tests and there was no attempt, for example, to oversample from patients with risk
factors for alcohol excess) casts some doubt on its usefulness in the specific subgroup of patients
whom we suspect are misusing alcohol. Ideally, a new test should be compared with the gold
standard in patients in whom there is a high degree of diagnostic uncertainty before the test result is
known, especially in patients with mild forms of the disease and commonly confused conditions. A
power calculation is not included in the paper.

4. Both tests were used on all participants.
5. The 10-item questionnaire, using a cut-off score of 5, had a sensitivity of 84%, a specificity of 90%,

and a positive predictive value of 60%. For the five-item questionnaire these figures were 79%, 95%,
and 73% respectively. The question of whether these values are “good enough” has no hard and fast
answer. In general, a screening test should be highly sensitive (but not necessarily specific) since false-
positive cases can be excluded by a more definitive test. The figures for sensitivity tell us that a 10-item
questionnaire will miss one case in six and the five-item questionnaire one case in five of serious
alcohol problems. The figures for positive predictive value tell us that (in this population) a person who
scores “positive” on the 10-item questionnaire has a 60% chance and someone who scores positive
on the five-item questionnaire has a 73% chance of having a serious alcohol problem.
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6. According to an international study cited in the paper, 6% of primary care attenders worldwide have a
serious alcohol problem. The prevalence in any particular practice may vary from this and if it does, the
features of the test (the positive and negative predictive values) will change. (You can test this out for
yourself by replacing the starting prevalence figures [73, 409] in the total boxes at the base of the
“condition present” and “condition absent” columns below.)

7. The study population here had a prevalence of 16% (73/482). Using these figures, there was a good
chance that if the patient tested negative, they did not have the disease (97% – the negtive predictive
value = 368/380). If your population has a lower prevalence than this (e.g. 6%, like the overall
population), then the negative predictive value is likely to be even higher and the test more useful to
you for ruling out non-alcoholics. On the other hand, with 16% prevalence, this test has a low positive
predictive value (60% [61/102] meaning that there is a 40% chance that a positive result occurs in
someone without the condition). If your prevalence is lower, then the positive predictive value will fall
further, making a positive test result not very useful at all (no better than tossing a coin, for example).

8. In the case history described in Unit 7, a negative result would be reassuring, as you may feel that the
patient does not need a long face-to-face interview (or even a confrontation) to address his alleged
alcohol problem. A positive result should probably change your management by at least indicating a
more definitive test. Whether your patients would be willing to be treated is a difficult question that is
important to address (but is not addressed by this paper). There may be other papers in the research
literature which may help to estimate how likely it is that patients detected by primary care screening
would accept (and respond to) treatment for alcohol misuse.

9. The paper suggests that the test is simple, cheap, and acceptable but this would need to be tested in
your own practice, preferably by a formal feasibility study.

Note: The authors did not supply raw data in their paper, but if you are curious and wish to see how
the 2×2 matrix would look, the following figures are consistent with the results in the paper for the full 10-
item questionnaire. (We derived these figures from the data supplied in the paper.)

Target disorder Totals

Present Absent

Diagnostic Positive 61 41 102
test result

Negative 12 368 380

Totals 73 409 482

Sensitivity = 61/73 = 84%
Specificity = 368/409 = 90%
Prevalence in the study = 73/482 = 15%
Positive predictive value (in the study) = 61/102 = 60%
Negative predictive value (in the study) = 368/380 = 97%
Likelihood ratio of a positive test = sensitivity/1-specificity = 8.34

UNIT 8: SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS

1. Yes. “In patients with asthma sensitive to house dust mite, what is the impact of physical and chemical
methods to control mites on the symptoms of asthma or allergy and/or on peak expiratory flow rate?”

2. Yes. Of 229 studies identified from a literature search, all but 18 were excluded as irrelevant or of poor
quality. An additional four studies were known to one of the authors. All these studies were described
as randomised; 11 were double blind. However, only one of the papers contained sufficient
information to confirm that randomisation was adequately concealed. All the studies addressed the
research question above. All contained relatively small numbers of participants.

3. It is unlikely that important relevant studies were missed. A sensitive search strategy was used on
several databases. References of references in all 233 studies were pursued, but no additional studies
were identified.

4. Validity of studies was assessed by a reproducible method (available on the web version of the paper).
It is unclear whether more than one assessor graded the primary studies independently.

5. Broadly, the results were similar from study to study. However, there appeared to be some
heterogeneity of effect size between chemical methods and physical methods, with the former
producing neutral or negative effects and the latter producing more positive effects on symptoms
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(Figure 2). Given the small numbers in some of the subgroups, there may be a genuine heterogeneity
in the effect of these different methods and if there is, it would not be valid to express the results of this
metaanalysis as a single “grand mean”.

6. The point estimate of overall effect of size is close to zero (but see point 5 above).
7. The confidence intervals on the aggregated data are narrow.
8. All the participants in this study had documented house dust mite allergy. Compliance with the

regimen was only evaluated in one study and the lack of effect of some measures may have been
partly explained by lack of compliance. Hence, highly motivated patients who comply strictly with the
regimen may theoretically experience greater benefit but this hypothesis would need to be tested in a
separate trial.

9. Outcomes included both symptoms (asthma and allergy) and peak expiratory flow rate. Different trials
used different outcomes. There may be additional outcomes (for example, days lost from school or
work) that were not measured in some or all studies.

UNIT 9: QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

1. Yes. The aim was to explore the reasons why patients with a cardiac event did or did not take
appropriate action.

2. Yes. The authors sought to explain the variation in response to a cardiac event and identify potentially
modifiable factors.

3. Yes. The sample comprised all patients admitted to a district general hospital who had survived a
cardiac event.

4. It may have been useful to study patients with non-cardiac causes for their chest pain and those with
cardiac events (if any) who were not admitted to hospital.

5. Yes. Subjects all had confirmed acute myocardial infarction.
6. No. Little detail is given on the researchers’ background. The researchers do not comment on how

their background or perspective may have influenced the findings.
7. Yes. Data sources were semistructured interviews with patients and relatives or bystanders. These

were appropriate. Focus groups would have been another useful method that may have provided
additional data.

8. Partly. The length of the interviews, the questions asked, and themes covered were all given.
Additional detail on the setting and format of the interview, the reasons given by the researchers for
seeking the information, and the manner in which questions were posed could have been supplied.
Patients and relatives or bystanders were both interviewed. The interviews were audiotaped so were
independently verifiable. Observations were not taken at different times. The approach was highly
standardised, with patients being interviewed on the third or fourth day post event: informants were
all interviewed in a hospital setting on the same afternoon, before they saw the patient. This was
clearly done for practical reasons but more variety in the context and timing of the interview might
have produced additional data.

9. Yes. “The data were analysed using the constant comparative method to cover identified and
emerging themes” – a reference to this standard method is given and an accompanying commentary
explains its theoretical basis. Agreement was reached in all but three cases – we are not told how
these were resolved. It was not clear how the authors dealt with negative or discrepant results.

10. The results show that patients can be classified as “non-delayers”, “delayers”, and “extended
delayers” and each of these categories displays different perceptions and behaviours. For example,
extended delayers were characterised by low perception of own risk for a cardiac event, atypical
(non-dramatic) symptoms, evolving symptoms, multiple attempts at self-treatment, and inappropriate
advice given by lay advisers and health professionals. The results are coherent and do address the
research question.

11. Yes; they are consistent with the data. All information is available for independent assessment.
12. Yes.
13. Public perceptions of the nature of a heart attack and its associated symptoms need to be changed.

In particular, the stereotype of a sudden, dramatic and all-or-nothing event must change to reflect the
reality of less dramatic, evolving symptoms in many cases.

14. Depends.
15. Yes, if your practice is the acute management of patients with chest symptoms in the UK.
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UNIT 10: CASE CONTROL STUDIES

1. Yes. “In infants born in Petolas, Brazil and living in urban areas, is exclusive breast feeding associated
with a reduced incidence of pneumonia between the ages of one and twelve months, compared to
infants given fluid supplements, those on mixed (formula plus breast) feeding, and those given solid
supplements?”

2. Fairly uncommon. The incidence of pneumonia in the postneonatal period in these infants was 2.9%.
3. The study was population based.
4. Controls were slightly older, of slightly higher social class, and their mothers had more education but

fewer children. All these factors were shown in the study to be independently associated with
protection against pneumonia. After adjustment for these variables (far right column, Tables 3 and 4),
the odds ratios for development of pneumonia in each subcategory are reduced but still highly
significant.

5. The study was not matched at the individual level. Rather, it was a nested case control study in which
the small number of cases (infants with pneumonia) were compared with the pooled data on all infants
in the sample from the cohort study.

6. Outcome was hospital admission with pneumonia independently diagnosed from records by two
paediatricians. The adjusted odds ratio for the effect of exposure to breast plus formula milk compared
to breast milk alone was 3.8 across all age groups studied. Fluid supplementation (e.g. with water or
herb tea) had an adjusted odds ratio of 1.3 compared with no supplementation and solid supplements
an adjusted odds ratio of 8.5 compared with no solids.

7. The 95% confidence intervals for the three figures given above are 1.7–8.9, 0.3–4.9 and 4.7–15.4.
8. Dr Sawar’s population is rural rather than urban, Indian rather than Brazilian, and probably of lower

socioeconomic status and educational level. Although there is a highly plausible pathological
explanation for a “dose response” effect of supplementary feeding in any population of infants, there
are major differences between the study population and the one this doctor cares for. He should seek
additional evidence from the clinical literature but, if he does not find it, he must make a personal
judgement about the generalisability of these findings to his own practice.
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